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The account of a divine miracle recently published on our website has received
feedback expressing questions and doubts. For accuracy and honesty, these questions
have been addressed by the person who experienced the event. Here is his answer:
“For the Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep things of God. For what man
knows the things of a man except the spirit of the man which is in him? Even so
no one knows the things of God except the Spirit of God.”
(I Corinthians 2:10-11)

Dear Reader,
The Lord says, “He who speaks from himself seeks his own glory; but He who seeks
the glory of the One who sent Him is true, and no unrighteousness is in Him.” (John
7:18). The Lord asked me to tell the things which He did for me. He said to me, “This
is for my sheep and my people whom will recognize my voice, for I have many of
them in affliction and pain, and they wait to hear My voice to console them.” But for
me, when I finish telling my story, I consider my mission is accomplished and I don't
want anything else from this world. I even did not mention where I live now whether
in my own country or abroad. For the Spirit searches everything, and nobody knows
the things of God except the spirit of God whom dwells in man. So, who have the
spirit of God, who knows and searches the truth and knows the things of God? And
he who needs the word of God, he will delight in the word and the truth, because the
Lord told us, “He who is of God hears God’s words.” (John 8:47) and “Everyone who
is of the truth hears My voice.” (John 18:37).
Truth is truth whether you believe it or not. God wants His Truth and Word to
reach His people. God knows beforehand to whom His truth will reach and who
will accept it with joy. I believe He has asked me many times to write down and
share what He did in me.
I have been sustained on my journey by God’s word to me, as well as by the
help of my spiritual mentor. As a spiritual father, my mentor confirmed that I should
record the word of the God to me. I am thankful to my spiritual mentor who has
helped me on this hard road through this dark world. With that help and the comfort
of the Lord, I would not have survived (or had been destroyed).
Because of our weakness in this physical world, God sometimes allows the
presence of saints in this world to be a tangible support to us. There are many who
have sent me letters telling me that I'm a liar, while others said, “You want to be
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known to all.” Others said, "It is the devil who is appearing to you and who deceives
you." Their responses as understandable as I know that indeed the devil as many
tricks. There are also those that worship their ego—desiring to be famous or to satisfy
themselves.
I want to ask a question: “What is the devil’s main goal?” The devil desires to
draw the world away from the truth, eternity and knowledge of God. God, on the
other hand, wants everyone to know Him. Sometimes, he chooses to use one of His
sons, to whom He reveals Himself, to tell others about God that they may know Him.
As for me, I did not ask to be well-known. I did not even mention my real name or
initials and I prefer that no one knows about me personally. God wants to console
people by His words through me. Those people are His sheep who recognizes His
voice and waits for Him.
So, what I will gain from this disclosure while I am nobody before the world?
Consider that I did not ask to be known or that anyone should know my name.
Nobody saw or knew me. I even refused being in this world, and moreover cried
bitterly every day to return to the desert monastery where I stayed for a year. The
experience was a paradise for me, even Eden itself, because God told me about the
way to salvation, when He said to me, “Whoever loses his life for My sake will save
it. For what profit is it to a man if he gains the whole world, and is himself destroyed
or lost?” (Luke 9:24-25) “Assuredly, I say to you, there is no one who has left house
or brothers or sisters or father or mother or wife or children or lands, for My sake and
the gospel’s, who shall not receive a hundredfold now in this time—houses and
brothers and sisters and mothers and children and lands, with persecutions—and in
the age to come, eternal life.” (Mark10:29-30) Then the Lord reminded me of the
person who wanted to walk with Him but he asked first to farewell his family. And
the Lord said to Him, “No one, having put his hand to the plow, and looking back, is
fit for the kingdom of God.” (Luke 9:62) “Vanity of vanities, all is vanity.”
(Ecclesiastes 1:2) “And indeed all was vanity and grasping for the wind. There was
no profit under the sun.” (Ecclesiastes 2:11)
Because God put a great assurance in my mind about the truth of His coming
at any hour, my mind became continually aware of this truth, as He commanded us,
“Therefore you also be ready, for the Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not
expect.” (Luke 12:40) God always reminds me to warn everyone I meet about this
truth. He said, “But take heed to yourselves, lest your hearts be weighed down with
carousing, drunkenness, and cares of this life, and that Day come on you
unexpectedly.” (Luke 21:34) “Do not labor for the food which perishes, but for the
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food which endures to everlasting life” (John 6:27). The Lord told me that the prince
of this world seeks, with all his strength, to make people forget about it especially in
His first sermon on the mount. “Do not worry about your life, what you will eat or
what you will drink; nor about your body, what you will put on. Is not life more than
food and the body more than clothing? “Therefore do not worry, saying, ‘What shall
we eat?’ or ‘What shall we drink?’ or ‘What shall we wear?’ For after all these
things the Gentiles seek. But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness,
and all these things shall be added to you.” (Matthew 6, Luke 12)
God didn't allow me to continue my devotion in the desert of that monastery
which was like a dream to me. So He put me on the altar as a burning sacrifice, not
only a sin sacrifice [which indicates the death of sin], which must be done by
continual repentance to be born of water. That root of sin, that causes man to sin
continually, which is his self, has to die. As Paul says, evil is present with me
(Romans 7:21). The Lord worked in me that everything which belonged to the world
should die, in the same way that the burned sacrifice, when the priest put it on the
altar, and was burned until it became dust. The Lord told me that I should live
according to the Bible, not just knowing old ceremonies, because the Bible is a life
that should be lived by every man; that's why I commanded, “Only let your conduct
be worthy of the gospel of Christ.” (Philippians 1:27) Man must walk in this way
because living practically according to the word of God is the way to God. Now, I
don't need anyone or money or anything of this world, because I realized that
everything in this world is vain, and I choose to be in God forever and not to live for
vain things. [The Lord put in my hands a lot of money and many estates which the
Lord and my spiritual mentor asked me to keep for ministry--many people, whom
God has brought in my way, come and live with me.] Please, my beloved ones, think
about these things, what is the purpose of this work? So, you can easily know that
I’m telling the truth and also by asking the guidance of God, He will give the desire
of your heart.
I have no personal agenda except helping everyone to know God, and this is
what He asked me to do, for God searches the heart and this appears clearer in not
mentioning my name or where I live. When I finish telling what God has done
with me, my role will be finished. Through the word of God and His work, the faith
of many people may grow and their joy may increase. The devil wants to attract
people towards him or towards his followers in order to keep the world away from
seeking God and eternity. But any wise man will realize that there is no profit from
writing this story, while the world does not know who I am, but I write to comfort
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anyone carrying their cross and to strengthen their faith, as the Lord asked Saul and
many others in old times or recently Nahed Metwali (Febi Abdel Massieh) who was
Muslim and came to Christ, God asked her to tell others what He did in her life, not
to become famous but to comfort all people and strengthen their faith. The difference
between me and her is that I'm not known to anybody.
Whoever reads my testimony should focus on the purpose. I'm still nobody so
why should any man thinks that the devil is deceiving me or that I want anything? In
what way am I to take anything from anybody? Many have said to me, "This is a
work of the devil because the devil can appear as an angel of light.” I don't blame
them. For me, the devil cannot appear to me because I know God very well and by
truth. Does the devil want me to know God well and leave the world? Does he want
me to lose interest in things which are seen, even my body? There is a difference
between delusion and the truth. There is tangible evidence that still remain from
God's work: my hair was curly and became soft, I used to wear glasses but now I
don't, and I don't feel heart pain anymore even if I stay without food for a month
despite the continued presence of the disease. How did this happen?! There is a
difference between illusion, delusion and the truth.
The most important thing of all of this is that I don't care about the reactions of
the world or what the people say, because my main concern is to know God well, and
this is the purpose God has succeeded achieving in my life through knowing Him and
bringing me close to Him. Whether the world believes it or not, what will change
this reality? Actually I don't feel my presence in this world and life, for me now, is
Christ. Whatever happens, I don't care. When God sends me to someone and he does
not believe, I don't try to convince because this is not my role; I stop seeing them
because I don't want anything and I leave them to God.
My beloved ones, my desire is that you concentrate on all these things. When
Paul said, “I labored more abundantly than them all,” (I Corinthians 15:10), and
“Imitate me,” (I Corinthians 11:1), he did not intend to be proud of himself but God
asked him to speak thus, even if he was seen to be proud. By focusing on the
purpose, you will find that Paul didn't desire anything for himself and was not
attracting attention towards himself; instead, he was attracting the whole world to
Christ. I wish we remember Gods' words, “He who speaks from himself seeks his
own glory; but He who seeks the glory of the One who sent Him is true, and no
unrighteousness is in Him.” (John 7:18). Of course this is not the devil's desire and
also there is a great difference between the circumstances of Saint Paul and mine; I'm
still nobody to the world and no one sees or knows me.
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There is a difference between delusion and the truth. God really healed me to
raise my faith in order to be a witness for Him in a world that lacks spiritual truth
especially in the West. Regarding visions, these days God visits many people in
visions because the spiritual level of many is very weak, so the Lord has to visit
people by Himself, as He promised, “And it shall come to pass in the last days, says
God, That I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh; Your sons and your daughters
shall prophesy, Your young men shall see visions, Your old men shall dream dreams.
And on My menservants and on My maidservants I will pour out My Spirit in those
days; And they shall prophesy. I will show wonders in heaven above And signs in the
earth beneath.” (Acts 2:17-19) I think you have read the story of Nahed Metwali, to
whom, while she was Muslim, God started to show visions. The devil cannot change
the nature and the shape of anyone. If what happened was from the devil, what is his
aim? Does the devil want man to know Christ and love Him very much as God did
with me?! This is impossible. I came close to God and I truly knew Him. This, of
course, cannot be the aim of the devil because I left the world and I don't feel its
presence anymore. I'm sure about one thing; that is, when I speak about myself, even
as a nobody, I feel uncomfortable and feel like God puts me in front of a gun. What
comforts me is that people don't know me in person and, most importantly, that I
have no personal desire to take anything from the world. The devil and the famous
people in the world desire to satisfy themselves and refuse to let God be known to the
world, so my beloved ones, think carefully about this idea: one who seeks to make
Christ be known to all and help people come close to God cannot be motivated
by the devil?
The Bible says, “For the Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep things of
God.” (I Corinthians 2:10) This means you can ask God by yourself to understand the
things that belong to him and to believe all His word because it is written, “The God
of Israel grant your petition which you have asked of Him.” (ISamuel1:17) God
promised that whoever asks, shall receive and He promised, “I will not leave you
orphans.” (John14:18) Because God is real, even if we don't see Him or feel His
presence sometimes, we know in our minds very well that He is hearing us. You can
ask Him personally to show you whether any man is honest or not and you can ask
Him to show you His thinking in order to recognize which things are from Him and
which are not. That way you can recognize the presence of God in their lives and
you will truly know them. God gives man the desire of his heart.
In some countries, people asked me to give them a videotape containing
pictures of my face in the past. When they saw it, they couldn't believe that these
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pictures belong to me--my skin was dark, I was wearing medical glasses and my hair
was curly--but now everything is changed. The Lord asked me several times to send
this tape along with my graduation certificates and my passport containing different
visas to some people, to prove that I’m not a liar. This wasn’t my desire, because I
asked God to allow me to be alone with Him only and leave the whole world not
seeing anybody, but I didn't want to hinder God's work or to be a stumbling
stone to anyone and let His will be done not mine.
I wish now that you seek God to know Him and know His ways, for He is
inside you and He dwells in you; He is omnipresent.
Listen to me now, all I want you to do is to focus on God alone and make Him
your only comfort. It doesn't matter who is the true one and who is the liar, the
important thing is to know Him personally before the end of the world because “time
is very short.” (I Corinthians 7:29) If the whole world is full of liars and evil, it won’t
be your responsibility or guilt but theirs and they will lose.
Whoever comes close to God and is born again will win everything, but
whoever is not filled of God will lose everything. It is written, “Be anxious for
nothing but in everything by prayer,” bringing every thought into captivity to the
obedience of Christ,” “pray without ceasing,” “He who called you is holy, you also
be holy in all your conduct,” “you shall be perfect, just as your Father in heaven is
perfect.” God will ask about your salvation and your fight in the difficult road which
is the only way to Him.
It is important for every man to know God personally before it is too late as our
holy fathers did when they escaped from the world; they did not waste their time
thinking about vain things but turned to God and He saved them. When someone gets
a miracle from God or a revelation of God in a church, we ask God to examine this in
His light because He promised that anyone asks, shall receive. That is in case if
anyone is concerned.
For me, as I finish telling what God have done with me, my role will be
finished. I'm still nobody to the world and that's what I want. I want everyone to
focus on God and be filled of Him to fullness and to love God from all their
hearts, from all their minds and from all their souls because God is near at
doors.
“Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit who is from God,
that we might know the things that have been freely given to us by God. These things
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we also speak, not in words which man’s wisdom teaches but which the Holy
Spirit teaches, comparing spiritual things with spiritual. But he who is spiritual
judges all things.” (I Corinthians 2:12-13,15)
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“Then one of the elders answered, saying to me, ‘Who are these arrayed in white
robes, and where did they come from?’ And I said to him, ‘Sir, you know.’ So he said
to me, ‘These are the ones who come out of the great tribulation, and washed their
robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.’”
(Revelation 7:13-14)

The story of a man who lived the fully cross throughout his whole life
and experienced a miraculous healing that led to know the truth, the
way to life and wholeness.
The story of this man and what he passed through is written down in another
note, so in this one we will focus on the miracle he had and a brief about the painful
times/the cross he passed through.
A lot of people didn’t believe the pain and torture that he passed through since
he was born, and he asked to delete them from the website due to people not
believing what he passed through whether from his parents, people wanting to kill
him (like Cain), hatred towards him, injustice throughout his educational years,
though he was very intelligent. It was continuous physical pain and hatred from those
he loved, continuous pain in his soul and mind. That was all because this person
wanted to know God since he was young, as it is written ‘when Jesus was born Herod
was troubled and all of Jerusalem’
As Herod tried to kill Jesus for months and years, the prince of this world tried
to kill Christ that is residing in that person in many ways. Any person that is not led
by the spirit will be easily led by the prince of this world, as it is written in Eph. 2:2
“ in which you once walked according to the course of this world, according to the
prince of the power of the air.”
That is why many people persecuted him including the people of his own
family, as it is written in Matthew 10:36 ‘a man’s enemies will be those of
his own household,’ and that besides the heart disease that he was born with and
continued till he received a healing miracle. It was intense pain for him that those he
loved hated him, besides the physical disease (three diseases in the heart), sickness in
his heart and soul, which led to a pain we usually don’t expect from people that we
love. The continuance of the diseases was more difficult than the disease itself.
That is why the person thought it is enough to just mention the vision that he
had as a child at a time when he was awake, as well as the vision in which he saw
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Saint Anthony when he was in high school, and after that the miracle itself, when he
was transported and his spirit ascended out of his body and the Lord showed him
things in heaven and outer space. That is the third adjustment that the person made in
the story due to the unbelief of many, but this time the Lord told him that time is
short and it is time for judgement to start from the house of the Lord (1 Peter 4:17).
When I was 6 years old I had my first vision and I remember it well as if it is
happening now and I can feel everything in it. I had a strong fever, and suddenly
things around me looked dark and started perishing and saw in front of me a pearl
that was light green in color and it was magnificent. I wondered where this came
from?! It started coming close to me and I saw inside of something dark and ugly like
burned cloth or burned rat tail. The Lord gave me understanding of what I was
seeing, and I said to myself: what a loss! I wish this pearl was without that dark thing
inside of it!
I felt there was someone in the room who brought that pearl, and I realized
immediately it was God Himself. I heard the voice of the Lord speaking very
tenderly: this pearl my precious son is you! And you are the only one who is able to
get that dark thing out of it. So would you like to see what will happen to the pearl
when that dark thing gets out of it? I said: of course. Immediately He brought another
pearl and put it in front of me in the air. It had the same dark thing that is in the first
pearl, and the Lord removed it in a marvelous way, and the pearl started to grow
bigger and fill the room. It looks indescribably beautiful.
I heard the voice of the Lord saying: the first pearl is you, and that ugly thing
has to be removed. So I asked the Lord: why didn’t you remove it from the first
pearl?! HE said: you are the only one who has the freedom to remove it, and when
you do so your small pearl will grow bigger and fill the room like the other one. I
asked the Lord: can I be like that? HE said: well, why then did I show you all this? I
said to Him: How Lord?! Immediately I found between myself and the small pearl
(me with the ugly thing inside) a road that is full of thorns and it looked extremely
terrible and fearful. The Lord said to me: this is the only way that will get you there. I
understood when I grew older that the Lord meant the narrow road that is the only
way to life.
Another time I saw Saint Anthony appearing beside me while I was studying
and said to me, ‘this is the first cross you have; the pain in your soul; don’t be afraid
the Lord and all His saints are with you and praying for you’. Then St. Mermina
appeared on the mirror and left the handprints of his hand lift up for prayer, and the
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prints were white in color like the hand of someone that has been put in something
white like wheat. They were left on the mirror in a very clear manner to encourage
me. They stayed for months on the mirror and I showed it to many people. During
the last year of my studying I was really down and when I raised my heart and started
crying to the Lord to have mercy and justice on me, I would see the ceiling of the
room parting, heaven opening up, and Jesus seated on a throne of great light. When I
would wake up, things would disappear, I thought it was just my imagination, but the
Lord would fulfill His promise in Job 5:18 “He wounds, but His hands make whole.”
I finished high school and got into the Faculty of Commerce. I had a heart
disease since I was young and I was in intense pain, but the physical pain was
incomparable to the pain in my soul, to the extent that one time I had a vision of Saint
Anthony when I was in my college years, in front of him were many monks walking
in the narrow road, and it was as if the monks of all times standing in one very long
queue. Beside him was a big pile of plastic crosses, each of them weighs between 1020 grams. Jesus was standing beside him and giving to each monk a small plastic
cross, and each monk was shouting: help me Lord.
St. Anthony was holding in his other hand three metal crosses that weigh 5
kilograms each. I got afraid seeing the reactions of the monks who were shouting
once being handed the plastic crosses, and I thought he will hand me a plastic cross
like the one he gave to the others, and my fear was escalating seeing the monks
shouting, especially that they were strong men. But to my surprise, he gave me the
three metal crosses, which resulted in me falling in an unconscious state, yet St.
Anthony awakened me and told me that I will pass through the most sufferings any
man can go through, but he told me that this is all so that it would fulfill His will and
be transformed to His own image and likeness.
My physical pain increased significantly to the point that I entered the hospital
with a severe pain in my heart, due to the intensity of the pain that I have been
passing through in the last 20 years on all levels; spirit, soul, and body. And the pain
increased with accusations from people around me and my closest friend casting me
out though I owned an apartment. My intention was to leave it to him because I didn’t
want it, and I was happy with that decision, but that didn’t change things. The pain in
my soul increased unexpectedly which increased my physical pain in the heart, as the
priest believed my friend and stood on his side. And that was allowed by the Lord
who is full of mercy and love that is unstoppable, He was drawing me unto Himself
without me realizing it.
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I went to the hospital in this foreign country and stayed there for 5 days, and
the doctors found that an operation has to be done to expand the heart arteries. I
began to cry out to the Lord as I was in intense pain in my soul as I heard that the
results of that operation are not fully guaranteed. I started thinking of my mother that
I love beyond description and what she would go through if I didn’t survive. That all
caused wonder among those that heard me! I started crying out to the Lord and said
to Him: I know I’m a sinner, and I know that You allow all those sufferings due to all
my sins, I’m the worst of sinners, and you want me to focus on You. I promise you if
You would heal me, I would live for you all my life, and I won’t do the things that
displease You, and I will be more attentive to what You say.
To my surprise, I went into a sleep state, which I thought to be an
unconscious state, but I opened my eyes and found myself getting out of my bed and
standing on my feet in the room. I saw what my mind couldn’t imagine when I
looked behind, that I was sleeping on bed but in reality it was my body that was lying
down. I wondered who I am and who the person that was asleep!! What happened at
that moment is that the Lord took my spirit out and I saw the ceiling of the room as it
parted and a strong light from heaven with its rays descending on me and I heard a
voice saying ‘Let Me show you something important’ I said ‘How is that? Can I fly?
Indeed I did feel that I was in my body, and suddenly I found myself in an
indescribable place, we can call it ‘a palace’, but it had no beginning or end, and the
ground was in white marble, I could sense things so strongly that I felt it was reality
not a dream, and I said to myself ‘who got me here’ I was afraid if the owner of the
place comes and asks me ‘how did you get in here’? How will I answer him?! The
place was so glorious like the palace of the greatest kings of the earth, I was afraid
that he could come and think I’m a thief that went in, It felt so real being there, not
like a dream!
All my reactions were natural like in reality, I found myself wearing a white
robe and a rope tied around my waist, my feet were bare, I could feel the marble
ground, it had a strange feeling to it, I looked before me and there were stairs, at the
top of them was the embrace of the father, like in any church. Suddenly a ray of light
passed before me, and a man came that looked so bright, like the owner or the king
of the place, thought he wore a simple white robe, had golden hair, his skin so white
yet a bit reddish especially on his cheeks. He looked so beautiful; I left everything to
look at his indescribable beauty. His beauty was not a physical or natural beauty, but
emotions and affections flowing out of him and captivating me! Though his eyes
were closed and he looked sad and in misery.
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I looked on the right side of the robe he was wearing, it was open and had the
remains of the wound in it, and the opening on his side was so large that I could see
his bowls inside. It was a terrific scene and I couldn’t look for more than a second.
Blood was flowing heavily and spilling on the robe. It was a painful scene, I thought
for a second: could it be me that caused the king’s misery, because when I looked at
him I felt as if I have been looking for something for long years and found it. But
how come I be the source of misery to the one I found my delight and fullness in? So
I started asking in a lot of fear the king who owned that palace: am I the one causing
your cry? Am I the cause of or partner in that injury on your side? I have been
looking for you since I was young!! And I want to be with you forever! And I don’t
want to gaze upon anyone but you.
As I was saying that, I really felt that all I need is to stand before him and gaze
upon Him forever, knowing that I won’t grow weary or tired of looking at Him, and I
realized the answer to the question that I have been asking myself whenever I read
the biographies of saints like St. Ana Simon, St. Maximos, St. Domadious; why did
they leave the palace and run away? Couldn’t they pray while being in the palace?
Why did they go to the desert? When I looked upon that king, I found the answer;
how would they allow anyone or anything to interrupt them from gazing upon that
indescribably beauty.
The Book tells us that His love is better than wine, more powerful than the
influence of wine, and man doesn’t need physical pleasure or love of another person
or other things to fill his mind, because in that king there is all the delight and
fullness for the mind, the heart, and the body as well. After all that, I was greatly
afraid that I be the source of the pain that He had. I started asking again in a low
voice: Am I reason for His crying? His tears were heavy and had a light heavenly
color.
The king started speaking: you bring me sadness every day, you torn me and
crucify me all the time. What saddens me is not that you so, but the fact that you and
many others don’t even realize that. not doing bad things is not what holiness is
about, and it is not the road that leads you to Me or what pleases Me, but you do sin
as long as you don’t try to reach the purpose I made you for. The actual sin is not
laboring to enter in the narrow road every day all the time. You sin when you don’t
obey My word and live it out. You sin when you don’t live the same way I lived on
the earth. You sin when you refuse the cross and dying to yourself, you sin when you
don’t labor to reach the purpose I made you for; which is to bear my image and
likeness.
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Sin is not doing negative or bad things, but not fulfilling the commandment
itself. Haven’t you heard what is written ‘Whoever knows to do a good thing and not
do it is sin’ and ‘the wage of sin is death’. So you can’t truly worship Me or have a
real relationship with Me with your current state or nature because it’s in enmity with
Me and is not filled with Me, that is why it is in constant hunger to the world like an
empty cup that is tossed in an ocean. That is why your current nature loves the world
and tries to fill its cravings and lusts. You try to fill your emotional needs through
another person’s love, and to fill your senses with another person’s touch. And
because the love of the world is enmity with Me, and the mind of the flesh can’t
please Me. So you are born with a nature that is in enmity with Me as it is written
‘you were dead in your sin and transgressions according to the prince of the air’ so
with your fleshly nature you are separated from me.
In order for you to fulfill the purpose I made you for, that you live and become
a branch in Me, being transformed to My image and likeness, You need to start
worshipping Me and not worshipping the world and your flesh, refusing to submit to
your flesh and its lusts even in the least things, as it is written ‘Those who are
Christ’s have crucified their flesh with its lusts and desires.’ You worship what you
are a slave of, so you can’t worship something or someone else and worship Me at
the same time. Many people haven’t grasped this yet. You are My temple and My
abiding place, and I am to be the only one possessing it, in fact you are made to be a
branch in Me.
When I breathed into you the breath of life, which is the spirit of man, I
entrusted every man to be My temple, and my longing has been that all My branches
return to Me to be on My image. But they separated themselves from Me and refused
that I be the head. They wanted to fulfill their own personal will and didn’t accept
being a member in the vine, they didn’t want to enter in the narrow road, and they
didn’t die to themselves on the likeness of My death. They didn’t sacrifice the
Passover lamb and so they stayed in the land of pharaoh and accepted being in
bondage. They refused to be liberated by abiding in Me, and not wanting to depart of
the flesh and the foreign vine that they live in, though I am the only true living vine.
People didn’t understand that they were born in a foreign vine, and that is not
the image that man was created after. Many people lived and never understood this
truth. I’ve created man as a branch in my vine, but I had to give him absolute freedom
to choose the God that he wants to worship and the vine that he wants to dwell in. But
Adam refused that I be His God and obeyed another entity, so I cast him out of My
presence.
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You were born and cast off in the wilderness, and your main purpose should be
how to get back to the original image that I made man on. But very few of the
shepherds preach this truth; that man should go back to the original nature that God
made Him on; a nature that doesn’t know evil or sin. That took place when we got
reborn; we died to our old self with Christ on the cross and got resurrected with Him.
As I mentioned in the beginning, ‘be perfect even as your Father in Heaven is
perfect’
As it is written in 1 John 3:9 ‘whoever born of God doesn’t commit sin and
cannot sin’
When man denies Himself and refuses to go with any will other than Mine,
then he will live what is written in Romans 8:1 ‘There is therefore now no
condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but
after the spirit’ The book meant that we return to the original image of being branches
in the vine, to live and move though Him.
All fulfillment is in Me; whether mental, emotional, or even physical. Ask
yourselves: why do you still need other things in the world? In Heaven it’s only Me!
That is because you are living in a physical body that needs physical food that fills
the physical senses.
I’m no longer the bread of life to you. But whoever wants to go back and live
in Me to fulfill the purpose he was made for, he will have to go out of the physical
body and begin to sacrifice the Passover lamb, and that is the beginning of being
satisfied in Me and the beginning of the Passover.
When you are filled with Me, you will need less of the things of this world and
its material. That is the true Passover; going out of the land of Pharaoh which is the
land of slavery that we were born in.
All fulfillment is in Me; emotional, mental, and spiritual, as it is in Heaven!
But why do people still need other things and in constant hunger like Solomon?! If
we say because those people are living away from the Lord, well there are ministers
and shepherds who are in constant need for the things of the world and haven’t
attained to the image of the fullness of Christ.
Why?
The nature that Adam had in the beginning was designed to be fully dependent
on God and nothing out of Him, like the branch in the vine. And that is the way man
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is going to live in Heaven forever, and it is the way God originally made man to be
forever. No food or anything other than God. The Garden of Eden was a model to
that life; the branch abiding to the vine and needing nothing out of it. Adam was a
branch ready to unite and abide in My vine if he obeyed Me and let Me to be His
head and started to live in Me the bread of life to be His main life source.
What happened? That nature got corrupted because Adam chose to take his
instructions from another source (himself and Eve). He chose another vine and life
source; the flesh. He chose to live, move, and be in it. Man became a slave to his
flesh, and sin entered the world, which is life against the will of God.
Man became a slave not a son (you are slaves to whomever you obey). He
became a branch in a foreign vine, and his nature got fully corrupted. I’m the true
vine, and when Adam refused being a son, He was cast out of the Garden. The image
of the son of God and God Himself became hidden from the world. Adam didn’t only
need to have his sins forgiven, but to be fully restored to the original image.
He was forgiven and the evidence of that is the sacrifice that was made and its
skin that covered him and Eve. But more importantly, as long as he chose to live and
abide in another vine, he had to be case out. True rest is found only in living in the
will of God.
Don’t forget about the little child whose father was a king, loved him with all
his heart, and asked him not to get close to the walls. But the child tried to know why
his father told him so. One of the ministers who was cast out of the kingdom deceived
the little child and made him think that the king is trying to control him, so the child
went out of the walls of the garden that was made on a high hill, and he fell down.
His bones were broken, his face destroyed, scorpions poisoned him. He cried
out. Immediately the king came to his rescue. The child said ‘Forgive me
Father’…His father said “I didn’t come from the top of the hill to tell me ‘forgive me
father’ and I tell you ‘I forgave you”.
My love is perfect and I’m not angry at you. Is the problem solved by just me
forgiving you? You don’t need my forgiveness now, but a whole solution to be
restored to the original image that you were made and be able to abide in my vine.
Remember I came to show you a practical example of how to get to that purpose and
live that life so that man will have no excuse to not understand the way.
That is why it is written, “This is the one who came by water and blood--Jesus
Christ.” (1 John 5:6) He did not come by water only, but by water and blood. So
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that is what I meant when I said I didn’t come only for the forgiveness of sins, and
that is what the word water implies, to be born of water. But My purpose was that
you become branches in the vine and members of My body. That is what blood
meant; I didn’t come just to wash you and teach you how to go back to Adam’s
original pure image, but my main purpose in the incarnation is the same purpose
of creating man; that he becomes a member in me. That is what the grape juice
symbolizes. That my blood would flow in you so that you become flesh of My
flesh. That way you become restored to that original image; the ruins of the temple
I entrusted you with got repaired and restored.
This is the natural body that needs to be buried first, and afterwards you
become on the image of the first Adam, get reborn in the spirit and become members
in me, become my witnesses.
That is what happened on the fourth day on which the sun and the stars were
created. Man gets to be a model, like the star the guides, it’s a symbol of man
becoming light to the world because I’ve worked in Him by My spirit to be like Me.
As I told you, you will attain to the Fullness of Christ, which is My image. Every
man will be a Jesus on the earth, and that is what the book meant by ‘And there are
three that bear witness in earth, the Spirit, and the water, and the blood’
I testified of the Father because I was on His image, and it is the image that I
desire to see each person on. And the Father testified of Me. It is written “for this is
the testimony of God that he has borne concerning his Son. Whoever believes in the
Son of God has the testimony in himself. Whoever does not believe God has made
him a liar, because he has not believed in the testimony that God has borne
concerning his Son. And this is the testimony, that God gave us eternal life, and this
life is in his Son.” (1 John 5:10-12)
So every person will become like Me and testify of Me on the earth. And that
is what the Book meant by the three that bear testimony on the earth; spirit, water,
and blood. The work of My Spirit to birth you again and become members in Me.
That is how the world will testify that I’m in you and My work in changing this soul
will testify of Me as the God who is Able.
When I went to the temple and cast out the traders, the sheep, and the cattle, it
was a symbol of work inside of you to liberate you of the bondage of the flesh and
mammon. The Jews asked me: “The Jews then responded to him, ‘What sign can you
show us to prove your authority to do all this?’ I said, ‘Destroy this temple, and I will
raise it again in three days.’” (John 2:18-19)
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What I mean is that the greatest sign that testifies of Me on the Earth is
birthing man of water, spirit, and blood. That is the greatest sign of my existence and
My Spirit’s work on the earth. The greatest miracle is man’s conversion from death to
life. I have also said that ‘the spirit of truth that comes of the Father testifies of
Me’….so the main testimony of My presence is you going from death to life.
The main purpose in creation is that you be on the image and the likeness of
God. And when any person is changed to my image, My spirit that dwells in him will
testify of Me. As I told My disciples: you are My witnesses. It is also written that the
spirit testifies because it is the spirit of truth.
Water symbolizes the work of My spirit that washes and gets you reborn of
water and spirit. It is the work of the Spirit that is a testimony of My presence and
ability. As each saint became a witness of Me and My work in him like Moussa
the black and Saul.
So not only do you need forgiveness of sins, but to be restored to the image
that you lost. That is what happened to Adam; his nature changed and eyes opened,
his eyes were not opened before that. He started to sense what he didn’t sense before.
He started feeling hunger that he didn’t have before. Hunger for another body or
source. The issue is not just in sin but the change in his nature and all humanity lost
record of what it looked like in Eden and the pure nature man had back then.
That is the purpose of My incarnation; to remind you of the image that Adam
lost and reveal it to you by Myself and show you how to get and live that image, and
open the door of the kingdom through redemption. People forgot that image and the
fact that God’s original idea was that every person be a son of God, to be on His
image and likeness, like a father and son.
The foolish virgins are ones who don’t abide in the world neither have a love
for it. ‘they went out to meet the bridegroom’ they had the will for that…but being a
virgin with a will is not enough for uniting with God, and that doesn’t mean this soul
went to hell, but that soul has not become a member of God neither a branch in the
vine. They had lambs without oil. Oil comes as a result of pressing the seeds,
meaning that they didn’t labor and get pressed to release oil.
Those people didn’t seek to know how to get the oil, they didn’t learn or have
the type of zeal that the wise virgins had, though they live with one another. They had
a lamp which is a symbol of mere external worship. Our soul is like a lamp, either it
has oil or not, burning or not. The foolish virgins are people who have the shape of a
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lamp, and they can be in church serving Christ, but in reality there is no laboring and
dying to one’s self to enter the narrow road, there is no oil. You can’t tell from the
outside whether a lamp has oil or not, but every person will be tested at Christ’s
coming. Difficult times show who really has oil and who doesn’t.
The wise virgins are people who have been enlightened and realized that the
way to reach their purpose is to labor to be liberated fully from the foreign vine. Even
though they gotten weak and fallen asleep like the foolish virgins, but that happens
with all the saints, they grow weary at times. But the Lord does remember their labor,
the oil doesn’t get wasted, and the lamp can be quickly fixed to return to be a burning
lamp that is usable and filled with oil that makes it burn.
That is the purpose of my reincarnation; I came in flesh to redeem people and
open the door of the kingdom for them and reveal to you the image that I long for you
to live on and a real example to follow. Being the Son of God doesn’t mean being a
relative of God, but I came in the image of a son, the likeness of man, as It is written
In Phil. 2:6-8 “who, being in the form of God, did not consider it robbery to be equal
with God, but made Himself of no reputation, taking the form of a
bondservant, and coming in the likeness of men. And being found in appearance as a
man, He humbled Himself and became obedient to the point of death, even the death
of the cross”
Like when we say ‘this person is as strong as lion’, that doesn’t mean that the
person is an actual lion, and having the strength of a lion doesn’t mean he became a
lion or an animal. I’m trying to explain to you the image that God wanted man on as a
son, bearing the image and likeness of God. Being the Son of God doesn’t mean I
have a separate entity, like a natural son who is a separate being from his father, but
I’m an extension of the light rays that is coming out of the sun and enter the room,
and in that case the ray is not separate from the sun itself or a sample of the sun, but it
is an extension of the sun itself, and so am I. I am a spirit that came in flesh, it is
written ‘God didn’t send a man, but the spirit and the word became flesh.’
In that sense, I’m not the Son in the sense of a son that is close to His father,
but I came in the image of the Son of God to show you and teach you how to live that
image as well, and I said of Myself that I’m the son of righteousness. That is why the
sun has been created with its features to give you an image from which you can grasp
My nature of coming of God and being a spirit in Him, the same way as the ray came
out of the sun and yet it is not separate from the sun itself.
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I came from God the Father, from the same being, the same way as the ray that
comes out of the sun and enters the room to fulfill a specific purpose. I’m the perfect
example of being a son, and my first purpose is to show you the image and likeness
of God that I longed for Adam to bear and represent, but unfortunately man forgot it
completely as Nebuchadnezzar did.
That is why I told you ‘Abide in Me and I abide in you’ I didn’t say abide in
the Father, meaning that I and the Father are one, that is why I said ‘no one can come
to the Father except though Me’ because I am one with the Spirit. The same way the
room doesn’t have light except through the sun rays entering it, without Me the spirit
that came out of the Father no one can come to the light and be with the Father.
I said ‘I am the true vine’, I didn’t say My Father is the true vine, but He is the
vinedresser. I said I am the vine and you are the branches, and so I am the source of
life, the same life-giving spirit that came out of the Father. I came as a man to fulfill a
certain purpose as the sun rays come out of the sun to fulfill a specific role then it
goes back to the sun itself. The same way, I am a spirit that come out of the Father to
fulfill a certain purpose and after that I ascended and returned to the Father as the
rays return to the sun. The sun and its rays are one entity in essence. I and the Father
are not two separate entities, but ONE. I said without Me you can do nothing. I didn’t
say without the Father! That is because I am the same spirit of God that proceeded of
the Father; I and the Father are one.
I wanted to awaken you and remind you of your image and purpose, as when I
raised Lazarus from the dead. You being separated from Me, the source of life, is
death. I didn’t come and show it to you in words, but gave you a real example and
showed you how to labor and work to return to that original image, which you will
bear if you walk as I walked. I repeat it; this will happen if you walk as I’ve walked.
That is why I said ‘I came to give you life’ like the child that fell from the top of the
palace.
When I fasted for 40 days, I became like you even in your weakness. I wanted
you to understand that original image I have for you. The spirit of God can revive
your body more than it does to plants and other creatures. That is what you will be
like in heaven. Enoch and Elijah are both in this body till now, the spirit of God is
their source of life. That is why I said ‘Father I want them to be one in us as You and
I are one’. Man is not trusting the ability of the spirit of God to create and revive.
It is written, “The land was empty and formless” like the water that doesn’t
mix with oil. The same way with the nature of Adam after he refused God to be His
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head and source of life. That fleshly nature became needy and dependent on material
food to fill it and the love of other people to fill his emotional needs, and another
person to fill the needs of his other senses. Man became in deep hunger and his body
burning, as the Apostle Paul instructed people to get married instead of burning with
desire. I allowed and blessed marriage in case the person can’t contain himself. As it
is written in 1 Cor. 7:9 ‘But if they cannot contain, let them marry, for it is better to
marry than to burn.’
So the one that decided unforcefully to remain unmarried and has self-control,
let him be so. The one who marries let him do so, and the one who remains unmarried
in understanding and maturity, let him do so. The spirit of God (who is like oil) can’t
fill this nature now. You’ve become like water that can’t mix with oil and humanity
became like a branch that is abiding in another vine. As it is written in Song of Songs
1:6 “They made me the keeper of the vineyards, but my own vineyard I have not
kept.”
Man resorted to another vine and life source, a source that is enmity with God
and His will. God didn’t create man to feed and live on the flesh, He didn’t create
man to be a separate entity on his own, but to be a member and a branch in the vine.
But man chose another vine to feed from, and so it becomes impossible for him to
live and have God’s spirit as his life source; he simply has another law and force that
is in control, and no matter how much he tries with all his will to be a branch in the
vine, his being is dwelling and feeding on another source.
As apostle Paul wrote in Rom. 7:14-17 “For we know that the law is spiritual,
but I am carnal, sold under sin. For what I am doing, I do not understand. For what I
will to do, that I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do. If, then, I do what I will
not to do, I agree with the law that it is good. But now, it is no longer I who do it, but
sin that dwells in me.”
Those words he said after years of the grace and work of the Holy spirit in him,
and not only that, but he said: I do what I will not to do do, and I still serve the law of
sin that is inside of me. How come you didn’t think of this? Paul was born in a
foreign vine as I mentioned in the beginning of the book, as the earth was empty and
formless, darkness on the face of the deep, and you agreed with the world and its
ways. Remember when Pilate wanted to release me at the time of the cross as he
realized I am righteous and no blame is in Me, and he repeated that three times. But
the law of sin of people made him accept my crucifixion because he is still under the
dominion of another god.
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That is why Paul wrote ‘those in the flesh cannot please God and I said ‘those
born of the flesh are flesh.’ All his needs are fleshly and material, and what makes it
more difficult is that the flesh is always desiring against the spirit, and that is why I
said that you need to be born again. In fact, you need to return back to that original
image, and that is not you being born with a fleshly nature and need to rise up to
another creation or become deeper spiritually, but it is to return to the image and
nature that you once had, the image of God, like a branch engrafted in the vine. God’s
purpose now is to restore that lost image, not to rise up spiritually or even go deeper,
but to return to the original image, stature and nature that you once had.
In order to see the picture more clearly, let us think about the devil for
example, suppose he want to be an angel; we will not say he have to be a new
creation and put off the old one to become an angel. But we say: the devil should
seek to restore the last image, which he had lost by his foolishness, and go back to
the old stature, the image of an angel. Because he was in a superior nature, and
although his disobedience to God, not doing the will of God, he fall and lost this
image.
Suppose he want to be an angel, we will not say. He want to be in a new
creation more purified or he should be in a new creation. But we say he want to go
back to the original pure nature and restore this nature and his former image.
This is what I always wanted to attract your attention to it. Also, this is what I
meant by saying resurrection from the dead. To be raised from the dead does not
mean to be promoted from a low to high level, but you were born dead in the nature
of Adam. That is separated from God, As written, "And you He made alive, who
were dead in trespasses and sins, in which you once walked according to the course
of this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit who now
works in the sons of disobedience, among whom also we all once conducted
ourselves in the lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the mind,
and were by nature children of wrath, just as the others." (Ephesians 2:1-3 NKJV)
And I want you to become alive, means in the nature which only live by my spirit,
as in heaven.
That is why, I taught you in the daily prayer to pray: let your will as in heaven
be on earth, I intended to ask for this, to be in, and according to my will, according to
the pleasure of my will, to live as they live in heaven, and as you going to live
forever, to start new from here on earth, through by resurrection from the dead in
which you were born.
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Adam was upright, not in a fallen state or subject to fall. This is what it mean
an upright person, only if he want, as he did, Adam was completely pure, he was not
under the authority of the prince of this world. And the prince of this world was not
his head that control him. But he was in such a case that he is prepared and ready to
be a branch in my vine. Like the lion, which Daniel saw, with the two wings and
ready to fly, but because of his disobedience, its wings were plucked off, and given
a heart of a man. And as the fine looking seven cows which were eaten up by the
seven ugly cows.
So Adam lost his beautiful image and the eagle which Ezekiel saw which
cropped off its topmost young twig and pull it up and he thought he made another
new vine but it withered. Also like the lion, which Ezekiel saw, which entered the
palaces of the nations and destroyed their cities, and made the land to be laid waste
filled with roaring, and also the dreadful and terrible, exceedingly strong beast which
Daniel Saw, it had huge iron teeth it was devouring, breaking in pieces, and trampling
the residue with its feet and as the statue which Nebuchadnezzar saw with the head of
fine gold, but this picture is deteriorate from silver, to bronze, to iron, to clay, and at
the end, it broke in pieces and carried by the wind. And like the male goat also
which Daniel saw, with its horn which grew up and cast down some of the stars to the
ground and by him, the sacrifice was taken away, this is the soul that imagined to be
a god.
Adam was at a crossroads and had to choose: either to live move and have his
being by me; if he would have remained a branch in my vine, by obeying me alone;
or to become a branch in the prince of this world's vine, by obeying him. Adam chose
to obey other gods, when he obeyed Eve and the prince of the world. They became
idols to him. The prince of the world deceived them when he swindled them saying:
"you will be like God" They accepted his offer, not understanding that they were
created to become body members in me, not separate independent entities. When
man obeyed another entity, he became this other entity and the entity
became a god for him. Man became like a member of his, in his vine. He
lived, moved, and had his being by the flesh and the prince of this world whom he
accepted to obey, thus worship instead of me. By this, man's return to the initial state
of Adam was not easy at all...He needed to be uprooted of that vine he used to live in
for a long period.
Adam not only needed forgiveness of sins ... but also he needed to
pull off himself from this foreign vine and walk a long way back to the
state He was in before his fall.. His nature completely changed, serious illness
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penetrated him. A long treatment was required to remedy and restore his nature as it
was, liberated and free.
Man became dead, he needed resurrection, and actually, he needed a
Resurrection from the death he became, because he has lived by the flesh and self.
This was not the image I created him to be like... I explained this in the story of the
children of Israel when they were in the grip of Pharaoh, and were born in slavery;
the return to Canaan was not easy....
You were born in this state of bitter bondage... and you became as though the
branches of a foreign vine…You became at home in the body of a vine that is
not mine, controlled by the prince of the world...It is not merely about forgiveness of
sins to return to me. It is only the beginning. If all your sins are forgiven do not be
deceived thinking that by this you came back as branches in me. The road from
Pharaoh to Canaan has many steps. It starts with escaping and liberating from the grip
of Pharaoh. As though the branch uproots from a huge tree, of which it used to
live out for long years. Your nature now completely changed than of Adam's in
creation. Forgiveness of sin does not bring back the pure nature of Adam. It is to
cancel the negative effects of Sin and to pay the debt that was on you.
If there was a poor man in prison who owed ten thousand pieces of silver as I
told you, and another man came and paid his debt, the poor man barely has become
free, but did not become rich on that day. The image I wanted you to have is of a rich
man.
Now, you don't need just forgiveness of Sin [which is a tantamount to pay the
debt] but you need to change your nature and get liberated from this bondage to be
able to merely start worshipping me; for you worshipped foreign gods... You
wouldn't be able to worship me if your nature wouldn't change by stopping
worshipping Pharaoh... Remember how Pharaoh tried to deceive you when he said,
"Sacrifice to your God in the land." You must be liberated and fight the good fight
that would emancipate you from Pharaoh's bondage, otherwise you would keep on
sinning every hour. You couldn’t become my image in the land of bondage to this
nature, for you became flesh of animals. You became dead in trespasses and sins,
according to the course of this world.
It will require a change of nature, a change of the source of life
you were born to live off. Instead of remaining branches living in a foreign vine
which is the flesh and the prince of the world, start living in me. I am the true vine.
This is what means competing according to the rules... This is the narrow
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difficult way, I came to teach you. Total absence and alienation from this entity
you were born to be at home in. As it is written: While we are at home in the body we
are absent from the Lord. For we walk by faith, not by sight. We are confident, yes,
well pleased rather to be absent from the body and to be present with the
Lord.
This is the way of healing from this dreadful disease, which is living in a
foreign vine that became your source of life -in place of me- being your God -your
source of life- the vine you should live off.
You are now at home in another entity that became your source of living.
To be absent from this vine you have to start contending and laboring in the difficult
way…by dying to your flesh of animal's life. If this flesh is not totally dead and
buried and your outward man is perished, The Spirit won’t be risen in you. Die to
led-by-flesh life…and start living by me, by The Spirit. All sacrifices in
Leviticus were a symbol of this matter; especially the sacrifice of burnt offering
with its three stages, for me to smell a soothing aroma.
Sacrificing the offering the first day and in the first stage is like the
acceptance of man to die to his old life, and that happens by Light for those who open
the door to me; similar to what happened the first day of creation when I knocked at
your doors saying : Let there be Light". Who opens the door, Light will enter his life
and he will understand all these matters.
Then on the 2nd day, in the 2nd stage, the sacrifice was cut in pieces… a
symbol of accepting suffering for my sake. The order of offering the sacrifice is for
man to perceive that allowing suffering is by order to purify his inner man. For this
reason, the sacrifice was washed with its legs and entrails. On that day, your
purification commences. This is the firmament that divided the waters under the
firmament i.e. mire. Exactly like your status you became. The sun turns it into water
above firmament in form of clouds.
As for the third day and in the 3rd stage, the sacrifice was burnt until it turned
into ashes; a symbol of your outward man perishing. Only then I start to be
found in man and be renewed day after day. The end of the third day is the
resurrection. This is "the way" I have come to teach you, not that I needed to walk
this way. I did not need a resurrection, you needed it. I have come to show
you the way to the resurrection.
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Don’t be deceived thinking that the goal was to merely make you enter
Heaven, and that as soon as your sins are forgiven the purpose is accomplished…The
purpose was for you to become like my image if you would walk the way I walked. I
am The Way. If one thinks that the purpose was to enter Heaven as soon as being
forgiven, where then is "the way" in his life? Where is the growth in stature, favor
and wisdom? I am God. If you believe I am God, would I have needed to increase in
stature, favor and wisdom? You need to grow, you need me to increase in you
gradually the more you die and continue to die like the buried grain.
Adam is no longer in a state of Resurrection. He is no longer standing. He fell
because his nature has changed the moment his eyes were opened; because he
has become in the flesh i.e. the flesh controlled him, which is also under the
dominion of the prince of the world. Adam no longer only needed forgiveness of sin,
but needed also to be back to his free pure nature.
When you rise from dead, it is neither an evolution nor going to bigger depth.
It is a return to the state you were in before. The state in which Adam was- at zero
point. This is what I called a baptism of water. Adam was born from water…He was
neither under Law nor slavery. Not that he didn't do evil, but he was in a complete
purity washed by water and had no need to be born from water because he
was in full purity and did not understand evil. He needed to be born
again from The Spirit; to be filled with The Spirit.
Now, you did not you return to the image of Adam the day He was created, the
image of the standing man. You became below zero point and needed three steps
towards resurrection on the third day. The very same state of Adam before falling.
That is why the first three days of the six days of creation were the adaptation
and the birth from water stage; to return to the first image of Adam, the zero level…
the stage of the standing man. This is the resurrection from dead. If you have died
with me, and have been united together in the likeness of my death, certainly you also
shall be in the likeness of my resurrection, as I have shown you. I did not need
resurrection. (This is if you believe that I am God who appeared in the image of
man). You needed resurrection. You celebrate Easter the Day of my Resurrection and
you don't realize that you are the ones who need resurrection. Feast and Celebration
should take place when you know the way and walk in it. When you die in the
likeness of my death and rise as I was risen and have shown you. This is the secret of
The Saints' good fight of faith, through the ages.
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As for the next 3 days of the 6 days of creation, they were symbols of the birth
from the Spirit towards a perfect man. In other words to be filled to the fullness of my
Spirit as Scripture said, "to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ."
(Ephesians 4)
This is the resurrection point. The state I came to show you how to attain.
My image is not the image of a man born of water but rather the image of a man in a
standing state. Being born of water and The Spirit is the real baptism,
which is the beginning of the way that brings you back to the image of
Adam. It doesn’t begin in the ritual of baptism while you are children
with no clue... Despite the fact that I give you through this ritual the
token of the Spirit so when you grow up you could decide: Do you want to
live up to the real baptism, which is laying one's life as I walked?
Any deed without labor has no value. Similar to the foolish virgins who
thought they could buy oil, are those who thought that by fulfilling the ritual or the
order they would be transformed into a high spiritual stature. They think they could
become saints by fulfilling that ritual; which I didn’t say. I assured you that it is a
long way in which the old man you wore dies till I am born in you and make My
Spirit grow in you. The more your outward man perishes which is the old man, the
more My Spirit [the new man] grows and renews day after day.
It is also written "For if there had been a law given which could have given
life, truly righteousness would have been by the law". This means the change doesn't
happen by observing an order, but by hard work. It is not an ordinary warfare, but it
is resisting to bloodshed, according to the rules. Or else had all who
practiced the ritual of baptism and communion became saints? It did not
happen and will never do. Have you eyes, and you don't see yet? And minds that do
not understand?! Examine yourselves: Have you already become saints?!
How narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life. Those who
run the race don’t all obtain the prize, with much better reason, would you think
that a child who doesn’t know , perceive nor understand to decide,
would he take a prize while being in that state of ignorance ?
It is written:" Now He who has prepared us for this very thing is God, who also
has given us the Spirit as a guarantee." (2 Corinthians 5:5) The word guarantee is like
an earnest or a down payment, i.e. a pledge and a deposit paid in advance. It is like
my pledge to those who decide to worship me by obeying me and walking as I
walked. By rejecting the love of the world, rather, dying to all the corners of the
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world. Refusing to live by the flesh and start living by The Spirit. On that day, I
pledge to them to start working in them by my spirit the same way water has its work
in the seed. However, if man wouldn't start dying off his old ways, he wouldn’t
benefit from the guarantee, the deposit placed for him. Same as seeds that
wouldn’t benefit from water and manure unless they are first buried. It
is also written "while we are at home in the body we are absent from the Lord. We
are confident, yes, well pleased rather to be absent from the body and to be present
with the Lord so that mortality may be swallowed up by life."
Have you forgotten what Paul said: For the creation was subjected to
futility and I gave it hope to be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the
glorious liberty of the children of God" My son Paul whom I gave an amazing grace,
assured saying: "but we also who have the first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves
groan within ourselves, eagerly waiting for the adoption, the redemption of our
body." He confirms many facts by the light of my revealing Spirit. First, the
fulfillment of the ritual of baptism is a first fruit of the Spirit, the guarantee and the
deposit with which he could start striving against sin. Although he struggled for a
long period of time and for many years, yet, he declared to you in the scripture that he
still groan and whine because of his nature, the fact that he confirmed in the previous
chapter when he said : "O wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me from this
body of death?" This is the old nature that was still forcing him to do evil which he
distinguished evil - the same as a man wakes up- willingly and completely rejecting
the law of his mind.
In spite of all that he was doing the evil which he hated. As if this law is a giant
ruler over this soul, albeit the soul wanted and decided to worship me, by breaking
free of this foreign vine and bondage. A man shall not be emancipated in a day or in a
month. Warfare shall continue as Paul my son told you. He who doesn't feel,
discover and realize this war, won't be walking the way. He would continue being a
dead man all along the way. It means that he will remain striving to die, given that he
started to walk in the light, until he reaches victory, by my grace.
True baptism is the life of death to self all along the difficult way, in the
likeness of the seed and its necessary burial for true life to start in it.
This is the true way, the difficult way that ends by resurrection. It is written "Buried
with him in baptism". Therefore, baptism is not about practicing a ritual; rather, it is a
life of death all along the difficult way that ends by the resurrection, the resurrection
of My Spirit in you.
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The latter didn't happen in the ritual of baptism. For you didn't return to the
image of Adam who couldn't comprehend evil. The example is made clearer in the
example of the Baptism of adults. When a non-Christian adult decides to become
Christian through baptism; we see that he doesn't come back at once to the image of
Adam; for he still understands evil and sin. Still another law in his members, warring
against the law of his mind, and he still needs warfare and a mortification path till
what is holding him by dies.
Some thought that by practicing the ritual, they become after My image and
likeness. Neither did it happen nor did I say it. I called baptism "a birth of above, a
birth of water and of The Spirit".
Birth is the beginning of a thing not its end. Birth is not the ritual itself.
It happens when man starts his labor in the difficult way by dying to self and flesh.
On that day precisely, when he is buried like a grain, it is his first day of true baptism
done by the work of My Spirit. He took the balance and the guarantee in the ritual. To
those who started and stopped in the stage, I said: But woe to those who are pregnant
and to those who are nursing babies in those days! What is the use of being birthed in
you if you don't fulfill the growth conditions? To those who started to be pregnant in
me, and then they didn't grow; I gave those woes. For much better reason, what do
you think I would say to those who didn't begin their difficult way and
their death with me? Those who didn't even start to be pregnant in me?
What do you think I would say to them?
The difficult way is not practicing the ritual. Practicing the ritual is
not the difficult way. I said "Narrow is the gate and difficult is the way and there
are few who find it." Practicing the ritual is not difficult to reach, not few who found
it either. I was talking about labor, the good fight itself. As for baptism, it is the life
of continual death and this is the secret of the Saints' labor. When I commended John
the Baptist, I wanted to exhort you to change, and show you how to reach the image
of perfection. It is by fighting as this Saint did. Haven't you read the Bible? Did you
think it is a mere historical story? Every word that proceeds from my mouth is life...
It gives you life if you live it. It is a step in the way.
I told you what was John eating and wearing to inform you about his labor
according to the rules, how the death he lived led him to resurrection. Declining to
live in pleasure of the flesh, helps accelerating the death of the old man; it liberates
you swiftly from the bondage of the prince of the world, thus you could be uprooted
from his vine. That is why I told you: “But what did you go out to see? A man
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clothed in soft garments? For the soul that lives in pleasure is dead while it
lives.” It is also written: "In the measure that she glorified herself and lived.
Luxuriously, in the same measure give her torment and sorrow." For that reason I
said "Come now, you rich, weep and howl for your miseries that are coming upon
you." My Spirit is the treasure, the true and only richness. I opened the minds of
People of Nineveh to understand the way of death that liberate them from their inborn
bondage, so they could beseech me. They realized that not only they needed
forgiveness of sins but also they had to be liberated from bondage, by disciplining
their bodies and bringing it into subjection, by crucifying the flesh with its passions
and desires. This is when they wore sackcloth.
Daniel perceived this truth when he said: I humbled myself in ashes...
wore sackcloth. I ate no pleasant food, I didn't anoint myself. Why an Old
Testament man would do these things? Whereas you keep on saying we are saved, we
don't need labor or death!!! Look at the greatest saint in the church history; who
labored more than the disciples and apostles. He said: "that I may know Him and the
power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to
His death, if, by any means, I may attain to the resurrection from the dead. Not that I
have already attained, or am already perfected; but I press on, that I may lay hold of
that for which Christ Jesus has also laid hold of me. Brethren, I do not count myself
to have apprehended." (Philippians 2)
Those who think they have attained and are saved; haven't they read the words
of this saint which are my gospel's words?!! That after all these years he didn't count
himself to have apprehended. That he has to keep pressing on. Rather, he said that he
is the first sinner and has nothing good in him" Please remember always the labor of
John the Baptist in the wilderness for 30 years. Remind yourselves why did he do
that? If the purpose was to enter Heaven as you may suppose; why did he labor for 30
years? Why did Paul say: I do not count myself to have apprehended. ?
It is because he was fully enlightened and aware that the goal was not to enter
heaven, but the goal is to be transformed into My same image. He was talking about
very long stages of growth in the long way of anguish, and he realized he did not
attain much... My son Paul had obtained the forgiveness of sin for so many
years…He also grew… But he realized that the entry of Heaven is not the goal...
otherwise he would have said: I am saved, my sins are forgiven and I'm
going to Heaven with no doubt. Yet, he didn't speak about that; rather he talked
about the difficult race and that not all who run it shall receive the prize. For this he
said, "Not that I have already attained, or am already perfected; but I press on, that I
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may lay hold of that for which Christ Jesus has also laid hold of me." Again, if the
goal was to enter Heaven, he would have said: I labored more than all apostles, for
sure The Lord forgave my sins, with no question, and I will enter Heaven at the cost
of the blood. I will be next to The Lord, I will wear crowns. Do you have eyes that
don't see that far? Minds that don't perceive and hearts that are hardened?
Many say: The Lord paid our debts, debt is paid once and for all. Where is that
from the difficult way? Which stage do you mean? Paul my son didn't say such
things. He was groaning because of his old nature saying: "O wretched man that I
am! Who will deliver me from this body of death?" Can't you see this matter as well?
It is not about paying debts or forgiving sins, it is about
transforming nature. This change happens by striving against sin, resisting to
bloodshed in the long difficult way of struggle and long- lasting warfare. I said
"Narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life"- not to forgiveness.
Life means life in me. Can't you see my words and my life? How I withdrew in
wilderness, fasted and how did I refuse to eat a loaf of bread after fasting that long!
Do you have ears yet you don’t hear? Do you have minds yet you don’t grasp these
matters? Look at yourselves, did you become like John the Baptist, or Elijah?! Do
you have faith that moves mountains or that cures any sickness among you?! Those
who think they are in faith. Don't they go to a doctor with faith in me, in what I
promised to heal their bodies? In the scripture that says "Is anyone among you sick?
Let him call for the elders of the church, and let them pray over him, anointing him
with oil in the name of the Lord. Or do you still deceive yourself and those around
you by claiming you are in faith?
Reaching the purpose requires running a race. It is not a stance taken in a
certain moment like forgiveness of sins. If it was about just paying a debt, Paul
wouldn't say twice "I do not count myself I apprehended" Forgiveness of sins and
paying debts are fulfilled in just one day. If Paul had this concept he would have said,
“I attained everything and The Lord paid my debts. I apprehended
everything and I don’t have to press on. I a forgiven and will enter
heaven on the account of His Blood. I don't need the fellowship of his
sufferings, nor fighting the good fight nor resisting to bloodshed nor any sort of
laboring.” Debt is paid; sins are forgiven once and for all simply just because I
believed. On the contrary, Paul was fully enlightened so he said “Not that I have
already attained, or am already perfected; but I press on...” Shall continue
pressing on. Shall continue running the race, that I may, I may... I may
attain and win the prize. “We see that the words of this enlightened saint were not
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affirmative as he said: I may lay hold” It is not like he is not sure that he will enter
Heaven. Nay, he was very sure. However, He realized fully that this wasn't the
purpose he was created for, rather it is to be transformed into the same image like
what he said "to attain a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of
Christ" This is what he meant by saying "that I may lay hold". In another word, that
he may lay hold of this stature, to be transformed into this same image and stature
that requires resistance till bloodshed. Entering Heaven doesn't require any struggle
or pressing on... It happens when debts are paid the same like what happened with the
thief on the right of Jesus.
Those who think they are saved simply because they have escaped from the
destroyer, do they really realize what salvation means? Do they realize the goal? No
man could attain this goal which is reaching my stature in one moment; no one could
say I attained in one moment the stature of the fullness of Christ.
This salvation is a pre step in the way. For the way starts with true
baptism symbolized in the crossing of the Red Sea... Moreover, those who ate the
Passover lamb or Manna haven't all come through. Only Joshua and Caleb came
through If Moses, the greatest prophet, didn’t enter the Promised Land;
all the more reasons, where do you think you are going?
How did you forget all this? Those even who were running the race like Moses didn't
enter that rest? Which is the symbol of being in me like branches in my vine. How
would you think that by repentance only, your salvation and attainment are fulfilled?
Did you forget Moses the great Prophet? The goal is entering The Land of rest
and not just escaping the destroyer. "Therefore, since a promise remains of
entering His rest, let us fear lest any of you seem to have come short of it". As it is
written “And we desire that each one of you show the same diligence.”
You are still below zero point, for the pure image of Adam was distorted and
lost. The purpose of my incarnation was to restore this image in you... For you to
recover the lost image. The pure image that doesn't know evil. By this, you are
qualified for becoming branches in me... I showed you that you are in the same state
as people of Israel when they were under the grip of Pharaoh; they were born in bitter
bondage.
Adam was free the day I created him. When he refused me as Head and source
of his life he became dead and under bondage. You were born under this condition.
Faith in me alone doesn’t liberate you from this bondage but rather by struggling. I
said I am the way. Strive to enter through the narrow gate it will lead to life,
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to the return to the pure image. To live, move and have your being in the vine. I
didn’t say "Believe in my incarnation and crucifixion and you will become
at once my image and my likeness." Many are deceived when referring to:
"Just believe" But on the other hand I said "Narrow is the gate and difficult is the way
which leads to life, which leads to the purpose... To become my body
members.
Believing in my death on the cross forgives sins. I take away men's sins no
matter how many. Because the old nature is still working in you, your sins are
recurrent. I want you to be saints the same way Daniel, Elijah, and John the Baptist
had closeness, reverence and faith. The old man that you were held by must be
crucified and died to what it was held by. You must struggle; keeping from
obeying your flesh, the world and people. Like the seed, you must be united in the
likeness of my death. This is the secret of Saints' labor. They realized the cause
and the purpose. The purpose is that the body of sin might be done away with, so it
doesn't have control over you. For it is written: "For if we have been united
together in the likeness of His death, certainly we also shall be in the
likeness of His resurrection, knowing this, that our old man was
crucified with Him, that the body of sin might be done away with, that
we should no longer be slaves of sin. For he who has died has been freed from
sin. (Romans 6: 5-7)
The scripture said: "Knowing this, that our old man was crucified with him". It
didn’t say: Knowing that your sins are forgiven. By dying to your old nature and by
the perishing of the outward man and this happens after a long difficult way… The
old man will be crucified and the body of sin will be done away, so that the other law
stops having dominion over man. So you may say with Paul: "But now we have been
delivered from the law, having died to what we were held by." Forgiving sins is
like saving a man from a pit and washing him. But he will remain at a plain level.
Salvation is a pre step in the way. Baptism was fulfilled at the sea...
Because the way towards baptism should be a period of enlightenment, conviction
and acceptance of remaining dead to all sinful passions of the flesh and the world all
along the difficult way.. Realizing it is a foreign worship.
Friendship with the world is enmity against God. Disobeying acts as ceasing
to worship these gods. At this moment like in the example of the work of water
in the seed. I will work in you. The virgin started to be conceived with me after the
good tidings of the angel. The scripture is not just about my story on earth. You
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should live every word of it. From the angel's announcement till
resurrection, that was the way. Live it.
Those who allow me to reach them through sermons of scripture have accepted
the good tidings as Mary did. She believed she will conceive in her womb without
knowing a man. It means it is my work alone. As you see, Mary was a
symbol of the souls which accepted the good tidings and are convinced that I could
be born in them. On the other hand, Zacharias is a symbol of those who said "How
shall I know this?" It wasn't just a question from his part like the Virgin, but he
deplored and called into question my promises. I made him mute to tell him that
worship is not repeating words only. It has no use if he doesn't understand and live
the purpose. Exactly like those who engage in rituals while they don't understand the
purpose and refuse to be convinced they could become saints like Elijah and John the
Baptist.
Those who believed like The Virgin are like Elijah who was a man with a
nature like ours. They are like John the Baptist. Trust in me and my power. Even if it
sounds difficult to become like those saints; put in mind that nothing is too hard for
me. Remember the angel said to Mary "The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the
power of the Highest will overshadow you." So it is by the power of the Most High
the Lord Almighty. I grew in her, I dwelt in her, and I grew in her house. Then she
took care of me till I grew in stature, wisdom and grace.
If you want to return to Adam's original image, trust in me like The Virgin
Mary did. I could be born in you and recreate you, make you Holy, in my image and
likeness. Don’t be deceived like those who reduce salvation in just forgiveness of
sins. This is the belief of people whose purpose is just to escape from Hell and enter
Heaven. I created you not just to enter Heaven but to be in my image and to be filled
to the fullness of me to be in the fullness of my stature. This is the
image I want for you.
If your purpose is just to escape Hell then you are full of yourselves, and
you don't love me. Those who love me, will die for me, will be crucified with me,
and will unite in the likeness of my death to become a member in me. I told you are
members of My body, of My flesh and of My bones.
Slavery will make you sin. For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet
stumble in one point, he is guilty of all. Don't you understand that by this he
remains lawless? Whoever commits sin also commits lawlessness, and sin is
lawlessness.
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It is a long way with several stages. Full of warfare against spiritual Hosts of
wickedness and darkness. People of Israel after sacrificing the Passover lamb had to
walk a long way towards freedom. [Salvation from the destroyer] is just a start. I
wrote to you: work out your own salvation with fear and trembling (Philippians
2: 12)
Reaching Canaan is the purpose. This is what it means working out your
salvation. Salvation from the destroyer is just a predisposing to the way.
Baptism starts at the sea and not in the land of Pharaoh.
Man wouldn't be convinced to quit the mundane things unless he is
enlightened. My Grace and my Light enable him to see and renounce things. They
enable him to be buried like a seed. To stop living according to his flesh, the glory
from people, money and worldly things. The seed when buried, doesn't bring fruits
same day. The beginning of salvation is the day the seed falls into the
ground. When it gives fruits is the day when salvation is fully
accomplished. Like entering Canaan. Like the day you are formed as
an embryo comparing to the day you are born. No man would think of a
new born as an adult.
You do not become holy or a mature Saint just the day you decide
to quit doing evil. Completing your salvation is a long way in which I
test you so you could grow in stature, wisdom and grace. People of
Israel didn't enter Canaan after being saved from the destroyer. The
seed didn't become a tree the day it fell into the ground. The embryo
didn’t become an adult the day it is formed in the womb.
[Crossing the Red Sea was a symbol of this birth of water and the time I
commence being born in the soul. I set the sea apart and killed Pharaoh]. In
the way, when man is crucified with me, he shall rise with me and I will rise in him.
For it is written "Whoever has been born of God does not sin, for His seed remains in
him; and he cannot sin, because he has been born of God".
It is written: for His seed remains in him; means he will be a branch in me,
returning to the image of Adam the day he was created (not knowing evil). Some may
think that as long as we are in the flesh we must sin. It is partially true but only valid
for the birth of water stage; in the struggle period. But when you abide in me, I
become your head, so you don't sin. It is written about this man: But he who does the
truth comes to the light, that his deeds may be clearly seen, that they have
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been done in God. (John 3:21). Also it is written "There is therefore now no
condemnation to those who are in Christ Jesus, who do not walk according to the
flesh, but according to the Spirit". (Romans 8:1)
"Because through Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit who gives
life has set you free from the law of sin and death. For what the law was
powerless to do because it was weakened by the flesh, God did by sending his own
Son in the likeness of sinful flesh to be a sin offering". (Romans 8: 2-3).
There was no condemnation to Adam the day he was created. This is the image
I want you to be. You have to start laboring same way Adam had to struggle to reach
the fullness of me to be my image and likeness. I mean to have same character of me
as I was on earth showing you the likeness of the perfect man and how he becomes a
son of God as well.
The beginning of the seed's life is its death. Accordingly, you could
test yourself, are you risen and bearing fruits? Am I really your head? Do you love
your enemies? Are you able to forsake all what you have as I told you?
"Whoever of you does not forsake all that he has cannot be My disciple."
Would you lose your life for my sake? He who finds his life will lose it. He who
loses his life for My sake will find it.
Do you always pray without losing heart? Paul has discovered this
when he said: "For we know that the law is spiritual, but I am carnal, sold under sin".
(Romans 7: 14) He realized this truth after coming to faith for long years. He
confessed that I appeared in flesh, yet he was even more enlightened to understand
the purpose. He had to step forward the predisposition stage that was under the
leadership of Moses and John the Baptist to return to the initial image of the first
Adam as I am risen in him. Only then he will enter Canaan; symbol of man becoming
a branch in me. Only then he could walk the way Adam had to walk to be born of the
Spirit which allows him to live by me and My Spirit; till he is filled to the fullness of
God as it is written "to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ"
Reaching resurrection i.e. being born of water is symbolized by the first 3 days of
creation. That is why I am risen on the 3rd day. The second stage which is the way
Adam had to walk is symbolized by the following 3 days of creation. I.e. from day 4
till day 6. The real rest for me and for that man. That is why I rested on the seventh
day.
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Creation was not an effort for me to need rest. I just said "let there be" and it
came to being. I didn't create the universe with my muscles to need to rest. Real rest
is when man becomes part of me and one in me. This is the image I had in mind and
wanted man to become, and for that reason I created him.
Paul, my son, realized that the way is long and difficult. It required many steps
and stages. After so many years he said: "I don't count myself I have attained".
When on earth, I showed you the image of the free man led by My Spirit. I
was a practical example. I was led by the Spirit to the point I didn't need food for my
body… Ask yourself why I did that.
Adam was all set the day he was created to live by me alone; like a branch in
the vine. I want you to come back to this state…to live by me as you will be in
Heaven. Needing nothing and living for nobody else but me. It should be your major
concern to restore this missing image.
Any sane person when infected with cancer, hurry to see a doctor because he is
aware of the seriousness of the disease and he realizes that his treatment is at that
doctor, as if he says to him "please remove and cut off and slay this part to
be saved from death." But when another uninformed man, unaware of the seriousness
of his illness, went to the doctor who found his cancer and had to excise the infected
part" ... Then this non-enlightened patient would answer him saying "What?!! ... Do
you want to take off a part of me and deprive me from a part of my flesh?! Do you
want to also rob my money?! Do you want to torment me hurt me and take my right?!
You are such an evil man!!
What would say about such blind man? The man who is not in The Spirit
would say same thing to me. Many refuse pain and cease to be my sheep. They are
goats who refuse to obey me, and become members in me. They refuse my dominion
over them. Joseph son of Jacob was an obedient sheep. He endured injustice and
hater without grumbling. He knew I loved him and wouldn't allow anything to
destroy him. He had complete faith and submission to me. He was a real sheep
following The Shepherd. But better than the lost sheep is the prodigal son. The sheep
accepts to be tied up and put on the altar of burnt offering without moaning. On the
other hand the son goes voluntarily and tie himself up saying: I have been
crucified with Christ; It is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me.
All saints were sons not sheep. The Light that entered their minds was major.
They had a strong will as they sought to know the way at noonday. They
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willingly went to the altar of burnt offering. Like the example I gave you of the
cancer patient. The doctor didn’t have to beg him to operate him. On the contrary, the
patient asked the doctor to operate and excise the disease. This is the secret of Saints'
labor.
Those who didn't allow Light to enter them will refuse to be sons, even
sheep… or maybe after a long time they would. Remember Jacob. Who moaned and
groaned for so many years thinking that I stormed him and usurped his right. . He
didn't realize that I was striving to save him and make him go deep. But at the end he
understood the use of the narrow gate. Like a burnt offering the outward
man perishes till the cross. Then the veil is torn, the old man dies together
with the other law and the foreign vine. Then he would say: I have heard of You
by the hearing of the ear, but now my eye sees You.
The moment Adam's carnal eyes opened, his spiritual eyes shut
down. Job knew the purpose of the cross when Eli Hu reproached him. I was talking
in him by The Spirit. Read what Eli Hu said to Job in The Spirit:
Surely you have spoken in my hearing,
and I have heard the sound of your words, saying, ‘I am pure, without transgression;
I am innocent, and there is no iniquity in me. Yet He finds occasions against me,
He counts me as His enemy; He puts my feet in the stocks,
He watches all my paths.’
“Look, in this you are not righteous.
I will answer you,
For God is greater than man. Why do you contend with Him?
For He does not give an accounting of any of His words. For God may speak in one
way, or in another,
yet man does not perceive it. In a dream, in a vision of the night,
when deep sleep falls upon men,
while slumbering on their beds, Then He opens the ears of men,
and seals their instruction. In order to turn man from his deed, and conceal
pride from man, He keeps back his soul from the Pit,
and his life from perishing by the sword.
“Man is also chastened with pain on his bed, and with strong pain in many of
his bones, So that his life abhors bread,
and his soul succulent food. His flesh wastes away from sight,
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And his bones stick out which once were not seen. Yes, his soul draws near the Pit,
and his life to the executioners.
“If there is a messenger for him,
A mediator, one among a thousand,
To show man His uprightness, Then He is gracious to him, and says,
‘Deliver him from going down to the Pit;
I have found a ransom’; His flesh shall be young like a child’s,
He shall return to the days of his youth. He shall pray to God, and He
will delight in him,
He shall see His face with joy,
For He restores to man His righteousness. Then he looks at men and
says,
‘I have sinned, and perverted what was right,
and it did not profit me.’ He will redeem his soul from going down to the
Pit,
and his life shall see the light. (Job 33)
That is the purpose of the cross, this is what I have spoken through Eli Hu …
the death of the old man who was feeding on the world, worshipping himself being
his own head…in order to feed on me The Bread of life. To the point that he detests
his old life…and become born again like children living on me.
I strive to your salvation by tying you up and putting you on the
altar of burnt offering. The problem is that you don’t have a spiritual
insight ...You still reject remedy. Because you didn't ask for Light, you still
don’t understand the purpose precisely. You thought that it is all about going to
Heaven by having sins forgiven… You don’t walk the way like I did. You don't live
the gospel till now. You have lost majorly that you could regret all eternity.
Ask yourselves: Would I give you eternal life so you could only ask
for forgiveness? Would you think that thousands of verses and chapters in the
bible are only to teach you to just ask for forgiveness? I told you that the tax
collector had beaten his breast and said 5 words and I did forgive him. I granted all
forgiveness without tiring out. It doesn't need teaching. It springs from a true will and
a spiritual reproach. If one's goal is only to enter heaven by repentance, he
needs not the whole Bible.
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You only concentrated on Me being the way of salvation and justice to the point that
you lost track of following my example and you misinterpreted the goal and
the steps of the way. When I said I am the way I meant you should walk as I did.
Elijah was just a man like you; did you ask yourselves how he reached this high
spiritual stature? How a king would bow down to Daniel? While Abraham lied,
David killed, Peter wasn't straight and Paul was sent to him. Did you ask yourselves
from where came this disparity?
Even Moses with all the great wonders I did through him didn’t have the same
honor as Daniel who didn't do any single miracle before the king. I did not support
him in any significant form usually measured by humans! Daniel didn't preach about
me. I did not give him the gift of making miracles to draw attention, though he had
the anointing of John the Baptist, The honor. As I promised " I will send My fear
before you, I will cause confusion among all the people to whom you come" Indeed I
will make those of the synagogue of Satan, who say they are Jews and are not, but
lie—indeed I will make them come and worship before your feet, and to
know that I have loved you. (Revelation 3: 9)
I sent Gabriel the archangel to Daniel to tell him "and I have come to
tell you, for you are greatly beloved". He was beloved by all Heaven habitants.
The verse I said to Isaiah was applicable on Daniel: "The Lord has called Me from
the womb; from the matrix of My mother He has made mention of My name. And He
has made My mouth like a sharp sword; in the shadow of his hand he hid me;
he made me into a polished arrow and concealed me in his quiver. And He said to
me, ‘You are My servant, O Israel, in whom I will be glorified.’ I will also give you
as a light to the Gentiles; That You should be My salvation to the ends
of the earth.’ Because of the Lord who is faithful, The Holy One of Israel; And He
has chosen you.” I will preserve You and give You as a covenant to the people, Kings
shall be your foster fathers, and their queens your nursing mothers; they shall bow
down to you with their faces to the earth, and lick up the dust of your
feet. Then you will know that I am the Lord, for they shall not be ashamed
who wait for Me.” (Isaiah 49)
Ask yourselves on whom those words would be applicable? The answer will
inform you about who did become my image and who didn't. This is the criteria and
the measure to gauge you. When David abode in me, Goliath was defeated; He even
killed a lion and a bear. But when he started to live by the flesh he lost his mind and
killed an innocent man for a woman. My fear and honor was taken away from him
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and I expelled him from the palace. Same goes for Abraham who hadn’t enjoyed this
honor for long period of time. Even Moses, after all the mighty wonders, he was
scourged by Pharaoh who said to him: Get away from me! Take heed to yourself and
see my face no more! For in the day you see my face you shall die!”
Nebuchadnezzar didn’t even dare to say such a thing to Daniel. Look at how
Daniel and John the Baptist lived; you would then understand why Daniel was
beloved of Heaven and why The Baptist was the greatest among those born of
women. He ate wild honey. Never had enough bread. Daniel was chief governor yet
he was very strict with himself. He ate only vegetables and drank only water. He
could have eaten meat and pleasant food from outside the palace. He could have
bought animals to feed himself.
I gave him the gift of disclosing mysteries and dreams. My honor inhabited
him. I made the greatest king of all the earth, bow down before him. While Moses
was chased by pharaohs and his hosts. Again look at how Daniel and John the
Baptist have lived.
The scripture prophesied about The Baptist because he reached the fullness of
my stature. He was perfected to my image. If you don't love me enough you can't
labor for me. For this I said: He who has My commandments and keeps
them, it is he who loves Me. If one forces himself to walk the way without loving
me, there is no use of his labor. As I said "and though I give my body to be burned,
but have not love, it profits me nothing"." If a man would give for love. All the
wealth of his house, It would be utterly despised". He who has My commandments
and keeps them, it is he who loves Me. I kept my Father's commandments. I acted as
a son of God showing you how any man could be a son of God.
It is like the example of the foolish virgins who didn't have vessels for the oil,
unlike the wise virgins who understood that by being prepared for the way, prepared
for being filled by me they made themselves ready vessels for my dwelling in them.
As John the Baptist said "Prepare the way of The Lord" The vessels are the sanctuary
of each person and the stewardship you were entrusted to prepare the soul for my
dwelling.
Your age is a timed chance. I told you that from the days of John the Baptist
until now the kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and the violent take it by force. He
was a practical example, as he walked the way he was calling others to prepare. You
have no excuse. You ought to take the kingdom by force for it is the hidden treasure.
I resembled myself to a thief who comes at midnight to steal what is not mine…
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Actually I want to snatch you like a thief from the prince of this world. You
presented yourselves to him and you stopped being my belonging. I had
to snatch you like a thief.

When I strive for your salvation and come to save you from the city of
doom ...You make me look like a thief.
When I died on the cross, the veil was torn in two from top to bottom. This was a
symbol to teach you that when you crucify yourselves the old man will be separated
from the new man. The dominion of Esau over your lives will perish. You will be
absent from the body because it was torn like the veil. The solution was not to
hide like Adam did. But by circumcising your hearts and knowing the weakness
that is in you. I want you to be spiritually circumcised as I clarified to you in the New
Testament many times in Paul's epistles. You could test yourselves: are you freed? Or
still in slavery with the foreskin.
Are you fully in control of your body or is it still in control? Are you
liberated from the old serpent? Or is it still in control? I was very strict with Moses
when he didn’t grasp the idea of circumcision and didn't take it seriously for his son. I
appeared on the way and made it like I would kill his son. Then Zipporah took a
sharp stone and cut off the foreskin of her son and cast it at Moses' feet, so I
released him, then she said, “Surely you are a husband of blood to me!”
Many didn't understand the spiritual circumcision. It is like seeking to be naked
before me and discover your weakness. You didn't grasp the meaning of the
Circumcision of the heart by the spirit. Actually you cannot enter a new covenant
with me unless you are spiritually circumcised. It is not just an old testament
ritual…Many of you are still in the Old Testament and need to be
delivered from the bondage of their bodies and cease being naked.
When you become crucified you will see that even rocks will split as they did
when I was crucified. This is what I wanted you to attain. That every
single stumbling block in you impeded growth to split. Only then the
graves will be opened; I will rise in you.
In The Old testament people needed priesthood and rituals as the veil was
still standing. That is why you needed a mediator between you and me.
Enmity was still there represented in the veil. Being in the Old Testament
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means you are still in your old man. Like a girl unmarried who remains in her
old house.
When she decides to be committed to her bridegroom, she would leave her old
life and her father's house and dwell with her bridegroom. Her life would completely
change. She would automatically reject all what was old including her old character.
She enters in a new covenant. Only then the veil is torn. She doesn’t need any more a
mediator between her and her husband as she became so close to him. She
becomes herself the mediator like a priest. This is the step that many refuse
to take, because they are reluctant to leave old desires and self for my sake. They live
in hunger not knowing that I am the source of fullness. I told you I am the bread of
life. Your ancestors ate the manna in the wilderness and even died. Do not labor for
the food which perishes, but for the food which endures to everlasting life" I wanted
to draw your attention to the life of everlasting fullness; that People of Israel refused
and inclined towards the life of slavery under Pharaoh's grip, despite they were in
bitter bondage. Because of the pots of meat, fish and melon they refused me The
Bread of Life. They didn’t realize that they should live by me and walk by the spirit.
They even said: our soul loathes this worthless bread.”
The same thing reoccurred in the New Testament. I told the assembly not to
repeat the mistakes of People of Israel and understand that I am the bread of life. I
created you to have your fullness of me and live as in heaven. But many people
including [my own disciples] found these words difficult to understand. It is written
"From that time many of His disciples went back and walked with Him no more".
People of Israel repeated the same mistake of their ancestors not realizing the
purpose. I didn’t create them to live according to the flesh. For this, I told them: "You
seek Me, not because you saw the signs, but because you ate of the loaves and were
filled". "Do not labor for the food which perishes, but for the food which
endures to everlasting life". On the other hand, John the Baptist and Daniel and
thousands of saints I mentioned in the bible: of whom the world was not worthy.
They wandered in sheepskins and goatskins in deserts and mountains, in dens and
caves of the earth for the sake of their love to me.
Those who didn’t die and didn't understand the purpose yet are like the people
of Israel or the disciples who walked away from me. They are leading an Old
Testament life style. They go to churches and practice rituals like the Old Testament.
For this reason I didn't incarnate right after Adam's fall, or in the days of
Noah or Abraham. I left humanity for some time and meanwhile I
arranged rituals and legislations to be a picture of those who didn’t
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enter the new covenant to let them know they are still in the Old Testament and
that I am still a stranger to them. Those people still worship their flesh, selves and the
world. They remained under the old covenant. Going to churches and their worship
are just rituals and orders. All because they refused to die with me and be buried with
me. The moment the grain accepts to die of the old self through real fasting as I
showed you... this grain or the soul proves that it wants to be crucified with me
and die with me to enter in a new covenant. Only then the veil is torn in the
life of this soul, needing a mediator no more. This is what the saints lived when they
were crucified with me tearing the veil between us. Rituals to them are no more
lifeless as they got united with me completely. Even without orders they reached
perfection like John the Baptist and several others about whom it was written "They
wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins, in deserts and mountains, in dens and
caves of the earth being destitute, afflicted, tormented—of whom the world was not
worthy.
See, the Ninevites whom I told you shall judge the world, ask yourselves: How
many times did you do just like them and wore sackcloth and repented their
repentance? Did you do like them even once in your life? Did you remain days
wearing sackcloth and stay in ashes as Daniel said “remained in ashes and wore
sackcloth”. Don’t you feel once in your life that you need the Ninevites repentance?
Ask yourselves: why didn’t you do as the Ninevites had done throughout all your
life?! It is a proof that you don’t feel your need for such repentance. Do you think
that since the day you were born, you are holy & you think you are even better than
them?! Do you think that you are farther better than the Ninevites?! And also ask
yourselves: Why am I telling you these things and speak with you about the
Ninevites? Do you think that I tell you historical stories?! You didn’t learn from John
the Baptist and you say “What have we to do with John the Baptist?! And why do
we have to do like him?! What have we to do with the Ninevites?! And why do we
have to do like them?!” You neither learned nor acted like them. When I told you
“See the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet”, I meant the
demolition of human nature not a historical story or a historical event. You didn’t
learn from Daniel’s life nor from his fighting for Me and you said “What have we to
do with Daniel?! … I, too, who came from the Heaven and took the likeness of man
to show you the way…you say: “What have we to do with Christ?!” I, then, didn’t
find a place to lay my head and I fasted 40 days in the wilderness. You didn’t do like
Me, you didn’t follow my steps, and you didn’t walk as I walked. Judge yourselves:
which god among the gods do you serve and which shepherds do you follow?!
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And when the Jews came to seek a sign from me, they remembered what I said
to them: “An evil and adulterous generation seeks after a sign; and there shall no sign
be given to it, but the sign of the prophet Jonas”…Have you realized the cause of my
wrath?! For many want miracles; they want Me to be just a means to achieve their
own goals. I – myself is not the core of their goals. Also, many seek Me for earthly
bread and that also means they want Me to be just a means and not a goal. That’s
why I got angry with them and told them that the real sign is for you to be
transformed and die with me for three days; to be crucified with Me and buried with
Me to be truly transformed as Saul and Moses The Black had been transformed. This
is the greatest sign.
When I was baptized and went up from the water, the heavens opened up to
Me. I want that to happen in the life of everyone who has been baptized; to see the
heavens open up to him so that he can see Me clearly in his life. I showed you an
example of the life I want you to live and the way that leads you to the goal. So the
heavens should be opened for you and you should see that with your own eyes so that
it’d be a proof that you had died and been buried and that death started to work in
you. Ask yourselves: Did the heavens open to you, did you see the Spirit
descending like a dove?! And did the spirit bring you to the wilderness with Me?! It’s
written about Me “I was with the beasts.” Ask yourselves why?! I wanted to tell you
that this is the image like which I want you to be. I want you to return back to
Adam’s image and even to his nature. He was living with the beasts in perfect
peace. That’s a proof that my fear used to fill him.
The whole aim of the Bible is to reach the goal for which God has created man.
The Bible is like a map with all its books and chapters; a map which shows any
person the way to the goal - to be in the image and example of God. This happens
after each one becomes a branch in my vine for I’m the True Vine. He should be one
in Me after his being in a strong relationship with me that is growing steadily.
I told you that difficult and narrow is the way … but trust … I’m the True
Father I’ll be faithful with you to the end. Trust … I’m your True Father; I have a
permanent solution to all your human infirmities; I will not leave you, nor forsake
you.
I always think about you, you are the core of my interest, nothing in the
whole universe occupies my mind but you. I revealed all my feelings in the Song of
Solomon which I called The Song of Songs and the Chant of chants because my
delight is with the sons of Adam; my delight is with you …. My pleasure is fulfilled
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with you. I will still be waiting for you. I stand at the door, and knock. I’m waiting
and knocking till the last day of your life. I tell you: open to me, my sister, my love,
my dove, my perfect one: for my head is covered with dew, and my locks with the
drops of the night.
My son and My beloved; I have loved you with an everlasting love, unending
love but you didn’t even discover my love or else why you kept yourself tired in this
mortal life. I have all riches, all satisfaction, and all joy. I am the True Vine; there
in no satisfaction but in me.
If you kept your old nature, you’ll see that lusts for the world, hungers for the
world and loves the world. It finds its satisfaction in delicious food, dignity, money
and people’s praise. These are the descriptions of the old nature. I commanded you
“Do not love the world or the things in the world because loving the world is enmity
against God. I begged you and taught you how to be transformed and how it is
necessary for you to be a new creature.
This new creation is the spiritual man who finds all his satisfaction and
pleasure in Me - the source of The Spirit. This nature is what you will find in
heaven. I asked you to be a new creation; this creation finds everything in Me. When
the spirit is full, the soul will be full too and even the body won’t need food. I
modelled this for you and showed you this when I was in the wilderness for 40 days
without food because I was led by The Spirit.. I want you to be led by The Spirit
just like Me because I’m the way. This is what I meant when I said “I’m The Way”.
Everyone who drinks from the water of the world will thirst again and again as it
makes man lusts for it just more; it increases the bondage to itself.
My son, as long as you still find your delight in the world and you desire
money and honor, this means you still are not a branch in Me, otherwise you
wouldn’t have needed anything from this world. This is because the branch finds
its satisfaction in the vine and it doesn’t need anything from this world. Therefore, I
told you about the image which I want you to be like. I created you to be like a
branch in Me. By then, you wouldn’t need anything from this world. All the saints
who love Me lived this way; when they became a new creation, they found
everything in Me. They discovered that I’m the source of life and the Bread of Life.
With Me, they will not be wanting anything. They found out that everything is loss
and so they hated the world, they fled from it and sold everything just as I
commanded you “go sell what you have …and follow me”. They lived as in heaven
here on earth. This is what I have commanded you and taught you to pray about every
day: Our Father in heaven…Your will be done. On earth as it is in heaven.
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I commanded you in the Holy Bible which is the good news, the message and
the map which I drew for you. The Bible is like a way that brings you from the land
of bondage in which you were born and from the enmity in which you were born to
be in Me so that the aim is fulfilled. I said to you "always ought to pray and Pray
without ceasing". To count the cost is to count how long you communicate with me
every day. The time you communicate with me is the real prayer for only at that
time, you have life and you are in accordance with my will. There is an aim to be
reached and in order to reach it, you should remember three written truths in three
verses. The first verse is “always ought to pray”; prayer is a mirror to see yourselves
and see how long you are in accordance with My will? How long you are in
connection with Me through prayer? The second verse and truth is that "I’m the
True Vine". If the source of your pleasure and comfort is not me, so you are not
branches in Me. The third fact is that I’m the Head and I created you to be
members in Me as it’s written “we are members in His body”. No member can move
without the head’s permission. If any member moves without order from the head, it
won’t be a member in that body. The ego always feels that it’s a head; it wants to
drive, lead, rule over and control. That’s the reason that made Adam and every
human being refuse that I control and rule over him. The main reason for this is lack
of aim understanding.
Do you think that the stature of the fullness of Christ is at a very remote end to
reach? Is this a justification that no preaching about this image in today’s churches?
When I entered the temple, I drove out all those who bought and sold in the
temple and said "My house shall be called a house of prayer”. They said “What sign
do You show to us, since You do these things?” I told them that the greatest sign is to
change the human being through destroying his old vine and building a true vine
in God. Destroy that temple, refuse this nature and I'll restore your lost nature; I'll
build the new temple in three days. If our earthly house, this tent, is destroyed, we
have a building from God, a house not made with (mortal) hands, eternal in the
heavens.
You will not restore that image by believing that I came in flesh and died on
the cross. You don't understand sin just like Adam because he wasn't under bondage.
I assured you that the way which gets you back to life is in Me. This is the new nature
which is living in God and with God. It's a narrow way, how difficult is it! You
should die with Me to let the old man die and be crucified with Me and realize that
your old man will be crucified with Me. Also, when you liken Me in my death and
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absent from this flesh, our outer man will decay, then our inner man will be renewed
day after another.
When you are absent completely from the entity and the vine in which you
live, the conditions of your membership in the True Vine which is Me will be valid.
Many have really believed in my flesh and my death, but now they are not like the
image of God and the evidence is that they still sin. The image of God and his
example and my image won’t sin as it's written: “…whoever is born of God does not
sin” and can't sin. Exactly as the first Adam who didn't understand evil to sin.
Without light, man can't see his condition that he serves men and cares about
them. This is the same spirit that was in Peter the apostle that I told him “Get behind
Me, Satan!” not “get behind me, servant of Satan” because he wasn't in the light at
that time. He didn't see that he was worshipping men. It's written "… for if I still
pleased men, I would not be a bondservant of Christ.” (Galatians1: 10) Men can't see
their condition without the light…
Whoever commits sin also commits lawlessness & is not born from God.
Whoever commits sin is a slave. How could a person who commits sin & is a slave,
think that he is a son of God and an image of God, or an example of God. How could
he think that he could be a member in my body? Don't you understand till now what
image I'd like you to be?!
From death to resurrection, not in depth but returning to life, to the natural state
in which God created man. It is restoration of the nature prepared to live by God's
spirit; it is the pure free nature not the nature that is absent from God (the bondage)
wherein you were held.
As it is written: “But now we have been delivered from the law, having died to
what we were held by.” To restore Adam's pure image which has been prepared for
you to be branches in the vine of God, the Son of God and the image of God, I told
you that the way is to be born from the water, the Spirit and to be born again from
above.
To be born again from above and from God the Spirit, it isn't of course through
practicing rite but through resistance to bloodshed and striving legally in a difficult
way whose gate is narrow. This will make you absent from the entity which is the
strange vine that became the source of your life instead of God. That way is the
narrow way which restores man to the lost image and nature that depended on God's
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spirit for satisfaction. Therefore, I said "Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the
way which leads to life". Life here is being a branch in the Vine.
Practicing any rite entails no striving or resistance; thus you should have
understood that it was neither the narrow gate nor the difficult way that leads to life
which I told you about and came to live it Myself. Now, what is your excuse?! Ask
yourselves!!
The same mistake was repeated by the Pharisees who were slaves to rites. They
didn't understand the aim behind the rite which works like a fertilizer that has
no benefit without the death of the seed. You were not created and made for The
Sabbath, but The Sabbath was made for you just like the fertilizer that was made for
the seed to help the buried seed grow. Also, the ship was made to take you to the
King, but if you only get on the ship, that is not the way God wants you to walk in.
That’s why I don’t want you to fulfill an obligatory rite as if it is a god to be
worshipped.
Men refused to worship of God because His way is difficult; they convinced
themselves that by just following the rite and practicing it, they are religious and they
worship God. They stick close to the rites and they made them as a foundation
instead of me. This happens because they found out that the rite is a very easy way,
but as it is written it is '' for the indulgence of the flesh'' (Colossians).
It is written '' So let no one judge you in food or in drink, or regarding a festival
or a new moon or Sabbaths, which are a shadow of things to come''. (Colossians
2:16) “Therefore, if you died with Christ from the basic principles of the world, why,
as though living in the world, do you subject yourselves to regulations, do not touch,
do not taste, do not handle, which all concern things which perish with the using—
according to the commandments and doctrines of men? These things indeed have an
appearance of wisdom in self-imposed religion (will-worship that has only
appearance of wisdom because it contains access of fake worship), false humility,
and neglect of the body, but are of no value against the indulgence of the flesh.
(Colossians 2:20-23)
Subdued voluntary worship: a kind of worship which man invents for himself,
imposes it on himself and it contradicts the nature of faith that should be towards Me
only. It is enthusiasm which missed its way, instead of leading to God, it is focused
on man. All this happens if I was not considered as the foundation and the aim and
also if man didn't die like Me and didn't walk in my footsteps.
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The rite is a kind of credit that was made for everyone to use in joining an
institute to study so that he is qualified to be an image and in my likeness. If man
didn't withdraw from this credit, what would be the benefit?! He will then be like the
one who took the talent then went and dug it in the earth, though the talent is a lot of
silver and money. If man didn't fight a legal fight in that institute (in the difficult
way) and didn't die to his old worship, what would then be the benefit?! This means
he is still in the land of Pharaoh, serving him and didn't take a step towards freedom
from him. The proof is seeing where you are now, you should ask yourselves: do we
live according to the Bible?! Do you love all your enemies? Do you always pray?
Can you sell all what you have? Do you think of heavenly things and live as in
heaven? Examine your own selves before it’s too late.
The superficial worship is to follow the rites in front of people not in the
chamber as I told you and as I did. The Bible says about this worship "…are of no
value against the indulgence of the flesh. This worship focuses only on the rite and its
aim is not God, it doesn't bear fruit. It has no value, except to prove to the others that
one is religious and it satisfies the ego as well. This worship is the Will-worship like
the regulation “Do not touch, do not taste, do not handle”. It doesn't make you come
close to God, because the Spirit of God planned these rites to be as a means just like
the ship. However, if a man is deceived and thought that just by entering the ship, he
would arrive, he loses everything. As the Bible says “taking delight in false humility
and worship of angels… and not holding fast to the Head, from whom all the body,
nourished and knit together by joints and ligaments, grows with the increase that
is from God.
The ultimate aim of Satan is not making people sin, but to distract them
from the aim. His priority target is not to do evil, but on the contrary, there are
monks who died as a seed and grew among the thorns, and they turned to be in
distress and bondage even more than he who sins, because they thought they were
worshipping God.
The man who commits sin, his conscience will awaken him, The Spirit that is
in him would tell him: I could wish you were cold, while Whoever doesn't make sin
and does not focus on the aim, will not bear good fruit because he will dry. He'll
be cut away and be ready to be thrown into fire.
So, I warned you and said, "Take heed to yourselves" not from the sin ( for the
sin isn't the problem); I said, " But take heed to yourselves, lest your hearts be
weighed down with carousing, drunkenness, and cares of this life, and that Day come
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on you unexpectedly. For it will come as a snare on all those who dwell on the face of
the whole earth. Watch therefore, and pray always that you may be counted worthy to
escape all these things that will come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man."
(Luke 21)
Remember the foolish rich man who didn't commit sin as you might think, he
wasn't interested in the aim. Remember the deceit of the ruler of this world, just like
what the pharaoh said, "why do you take the people from their work … you shall no
longer give the people straw to make brick as before. Let them go and gather straw
for themselves… and let them not regard false words."
The beginning of the sin was Adam's obedience of another entity, he became a
member in that entity and the cure was only disobeying this entity. So I said “Turn to
Me with all your heart, With fasting, with weeping, and with mourning.”
True baptism is dying to the elements of the world as the burial of the seed.
Death is the start, just like slaying the sacrifice. It's the start to reach perfect maturity,
like the tree, so that we’d be an image of God. True baptism is to be have my own
image. Baptism as a rite like what happens in the church is only a pledge to my spirit;
it assures that I'll work with you as the Holy Spirit appeared in the form of a dove on
my baptism day.
Baptism as a true life is, as I have shown you after practicing the ordinance and
my departure to the wilderness, to die with the flesh from the world fasting for 40
days. Ask yourselves: did I fast to train myself to fast so as to be holy?!!!! I was
teaching you the way as a way of life which means teaching you the beginning of
death as a practical life to reach resurrection. It’s not because I needed resurrection to
prove my divinity and my strength, but to teach the way of resurrection of My Spirit
in you. In this way, you’ll be qualified to be members in me - The True Vine - and
the Spirit itself.
The beginning which is baptism as an ordinance and as a struggle is not the end
of the way. It is the beginning of true death and the end of the way is taking my own
image. True baptism or the fulfillment of baptism will be at the end of the way; it’s
not as all people think that when they were baptized, it is fulfilled. When a student is
enrolled in a medicine school, it does not mean he is already a doctor. Ordinance of
baptism is the beginning of true death and the beginning of difficult way. It is even
the entry through the narrow gate whose end is to become an image of God, as if you
were born from God the Spirit. By your dying from the world, the Spirit started to be
born in you and is starting to grow as long as your external man started to perish. It’s
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just like the seed, upon burying it, life starts in it. You started to be like my image,
because I'm the Holy Spirit Himself.
Some think that practicing the ordinance is true baptism which is taking my
image and that it’s the true death from the world but indeed it’s not even the true start
of taking my image or dying from the world. When you go out to the wilderness as I
did, behave like Me and die as I died, then, on that specific day, it’ll be the beginning
of baptism and the start of death and burial with Me. Then, you’ll continue to be dead
like the seed as in the verse "we are killed all day long"; death will work in us and
we’ll be unified in the likeness of His death. After struggling for some time during
the day time by My grace and My light, the old man will die at the end. Then, you
will rise like I did as the Bible demanded "For if we died with Him, We shall also
live with Him". The burial of the seed (its death) is the true beginning; it is the start
of life in it.
Even eating the sheep on Passover is not the beginning of the way, but it is a
preparation of way (prepare the way of the Lord by repentance). The repentance of
the Egyptian Mary qualified her to enter God's kingdom.
The beginning of the way of being an image of God is to leave the world. That
doesn't mean that all people should leave the world, but all people should die
from the world. When I said to the young man "follow Me", he said to Me "Lord, let
me first go and bury my father ". Then I said to him "Follow Me, and let the dead
bury their own dead." Another answered me "let me first go and bid them farewell
who are at my house." I said to him" No one, having put his hand to the plow, and
looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God, Foxes have holes and birds of the air
have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay His head ". All this time, I was
talking about practical strife in the way that only can lead you to live in Me.
Through light, man will understand the story and he will realize that he suffers
from amnesia. He forgot that he is the son of a king who has lost the image. Through
absence from the body and death, he'll return back to my Vine. Accepting death is the
beginning of true baptism
The martyrs didn't fulfill an ordinance as we read " Therefore, if an
uncircumcised man keeps the righteous requirements of the law, will not his
uncircumcision be counted as circumcision?" Circumcision of the heart is the start of
acceptance; God - in his turn - will give him grace and will grant him all what he
needs. The ordinance is a pledge that is considered as a credit in a bank; it isn't a start
of building the tower.
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Giving the owner of the land fertilizers and all what is needed for a seed’s
growth (water and workers who symbolize the ordinance) is not the first step towards
growth. Only the burial of the seed ONLY is the first step because it is the start of the
life which leads to growth and ends with likening God's image; that is actually the
meaning of baptism.
We find institutes which guarantee that its students would be doctors or
musicians; they accept children from the age of 5 to qualify them to be doctors after
finishing their study.
Does the child become a doctor on the day s/he joins the institute or even when
s/he starts studying?! Or we just say that the child has been admitted to and enrolled
in the institute, all expenses were promised to be paid, then the child starts his study
and attendance! That is the start of the true way and the beginning of the way exactly
as the death of the seed is the start to its life. This way is the only way that turns the
child to be a doctor at the end of the study.
The day the child attends his school does not symbolize baptism, but it is a
declaration that the school accepts his enrollment. It also means that the father
granted his child a credit card that covers all study expenses.
In order for the man to be in God's image, he must be truely baptized, only then
it is the end of the way. So baptism as an ordinance is a stage before the start of the
way which leads to new birth from water, Spirit and God. It isn't as many people
think that baptism day is the day that man is born from God to become his image and
example. The proof is that many people were baptized, but who among all these
numbers became perfect?! Remember every day the condition of the arrival when I
said "Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life" (the life
which is in Me).
Another proof: the way is full of distress, death, crucifixion, absence from the
world and perishing. On the other hand, practicing an ordinance does not include any
tiredness, strife, struggle, crucifixion or resistance till bloodshed. So, it is neither the
way nor the condition that the Book demanded. The foolish virgins thought that
going to the sellers is richness or stature. Another proof is that the way is a covenant
between man and God.
The fulfillment of the ordinance is an assistive tool; it is a symbol of the life we
must live. Without this kind of life, we will not benefit from this assistive tool. True
life is my own practical life and the difficult way, therefore I said "do this in
remembrance of Me". I didn't say do this work or ordinance only, but I said that the
fulfillment of this ordinance should remind you of fighting, of the kind of life that
you ought to live- the life of death that leads you to constant satisfaction just like the
seed that should remain dead." The evidence is that martyrs didn't fulfill the
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ordinance of Holy Communion, or Baptism. This also proves that it is actually a
conditional practice.
Being conformed to my death is the only condition to be united with My own
crucified body. It's written "For circumcision is indeed profitable if you keep the
law." The living water [which is Me] exists but under the surface of the earth. I gave
you an example Myself. No one can benefit from this water unless he dies like the
water.
If a man who does not live in light, does not understand the way, and he was
not crucified and did not die in the likeness of My death, partakes the holy
communion, he will be like the foolish virgins who thought they could buy oil.
The Spirit indeed works in all ordinances in full power, but only to declare He
will be always with you. He declared that earlier when He appeared like a dove
during my baptism to increase your faith that the spirit will be very close to you.
Don't forget that some people perform the ordinance of baptism, but The Spirit had
fallen upon none of them (act8:16). They practiced it as a mere ordinance without full
understanding just like many others who are not enlightened and are like children
who didn't understand the bondage or the desolation which happened to humanity.
The ordinance for them is merely an outward practice.
There are some people whom the Spirit has fallen upon without practicing the
rite, because they accepted spiritual work and this is the essence. First, they should
renew the mind, then seek through perfect strife to cease worshipping to any other
god. They should be like the martyrs who didn't practice the rite as the uncircumcised
person who didn't practice the rite and his uncircumcision was counted circumcision.
The whole matter is spiritual work; the secret of change is in the Spirit not in the raw
material which is water. Water is a symbol of purification and turning back to Adam's
first image. It is not about a magic material which you think will release you from the
bondage, but enlightening the mind will be through the light which you ask from Me.
Your strife, as I showed you, is the only way to resurrection, for I'm the only Way.
No one can come to the Father except through Me. You need to conform to My strife
and to My death and to follow My steps as mentioned in the Bible.
The Spirit of God couldn't fill your vessels, like the foolish virgins who
thought that oil could be purchased. The process of purchasing oil is as easy as
practicing the rite only.
The ultimate aim of Holy Spirit is to strive, not to believe that you became rich
& pure. The Foolish Virgins thought that the spiritual credit could be purchased.
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Don't forget My words "Strive to enter through the narrow gate", and practicing of
the rite isn't a narrow gate.
Also, don't forget what is written "You have become estranged from Christ,
you who attempt to be justified by law; you have fallen from grace." This means that
you lost the riches which I granted you.
The most significant proof is the circumcision in the New Testament. It isn't a
rite and there isn’t any room to practice it as a rite; but I told you about the conditions
of circumcision as a life in all the epistles of my son Paul. The life of circumcision is
preparation to be born from water; because, the more man is exposed to himself and
God and he wants to declare this, the first veil will be taken away.
I have told you "For until this day the same veil remains unlifted in the reading
of the Old Testament, because the veil is taken away in Christ." Through
circumcision as a life, man will be baptized as a life. So, after I have been baptized, I
went out to the wilderness to strive. The rite is a means that helps and urges you to
struggle; it makes you obey God. The power isn't in the water, but it is the work of
God's Spirit. Holy Spirit has fallen upon those who constantly ask Him to work
within them. The most important thing is the result and the fruit.
Indeed, the Holy Spirit will not fall just by practicing the rite without any light
or understanding or pursuit or strife. There were some people who were baptized and
the Holly Spirit didn't fall upon them. (Acts 8:16)
"Strive to enter through the narrow gate, for many, I say to you, will seek to
enter and will not be able", so many people found practicing the rite is easy because
whoever goes to church fulfills the rite. It isn't the narrow gate, few people asked to
be baptized and could not. This is a proof that I was talking about the strife in the
difficult way, and about crucifixion and death.
If the change was only by practicing the rite, I wouldn't have asked you to
strive to enter from the narrow gate. Many people wanted to enter but they weren't
able and they didn't see it. Isaac was not born because Abraham fulfilled a certain rite
or because Abraham saw Me, but it was after many years. This is to assure you that
being born from the Spirit wouldn't be happen by practicing a rite. Isaac is a symbol
of the Spirit's birth within you. He came based on a covenant and a long period of
waiting. It's also written, “Yet the law is not of faith, but the man who does them
shall live by them." (Galatians 3:12) It means that only the people who strive will
benefit from the credit granted to them.
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Abraham sought to bear fruit and thought that by relating to Hagar he'd have
fruit, like those who thought that by their physical body and by practicing rites only,
they’d have the fruit of the Spirit. Although Abraham’s faith was perfect; he didn't
begot a son quickly. Another example is Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist. He
was righteous and blameless; yet, he had fruit only by the end of his life, after many
years.
It's written "Behold, the virgin shall be with child, and bear a Son", so only the
person who is not related to the world, I shall be born through. It's also written, "Do
we then make void the law through faith? On the contrary, we establish the law."
(Rom. 3) Don’t you fulfill the rites? You certainly do fulfill them! It's only a proof
that you obey me as I said, "For thus it is fitting for us to fulfill all righteousness".
Ask yourselves, where did the fulfillment of these righteousness and these rites led
you to? It's written. "Can anyone forbid water?" "For thus it is fitting for us to fulfill
all righteousness"
Fighting in the way establishes the law; the rite will then be useful and
constructive just as Abraham received the sign of circumcision as a seal of the
righteousness of faith.
It's written, "For I through the law died to the law that I might live to God."
This means that through the commandments of the Lord and His law, I could die to
complete my life for the law.
If the king deposited a credit in the bank for his son which is true richness, he
wouldn't have asked him to build a tower. If by believing in me and my death for you,
the goal would be achieved, I wouldn't oblige you to compete according to the rules
and to enter through the narrow gate which is like going through the eye of a needle.
It's written," for if righteousness comes through the law, then Christ died in vain."
(Gal:2). This means that if the goal is achieved through the rite, what is then the use
of My teaching you, My departure into the wilderness and My fasting?! However,
when you die with me and walk in my way, the target is fulfilled. How then the Bible
is veiled to that extent? The answer is obvious; there is no fruit these days, as there is
no love or humility among Christians and shepherds. The proof of my point is that
you don’t see My image or My example in any shepherd; people can't see My image
or My nature or My love in every shepherd. It was supposed that the world would
smell My aroma and know Me through the shepherds even without talking or
preaching just like Nebuchadnezzar who knew God without a word from Daniel or
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the three men. He saw God's image in Daniel and the proof is that he knelt down
before him. I hope you remember that.
Don't forget what is written, "The life of Jesus also may be manifested in our
mortal flesh." I wish you remember the conditions written in the Bible: the life of
Jesus may be manifested only in the mortal flesh, not by practicing rites. It is the only
way that will make you be in the image of God or an example of Him.
It's written "our outward man is perishing, yet the inward man is being renewed
day by day." Not by practicing a rite you will be renewed and become members in
Me. Also it's written, "If our earthly house, this tent, is destroyed, we have a building
from God" and not by practicing a rite you will be members in Me.
It's written "if we are absent from the body, we will be present with the Lord."
not by practicing a rite you will present in God and become an image and an example
of Me.
A man would be in God’s image and example if he lived in labor, in
sleeplessness, in fasting, in purity, in the word of truth, in tribulations, in needs, in
distresses, in stripes and in imprisonments, not by practicing a rite. Not by practicing
a rite you will be an image of God: "when our bodies had no rest" (2 Cor. 7)
Many people have insisted that water which fell on earth is the true water, like
whoever insists that the bread on the altar is My flesh. The water which fell on earth
has no benefit, unless the seed learns from it, is buried like it and die in the likeness
of its death to be united with Me. Indeed, the water which fell on earth is the source
of life and the bread turning into my body but who is qualified, worthy and fulfilled
the conditions to be united with Me. It’s only the one who died in the likeness of My
death will benefit from my body and My Spirit, as it is all about spiritual matters; it's
the essence and the secret of change, it's not the raw materials which causes change.
That is the way, that is the Bible; it's written, "Only let your conduct be worthy
of the gospel of Christ." The book didn't say, "Baptize and you will have life." I said
"Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life. Enter by the
narrow gate. Take heed to yourselves." I didn't say, "Practice the rite," but I said,
"Only let your conduct be worthy of the gospel of Christ."
Indeed, I said “Go therefore, baptize them in the name of the Father” but this is
just a start to continue in their faith so that we don't make void the law. It is fitting for
us to fulfill all righteousness through the Spirit. We should follow the shepherd who
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after he was promised by the descend of the spirit as a dove, he went to the
wilderness and fasted.
You have become estranged from Christ, you who attempt to be justified by
law; you have fallen from grace. This means that you have lost talents, gifts and the
credit given to you to help you struggle. What's more important is the result, as the
student who says I'm the smartest, he will be judged as he is intelligent and he has all
what he needs; yet; he didn't struggle. What then is the use of his intelligence?!!
It's written, "Therefore, leaving the discussion of the elementary principles of
Christ, let us go on to perfection, not laying again the foundation of repentance from
dead works and of faith toward God, of the doctrine of baptisms." Is faith in God's is
considered of no value?! The rite of baptism -which is referred to as baptisms- is not
of no value, but it's a start. It’s a shadow and a guarantee. Is the fertilizer of no
value?! Of course not, it benefits the seed which dies. Also, is the credit in the bank
of no value?! Of course not; no one can start anything without money.
In the same pattern, without the grace of God, walls will not fall, the Pharaoh
will not die and a way will not be made in the sea. The Spirit of God and His grace
can do everything, for it is God who works in you to will. He completes everything,
but when?! When the People struggled and knew how to fight, they made use from
the grace and the riches of God.
Indeed you have been saved only by grace that represents 999999 out of a
million and the rest is man's struggle. Still, struggle is the condition for God to work.
He was blaming them, "Behold, the days are coming, says the LORD, when I will
make a new covenant with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah-- not
according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day when I took them
by the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt; because they did not continue in
My covenant." (Heb. 8:8). So, many people took the credit and the riches under the
assumption that they pledged they would walk in the way but they didn't.
The first step in the way of a dead seed is to be buried, just like you; the
beginning of your life is in God's vine. When you start to die and be absent from the
strange vine which is the flesh and the world, you then start the way. It is just like Me
when I went to the wilderness after My Father declared that He'd be close to Me. I
fasted for forty days to teach you how to declare to God that you don’t want to live in
the strange vine anymore and that you would like to live the life of death practically.
This is because you have already received the guarantee and the credit. That is the
way of the dead seed.
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You have to declare to God that you want to worship Him truly by ceasing to
worship anything else, being absent and refusing to continue living in the strange
vine. The credit is not the tower itself, for it'll only be built through man's efforts.
Yet, you can't build it without the credit.
For without Me, you can do nothing, only by striving against sin to bloodshed,
I'll start working with you. Man cannot kill the pharaoh, make a way in the sea or
make the walls of Jericho fall down. He has to do what I asked him to do and should
follow My footsteps; otherwise, I won't work with him.
When I see the blood, I will pass with you and complete everything when I see
the blood because it is a confirmation of your worshipping of the true God. I'll start
with you, I'll help you strive and I'll help you reach the end; as it's written," But may
the God of all grace, establish, strengthen, and settle you". This happens when I see
the blood, the burial of the seed, absence from the strange vine and stopping of your
worship to any other god.
Do you think that I'll help he who worships another god or who lives in a
strange vine?! Those didn't prove their acceptance to God; or their refusal to other
gods because they refuse to strive or exert efforts or make any sacrifice. As it's
written, "Strive to enter through the narrow gate."
I said, "Whoever desires to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life
for My sake will find it." "There is no one who has left house or brothers or sisters or
father or mother or wife or children or lands, for My sake and the gospel's, who shall
not receive a hundredfold now in this time." How did you forget my words?! As I
blessed marriage, I also blessed those who left their wives for My sake.
I stressed it many times and said, "If anyone comes to Me and does not hate his
father and mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters, yes, and his own life also,
he cannot be My disciple." I wanted to confirm that I'm the goal and the source of
life; you won't need anything other than me. This is the life you'll lead in heaven and
for which you were created. This life is the life of branches in My vine. I wanted you
to lead a life just like in heaven, to be trained on it so that you are qualified for it. I
didn't say "You’ll be perfect in heaven" but I said, "Be perfect and be holy". You
should have, "the stature of the fullness of Christ" here on earth not only in heaven.
You start here and be my stature and my image or else why did I incarnate and live
long years on earth?
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So, I assured you also by saying, "If you want to be perfect, go, sell what you
have," "sell what you have and give alms; provide yourselves money bags which do
not grow old, a treasure in the heavens," "whoever of you does not forsake all that he
has cannot be My disciple," "You are the salt of the earth; but if the salt loses its
flavor. It is then good for nothing but to be thrown out." Then where is the ordinance
in all these conditions?! If the ordinance is a step in this way, where can we find it on
the list?! Which step is it?! Is the ordinance a step in the difficult way?!
The way is all resistance to bloodshed; it’s a legal fight which means
crucifixion, death and being conformed to My death. The proof is the answer to the
question: Where is the fruit? Where is the fruit of The Spirit?
The living water is the only thing that turns the dead seed into a tree. It is nonnegotiable; it’s just as having credit and being rich. This will happen to you when you
rise, do good things, die and are crucified and become absent from that flesh. When
the seed dies, it will make use of the credit. The Spirit of God that hovers over the
face of the waters, the cloudy pillar and God’s power that worked when they fulfilled
the conditions, will work as well. The water, the fertilizer and the good soil will work
if the seed is buried.
But even after seeing the light and accepting burial; will the seed be a tree on
the day it's buried?! It’s not as you think. You also thought that the day you fulfilled
your ordinance, you'd be actually born of water and Spirit, and that you have already
My image which means you became perfect and in the stature of the fullness of
Christ. Without the mediator, there will be no connection.
Then baptism is to give the king, the money and the building tools. Baptism is
not the start of building the tower because the first step to build a tower is to put the
foundation. This is fulfilled by driving the old out just like the dove that appeared to
declare that God's power is with us as we read "But may the God of all grace, who
called us to His eternal glory by Christ Jesus, after you have suffered a while, perfect,
establish, strengthen, and settle you."
The Spirit of Truth will testify of Me. The Spirit of Truth will guide you into
all the truth. It's written about Me, "And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and
in favor with God and men."
Without light and wisdom, you can't understand or start your fight. It's written
"Therefore gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and rest your hope fully upon the
grace that is to be brought to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ;" (1peter1).."
having girded your waist with truth, having put on the breastplate of righteousness,"
(Eph 6) .. and having shod your feet with the preparation of the gospel of peace.
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Through the light, you will realize the disease and see your condition. Then, you will
understand and accept to conform to my death. You will realize that it is the only cure
and you will grow to the stature of the fullness of Christ. Then, grace will appear in
your life which is God's work in the fruit.
There is no fruit in God's grace except by growing in stature; there can't be
stature or growth except by God's wisdom and light as it's written, "And Jesus
increased in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men." You can't grow in
grace unless you grow in stature and in wisdom. All this happens when man decides
to set God as the goal not his life or himself his own son.
It’s not possible that God demands man to abandon the world and live in the
desert or order him to leave anything for Him. If this happens, it’d mean that God
oppresses man to do something. First, man can’t do this. Second, love can’t be
imposed because it won’t then be edifying. What happens and causes change within
you is just like what happened to Moses the Black and many others.
When man starts honestly and willingly to establish a relationship with God,
he’ll be satisfied. The result will be that he won’t be attracted to the things to which
he used to be attracted. Change is a natural result because it is God’s work not man’s.
That’s why we read “by grace you have been saved.” It’s God’s role not yours; it is
internal change.
You only need to ask Me, come closer to Me and enjoy my being a true father
to you. It’s not as many people think that you’d be deprived from many things in the
world; God doesn’t want to deprive you from things which He made for you. The
change will be the work of God and it’ll be a natural result of your satisfaction. Saints
didn’t oppress or deprive themselves, but they have changed from their old nature.
The image is like a fish that can’t live out of water; God transformed it to be an eagle
which can’t live any more in water, because its nature have been changed and it
became natural for it to fly in the air. It is not logical that God would ask a fish to stay
out of the water even for a minute; this is oppression to its nature. It is impossible for
her and it will die because water is indispensable for it. When God changed its nature
and it turned to be an eagle, it didn’t come back and it even cannot do so; that is what
happened with all of the saints.
To sum up, it’s written, "I'm the way" and I didn't teach you that the foundation
of worship is to practice an obligation, but the worship is to enter the chamber and
close the door. You should understand baptism, it isn't as the sons of Israel who
passed the sea and died, even not like them when they ate the manna and died.
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Whoever thinks that as long as he is baptized in water; he doesn't need anything from
the world, because he died from the elements of the world is mistaken.
Whoever thinks that when he eats My flesh (the bread of life), he becomes
actually a branch in the vine, he is mistaken. Is this true communion?! Doesn't he
need any satisfaction from the world?! Let every man examine his own work to see
whether he was baptized with the Holy Spirit and whether he is satisfied by the bread
of life or not. As I showed you myself that after I was baptized, I fasted for 40 days
with the same nature as yourselves. How matters turned to be deeply hidden to that
extent?!
Don't forget my words when I said: “He who comes to Me shall never hunger,
and he who believes in Me shall never thirst. I am the living bread which came down
from heaven.” It is really critical that man will not be hungry to anything else,
because in God we find everything.
Many people retreated and stopped to walk with Me. If I was talking about an
ordinance, then why did they leave Me?! It is easy to fulfill an ordinance. If it was a
matter of an ordinance, then I would’ve told them, "don't leave Me. I'm talking about
a symbol and a ritual practice;" but indeed I was talking about the spiritual
satisfaction from Me.
What is the concept of the Holy Communion in your life?! Holy Communion
as a life is a result of the life of baptism. If you focus on the loaf of bread which
changes to be my flesh, and you consider it as satisfaction from God, you then
separate Me from the father and the Spirit. I want you to walk in the Spirit, and don’t
fulfill the lust of the flesh even with my own flesh.
I want you to be satisfied with spirit from The Spirit of God. How come that
you still focus on the loaf that turns into My flesh and you consider it as physical
satisfaction only?! Satisfaction must be spiritual. Do you think that satisfaction from
God is only physical or emotional or spiritual?! Ask yourselves: what kind of
satisfaction do you feel when you participate in the Holy Communion during all these
previous years? Is the Holy Communion a spiritual or a physical satisfaction?
If you really felt a spiritual satisfaction, then it's a perfect one (just like what’s
going to be in heaven and just like what happened with all the saints who left even
their parents and relatives so that you understand that when they were completely
satisfied spiritually, their soul and all their being). If you’re spiritually satisfied, you'd
no longer feel emotional, physical or mental hunger for the world. If you were truly
filled with the spirit, the fruit of the Spirit would appear completely: perfect love and
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humility. It’s written, “So he who feeds on Me will live because of Me forever.”
Therefore, I wanted to train the sons of Israel in the wilderness to dispense with meat,
fish, and leeks…etc.
The wilderness is a state of being away from the materialistic world with all its
earthly food, even if all these things surrounded him. As it’s written, “using the
world, not the world using us” I want you to walk in the wilderness mortifying your
body to be absent from this strange vine which isn’t my true vine. This is because not
all goes out to the wilderness and even in the monasteries; you can find more
luxurious food than in the world. What about mortifying your bodies which I lived
and told you about; it is the same life that saints and holy fathers lived and you
became proud to be their children (They are my children as well). How is it then that
you didn’t walk as I walked or as your fathers walked? I told you, “If you were
Abraham's children, you would do the works of Abraham”
The sons of Israel represent those who only practice the rite while I was
teaching them how to stay away from the world. They are just like those who come to
serve in churches and monasteries; they eat my flesh, but they are dead because they
didn't live according to the Spirit. They are like a seed under a waterfall, it can't
benefit from the fall for it isn't buried.
The problem isn't that there is no water, there is actually a water fall but the
problem in this case is the condition in which the seed should be; it must stop
worshipping the world and refuse to continue growing in a strange vine.
How could a man think that he will be a branch in my true vine and he will
start living in Me while he is still a branch in that strange vine; he still lives by the
flesh and according to the world and he refuses to be absent from that vine and
refuses to die from the things by which he used to live. He is then like the seed which
was under the fall and refused to be buried. This happens when we practice the Holy
Communion only as a rite. Baptism as a life is to die and be buried away from the
elements of the world. As a result, man will start living by Me. The Holy
Communion as a life is a result of Baptism as a life; it's a start to live a life of
satisfaction by My Spirit.
If a man says, "I eat the best and the healthiest food in the world", but this man
was very sick, very thin like a skeleton and can't move; he looks like a dead person.
We usually tell him: either you think that you are eating, or you are eating unhealthy
food; otherwise you are eating healthy food but your body doesn't benefit from it.
There is a problem which he must know and this is the essence of the case “You are
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still like a dead person” and this is what really matters. We believe you are eating but
is it better to eat well or to be healthy? What is needed from you? You should know
what I want; as I said: "Be perfect and be holy, therefore it is necessary to become my
image." I told you that this will be fulfilled by being satisfied from me. If you don't
reach that satisfaction, then there is a mistake: either in your concept about
satisfaction or in something else.
In Baptism, you are fanatic and insist that The Holy Spirit is in the water and
concerning the Liturgy you are fanatic and insist that the oblation is transformed into
My flesh. I didn't ask you to get evidence that what is happening in church is true but
I ask you to be My image regardless of the existence of a church or rites. Most of the
early fathers like Enoch, Daniel and John the Baptist became an image of myself.
Don't forget "Therefore, if an uncircumcised man keeps the righteous
requirements of the law, will not his uncircumcision be counted as circumcision?"
See, what I have done, I'm the only way, the true way, and you can know which way
to lead. I told you that the tree is known by its fruit.
Manna descended from heaven but quails didn't descend from heaven. The
literal meaning of manna is (what's this?). I sent you satisfaction from heaven that
was unknown to you. I Myself was unknown to them.
If a man worked for long years in a place, then asks a person working with him
"who is that person?" This means that the person, who asks, never spoke or asked
about the third person. This happens when the unknown person is ugly, or belongs to
a low class. The person, who asks, didn’t ask before about that third person because
he thought he is worthless (according to his own criteria). He felt he is like a beggar
that no one cares about; he is worthless.
It's the state of the sons of Israel after forty years (the period God granted them
as opportunity for salvation). They kept saying: "What's this?" I did not represent
anything to them; according to their criteria, I do not gave them what they desire.
Therefore, when I was on earth, they all yelled, "Crucify him…. Crucify him"
“What’s your name?” is the same question the mother of Samson asked & I
answered her: “Why do you ask My name, seeing it is wonderful?” His name was
unknown to her.
When the virgin in the Song of Songs [she represents the one who truly knows
Me[ was asked: “What is your beloved more than another beloved?” She answered:
My beloved is white and ruddy, chief among ten thousand. His head is like the finest
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gold… His eyes are like doves by the rivers of waters…His lips are lilies, dripping
liquid myrrh…His legs are pillars of marble… His mouth is most sweet, yes,
he is altogether lovely.
Manna was like the layer of dew lifted … as fine as frost on the ground. Dew is
vapor that was condensed on a cold surface; it symbolizes me. I took the same image
as the serpent and it’s the same image that you resembled but now the image fainted.
I came to earth just like the sudden appearance of dew to satisfy spiritually whoever
wants to return to the Lord’s vine
However, the people said “…our soul loathes this worthless bread.” It’s also
written, “And they tested God in their heart by asking for the food of their fancy. Yes,
they spoke against God: They said, ‘Can God prepare a table in the
wilderness? Behold, He struck the rock, so that the waters gushed out, and the
streams overflowed. Can He give bread also? Can He provide meat for His people?’
Therefore the LORD heard this and was furious; so a fire was kindled against Jacob,
and anger also came up against Israel, because they did not believe in God, and did
not trust in His salvation. Yet He had commanded the clouds above, and opened the
doors of heaven, had rained down manna on them to eat, and given them of the bread
of heaven. Men ate angels’ food; He sent them food to the full. He caused an east
wind to blow in the heavens; and by His power He brought in the south wind. He also
rained meat on them like the dust, feathered fowl like the sand of the seas.” (Ps. 78:
18-27)
So, the Holy Communion is being filled from the Spirit which is a result of
death and burial because baptism is life. The blood of the lamb is the beginning of
baptism as life because it’s dying from the world.
That’s why He was called the lamb of Passover which means… Pass-through.
It’s through death which is the acceptance of entering through the narrow gate {the
burial of the seed & the slaughtering of the lamb}. I started to give you a guarantee of
being satisfied as if it is like a lamb which is the first satisfying meal in the way (The
first Communion).
It is written, “For indeed Christ, our Passover, was sacrificed for us. (1 Cor. 5).
It means that I am the Shepherd and I am the perfect model of the way. I passed it
myself to teach you too how to walk in it. I was slaughtered, I was a sacrifice and an
offering for you. Whoever died being conformed to my death, I will die for him. How
come that I’d die for someone who still worships another god? Shall I encourage him
to worship other gods?!!
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After that, you follow the Shepherd and you walk in the way which is my life
(going to the wilderness and fasting for 40 days). That’s why, in the church rituals, no
one eats the communion unless he was baptized because being satisfied with the Lord
is the result of death. Communion is a symbol of the life of death and the life of
satisfaction. Of course, a little child did not die conforming to my death and He is not
yet satisfied.
It is not possible for a person to eat a lamb before it is slaughtered. Thus, you
can’t be satisfied from Me unless you slaughter your own will and you die,
conforming My death. Man has to slaughter the lamb first; this is baptism as a life.
Then, the lamb is roasted and one starts to eat and be satisfied. It is considered the
first communion as a life and the first satisfying meal. Therefore, slaughtering the
lamb – Passover- did not repeat again and I didn’t ask the people to do it again
because it happens only one time. That time is the acceptance of death by
slaughtering the human will. It is just like baptism (as a ritual); it only happens one
time in a person’s life. Passover is the memory of the first death; I arranged that it’d
be one time during the whole year. It is different from the Manna that was a daily
food but Passover is a symbol of sacrificing the human will and this happens only one
time in a lifetime. The lamb was a guarantee of satisfaction but I didn’t describe it as
“heavenly bread;” that’s why I didn’t say “Your fathers ate from the lamb… and are
dead.” Because it’s a preparation stage. It is a start just like the dead seed and the
beginning of life in it and the beginning of the difficult way. It is entering through the
narrow gate; this needs encouragement from my side. The lamb is not a symbol for
communion that is the daily spiritual satisfaction from me (Manna symbolizes this).
The lamb is a guarantee and a proof of satisfaction all through the way. It is a symbol
of the credit that is in the bank only and it is the proof of richness and an
encouragement to whomever in the land of the pharaoh. The lamb of the Passover is a
symbol of baptism and the first communion as well. It is the first meal of satisfaction
for those in the Old Testament who were in the hands of the Pharaoh. The lamb is not
for them to continue under the bondage of the Pharaoh but for them to be encouraged,
flee away and reach the New Covenant; so it is the first meal of satisfaction.
Those who started their walk in the wilderness are those who started to walk in
my way and started to get their satisfaction from God as their life. God has become a
heavenly Manna for them in the wilderness which symbolizes the difficult way. I am
Heavenly Manna for those who are in the wilderness and started to walk in the
difficult way and for those who died to the world. For those who are still in the land
of the pharaoh – under bondage – I am the lamb of the Passover.
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The clay that was anointed on the blind from birth’s eyes is the lamb of
Passover. It was an encouragement for him to go to the pool and struggle to wash and
to see. Only then, he could see the way and could walk in it just like Moses the Black.
Whoever got the clay and was happy about it and said: “That’s God’s work and that
is created by the Creator’s hands” but he did not go to the pool of Siloam, his eyes
won’t open and he won’t see the light. Also, He who performs the ordinance of
baptism and did not go out to the wilderness like me and did not fast 40 days, this
means he did not start struggling by fasting as I taught you and as I taught you to
crucify the flesh. I will not be a daily life bread for that person. The lamb of Passover
will not continue to satisfy you all the way and you cannot depend on it because it
happens only in the land of the Pharaoh. It is only a Passing through and a beginning
of satisfaction or rather a guarantee of satisfaction.
The way is a life of struggle and fighting and the ultimate aim is to be
transformed into the same image and to be in Me. Whoever continues to perform
ordinance and did not reach any noticeable growth, this means he was only
performing a rite lifelessly because he did not fulfill the conditions. He is then just
like the one who did not slaughter the lamb and did not march around Jericho and he
imagined that God will make the walls of Jericho fall down flat for him, kill Pharaoh
for him, bear him on eagles and take him to Canaan.
The way is life as it is written, “having been built on the foundation of the
apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief cornerstone.” It is written
also that, “And they continued steadfastly in the apostles’ doctrine and fellowship, in
the breaking of bread, and in prayers.”
In Leviticus 10, Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, died because they
offered profane fire. Therefore, Aaron refused to eat the goat of the sin offering and
he said: “If I had eaten the sin offering today, would it have been accepted in the sight
of the LORD?” So, does eating from the sin offering which is performing a ritual will
be accepted in the sight of the Lord? That’s why Moses was content and felt that
what Aaron said was true even more that he had thought and felt. Moses had rebuked
Aaron for not eating but Aaron was granted an insight that performing a ritual (a
sacrifice) even if it was offered as a sin offering, it will not be accepted in the sight of
the Lord. Did you now know? Are you offering a sin offering or your life is a red
heifer, or a burnt offering? Do you realize the difference between offerings and do
you distinguish them? Remember that I said: “You are mistaken, not knowing the
Scriptures”.
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Do you consider me a Passover lamb or Manna for you?! Or do you still ask
for quail because Manna is not enough for you? Eating from the lamb or eating
Manna do not transfer the person to Canaan. Manna is satisfaction for those in the
wilderness. I did not say “Your fathers ate the lamb in the wilderness, and are dead”
but I said “Your fathers ate the manna in the wilderness, and are dead”. This means,
they are actually out from the land of the pharaoh; they became in a new covenant
and they left the old one but only outwardly. That’s why manna didn’t benefit them.
The same applies to the person who is still in the old covenant and he did not benefit
from my flesh just like the seed that refused to be buried and to die from all the things
by which it was living. Therefore, this seed did not benefit from water. Millions of
people in churches and monasteries did not benefit from the living water and the
bread of life; they are still hungry and did not learn from the life of saints who were
fully satisfied that they left the world behind.
Even the seed that accepted to die but did not get rid of thorns and rocks; it
correctly started by its death but light was not thorough and the person was busy with
other things {like Moses who made the land as his ultimate target}, he won’t benefit
even from manna {the ordinance of the communion} and he won’t enter Canaan –
My rest.
Whoever eats the Passover lamb will be rescued from Pharaoh but it is not
necessary that he’ll enter Canaan. It is the beginning of his salvation but it is not its
end. It is a guarantee, a pledge and an ability to start. Fighting, real relationship and
true worship made both Caleb and Joshua enters the land. The flax and the barley
were struck like Moses and those under 2 years were killed but the wheat and the
spelt {Caleb and Joshua} were not struck.
Will it work out if we go to Moses the Black while deeply asleep {He is not
aware and he is a killer}, then we dress him in white and tell him: “you are now
baptized?” Baptism was by the sea after they passed through many stages because
acceptance to die needs light, insight and persuasion. Baptism which is baptism in my
image means that the old man has to completely die in order to be a branch in God
the Spirit and to live and move and have his being.
Narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life in me that is
being a branch in my Vine. It is the way that leads to baptism with God’s image, viz;
leading to baptism. How could such a narrow and difficult thing (living in God and
being baptized with His image) happen while you are not aware and you are like a
child who is reluctant? Not all of those who desire enter through that door because
they did not find the door and consequently, they did not transform to that very
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image. How come that he who does not desire and is not even aware will go in and
out and transform into the same image? I stressed that those who are only willing
even if they were honest, did not enter or saved because will alone is not enough.
Now, how you could possibly think that baptism which is with the image of God is
performed to a person who is not aware and even does not want?!
The secret behind change is the Spirit and not the raw material which is water
or the oblation in which the Spirit of God dwells. Being unified with God and being
satisfied with Him is conditional. It is like the clay by which the eyes of the born
blind were anointed. We should not be fanatic and say that the hand of God himself
anointed his eyes. This is not the crucial point whether clay was applied by God – the
Creator and whether water in the soil is the source of real life. The real crucial point
is the following question: Did the blind man exerted effort and struggled to reach the
pool and obeyed Me or not?
Also, the water that was split on the ground is not the point of discussion
whether it grants life or not but the main issue is whether the seed was buried or not.
You discuss and dispute over things like whether the oblation turned to be Christ’s
flesh or not {whether leavened or not}. The criterion is how to be fully satisfied from
the bread of life and what are the conditions because God is a Spirit. The world forgot
that the secret behind change is the Spirit not the raw material. It is important to
{benefit from this richness and this satisfaction} under some conditions.
If the condition was not met, no benefit from the Spirit that dwelled in the raw
material will be gained. Because I and the Holy Spirit are one. I am not a separate
entity; I am not only flesh but I, myself, am the Holy Spirit. So, {how could you
benefit} from that Spirit which is the secret of change. This should occupy the mind
of many. What testifies this is that not everyone who eats Christ’s body became a
branch in the vine; or else whoever performs an ordinance would be satisfied and
won’t need anything from the world. Your criterion is still that I am like the raw
material and the secret is in that material. It is written that, “Let no one cheat you of
your reward…intruding into those things which he has not seen, vainly puffed up by
his fleshly mind”
God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth.
This is the foundation of worship not the raw material. That’s is the root and the real
value that is given to the raw material like the loaf of bread and grapes’ juice in
communion and like water in baptism. The valuable Spirit that is the secret of
change, can’t work in you and you can’t be filled with it unless some conditions are
met. Neither the ordinance –which is not a spell over man- nor the faith that you
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inherited –being born Christian- can make the Spirit work in you. Examine
yourselves.
I stressed that you should “Strive to enter through the narrow gate”. It is a
proof that the Spirit is not granted freely without any effort. I also told you that many
have desired but could not. So, if some desired and realized but could not let the
Spirit work in them, how could a person who did not desire and did not realize
performs the ordinance of baptism in church thinking that the Spirit of God will work
in him like the water in the seed? That’s not possible because the seed has to
understand and be convinced that it’d die and be buried in the land so that water
would work in it. How could water work while it is not buried in the land? Is it
possible for that person to have life in him without wanting it or realizing it?
Indeed, I am standing at the door like in the Song of Songs but if the virgin did
not rise and go about the streets, seeking me, then hold me and wouldn’t let me go,
she would not have found me and won.
Many promote that the ticket to Heaven is so and so while I did not mention
one verse in the Bible that says there is an aim behind entering Heaven. On the
contrary, I have assured that Canaan is the place of resting in Me, starting from
Genesis, through Hebrews, till Revelations. Rest is in God and the promise remains
of entering His rest, let us fear lest any of you seem to have come short of it [The
competition] (Hebrews 4:1). I meant by the competition, competing according to the
rules which is dying conforming to my death. I did not say that entering Heaven is the
True Vine but rather I said “I am the True Vine”. So, I am the true satisfaction not
Heaven. I am Canaan; it’s me the place of rest. I want you to be in Me. For I'm the
true vine and not the heaven.
It is not written, "in order to be in heaven, but to abide in me." Also it is not
written, "To get into heaven, but to reach this same picture."
It is not written to be able to enter heaven or reach heaven, but to comprehend
the width and length; to know the love of Christ which passes knowledge. And this is
the aim.
It is not written, "To be filled of joy in heaven," but He said, "To be filled to
the fullness of God, "not in order to reach heaven but to reach the fullness of Christ. I
did not say, "Enter heaven," but I said, "stand fast in Me and Me in you."
The purpose of incarnation is the same as when God created man, because
God's purpose did not change the fall of man.
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When water falls on the ground and irrigates it, water is the source and giver of
life. So the point is how to benefit from this fact, not just to defend it and refuse to
discuss anything about it. This happens when man proves to God that they refuse to
abide in any other vine than the one from which they were born.
Obedience and submitting to anything, without the agreement of God, is a
worship to that thing. The life of Jesus and the Bible are the foundation on which the
structure should be built.
If liturgy became the foundation, it would replace God because I'm the corner
stone; the only foundation.
Find out the fruits in your life: Can you love your enemy? Can you sell your
possessions? Can you pray always? Have you become a member of My body that you
need nothing from this world? Examine yourself. Without light, many people think
that way.
The hard way begins with falling water. Firstly, all people become dead to the
world and become after my image. Secondly a man asked Me, “Are there few who
are saved?” I did not say to him, "go and baptize," but I said to him, "Strive to enter
through the narrow gate, and few who found it." Paul completed this knowledge by
saying, "For if there had been a law given which could have given life, truly
righteousness would have been by the law." (Galatians 3:21)
These words and My own life with My words together are the foundation and
not the epistle. "He who believes and is baptized will be saved" is based on My life
and among My living on Earth. It is written, "Having been built on the foundation of
the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner stone."
(Ephesians 2:20)
From the fruits, you recognize the tree. When there is no fruit after decades,
that's because man didn't grow a relationship with God. Most people didn't make up
their minds, because they didn't see the truth for they didn't seek to live in the light.
It is actually not the role of the church to bring new born from God, it is My
role towards man, and thus it is not the church's role to bring new born from the
spirit. It is not just to descend into water and attend the liturgy that can make man die
to the world. If you recognize the tree from its fruits, test the outcome, the church
can't walk through the hard way on your behalf.
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When people asked John the Baptist, "Why then do you baptize if you are not
Elijah, nor the Prophet?” John answered them, saying, "I baptize with water, for
repentance." John meant two things:
 The concept of baptism was still understood as circumcision.
 "Sanctify unto me all the firstborn", means he belongs to Me.
When John the Baptist was baptizing the people, he was anointing them to be
Mine, but also John said "I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance" (Mathew
3:11), which implies My role to help educate people, and that role was a symbol of
the spiritual birth from water that referred to purification, to the same pure picture of
Adam, to be back to the purest picture.
The church's purpose is to promote and aid people returning to God, but the
church cannot help people die by the Spirit, as this is God's role. Man's role is to
respond to the Spirit with perseverance, as it is written, "God is a Spirit, and they that
worship him must worship him in heart and in truth" (John 4:24) and as Paul said
"For God is my witness, whom I serve with my spirit." (Romans 1:9)
And that is exactly what John the Baptist was referring to when he said "who
has the bride is the bridegroom" (John 3:29), to state that only the bridegroom holds
the possession of the bride's soul, which is a forgotten principle these days that
could be restored through sacrifice and crucifixion.
Another rule is that not everything needed is giving satisfaction when received,
as God himself is not gratified with what He demands. Consequently, all the needs of
the physical body for food, emotions and impressions will never bring satisfaction,
and those living for food, or emotional satisfaction, or even a single physical touch
are still existing under the flesh's authority, not the Spirit's.
And that is how the saints lived. They escaped to the caves, they left
everything, everybody, even food, and they continued with Spirit. And so they found
all their own satisfaction, they found the new creation which had been lost earlier by
the first man’s own will and stupidity. But now, they realized they needed nothing
but God.
In mentioning "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceeds from the mouth of God" (Mathew 4:4), the word of God is to enliven the
human, it is how the human is transferred from the material status that depends and
needs the physical food to the spiritual status that lives only with God. This is the real
meaning of the "Passover".
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"By bread alone…." Alone here means that Man is still living by the flesh, but
in transition to live by God. This is the restored picture that Adam lost in the very
beginning, and so all humanity has lost it.
So now, what is the benefit of any preaching that is not directing you towards
Adam's picture? Your real reason for existence? What is the benefit of a historical
story, or even a future one, if it is not focused on the main goal (Restoration of the
Purist Picture of Adam)? Many preachers and priests are talking about the Bible as
historical stories with no depth. Actually, every single word is a life giver for those
who live by the Word and realize its depths. This only happens by the Spirit, to
realize that every single word is a piece of the restoration plan.
The hard road from Pharaoh's land to Canaan had many steps. It is the same
road from the prison of slavery (the material status that is dependent on physical and
material things) to that perfect status of Adam before the fall (the spiritual status that
depends on the Spirit to be satisfied), which will be our status forever in heavens.
That is the purpose of our creation by extermination of our passé body exactly like
the seed burial.
So, did you set your mind what road you want to walk down? How many steps
have you walked? How many steps do you think it takes to reach the perfect status?
Am I your destiny? Let every man examine themselves where they are.
Some people seek My face to be their only God, others want God to provide
them with all their physical needs as if they want God to be a slave. It is written, "If
in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all men the most pitiable."
The Shunammite woman (which means “weakness of comfort”) refused
Elisha's stuff and said to him, "I want you, not your stuff" (II Kings 4). Don't think
like Peter when he said, "We have left all and followed you, therefore what shall we
have?" He was asking about the price and not Me. At that time, he had not yet
realized that I am the perfect riches and the vine outside of which he needs nothing.
That is why it is written, "They divided My garments among them, and for My
clothing they cast lots." (Matthew 27:35). Many servants divided My garments which
was My external image only. They didn't divide Me. It was not their aim to get
fulfillment from Me alone. They cast lots on who would serve and who wouldn't.
I said, "Many people lived and died without calculating the cost, they
calculated the cost for their own life and their own good and they walked with
Me with the same concept of Peter who said, 'What shall we have?'" Like Moses,
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who thought that the land was the goal, and I became a means to that goal. Their
main concern is to get into heaven only.
Many didn't ask, “Why did not people transform to that same image?” Because
they didn't know the illness in order to take treatment. Why didn’t people change like
Black Moses [famous monk in Egypt] changed?
Why didn’t they recognize the illness? They didn't ask. Why didn’t they ask?
And those who knew, why didn’t they begin? Because people love themselves. Those
who love themselves, destroy themselves. Those who love themselves refuse
sacrifices. Why does someone accept to die? So, the human race became blind and
crazy.
I did not say to Peter, "Go away from me, for you are worshipping the
devil," but I said, "Go away devil." Many didn't realize that they are growing in the
prince of this world; that they become like his image. That's why Peter refused to
testify for My name and ran away.
If the seed didn't die and immerse in water [daily praises and ministry], it
wouldn't be a tree. There is a big difference between nourishment and treatment.
What do the New Testament and the Old Testament mean to you? Hebrews is
written for those who passed from the Old to the New Testament in their lifetime.
Many know that the nature of God can't commit a mistake or change.
Did you ask yourself why God commanded us to rest on the Sabbath, that man
shouldn't do anything on it? Then I broke this commandment in the New Testament
when I made most miracles on the Sabbath?! I allowed the disciples to pick up wheat.
I opened the eyes of the blind. I healed the paralysed, the man with ascites, the
woman with the bent back, the man with the withered arm, and Simon's mother-inlaw.
I want you to understand two conditions of man: before the light is an old
covenant with your nature being separated from My vine, and a new covenant.
During the Old Testament, while you were in Pharaoh’s slavery and were dead
having no life, I didn't ask you to build a tower or to love your enemies, because the
law is spiritual and also its fruits are spiritual. In order to be in My image and My
model, you need a perfect growth in spirit, so man becomes strong that he can fight.
But now you are born dead under an old covenant.
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I did not change but I cannot impose upon anyone to do anything under an old
covenant. The Old Testament is a condition, not a history. I came because I want
you to live in a new covenant without commandments or a mediator like it was is the
Old Testament when man was in enmity towards God and needed a priesthood,
sacrifices and a mediator. It is written, “That through death He might destroy him
who had the power of death, that is, the devil, and release those who through fear of
death were all their lifetime subject to bondage.”
For if Joshua had given them spiritual rest and not the wordily rest, then God
wouldn't, afterward, have spoken of another day. Hence, there is still a real rest which
is available as God had rested after His works. So, whoever comes back to Him, finds
rest.
It is written, "Leaving the discussion of the elementary principles of Christ, let
us go on to perfection. But, beloved, we are confident of better things concerning
you, yes, things that accompany salvation. And we desire that each one of you show
the same diligence to the full assurance of hope, that you do not become sluggish."
(Hebrews 6:1, 9, 11, 12)
Don't forget that your nature became like hungry gaps, and there is the flesh
gap inside you (including heart and feelings) and your mind besides the spirit gap
which is the main part. If the heart and the mind are filled by anything of this
world rather than Me, so by this, you have introduced a strange thing into My
house and temple. Firstly, you will have kicked Me out of My house and refused to
let Me in. Your soul does not belong to you, but is a stewardship upon which I have
appointed you, for it is My house and temple. Secondly, you will lose your presence
in Me and your satisfaction from Me; you would have destroyed My house. Like
when I have entered the temple in the past, I found sheep and cattle and money
changers which symbolizes the concern of a human soul about flesh, world and
money. So I drove all of them out and said, “My house shall be called a house of
prayer for all nations, but you have made it a den of thieves.” Thirdly, this way you
will lose everything because you worshipped the flesh and the world, you refused to
worship Me and to be filled of me, you robbed the right of your God, and so you
don't deserve to be in My house.
If you want to achieve the purpose of your life, you have to start worshipping
Me and stop worshipping and obeying anything else. So, now, you have been born
like a dead seed which can't be connected to the source of life while it is outside the
soil. The first step in the way to life is that you have to bury the seed. When you
reject the world as your source of satisfaction, because you want Me to be the source
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of your satisfaction and fulfillment, you refuse to live by anything of this world,
because you want to live by Me only. This is when you realize that I am the true vine.
When you start to refuse obeying your flesh, your lusts and your own will, you
refuse to worship your flesh and your ego. That is what burying the seed or
slaughter of the lamb means. This is the true meaning of baptism, baptism as a life, to
be stained by My image. Therefore, the life of baptism is the difficult way which at
its end, man is stained by My image.
This life and this way start by baptism in which I give My spirit to whoever
asks, and that is the first fruit of the spirit. The one who asks and wants to understand
the goal and its way, desires to die to the world and be buried. In that day they come
to church and practice the liturgy in which I give them the power of My spirit, which
empowers them to walk in the difficult way, the life of baptism, the life of death to
the world and the death of the old man. This becomes true by the life of death and
burying to the world, like all the martyrs, indeed, lived and died to the world because
they loved Me. Therefore they became branches in My vine. The one who is dead to
the world like a buried seed. I will meet their thirst and their hunger and they will
find real satisfaction. So whoever is baptized as a life only shall find fulfillment
for their hunger and thirst in Me. That is why I arranged for men, who are
baptized, to be able to practice communion, to tell you that whoever is dead to the
world and the lusts of the world, which is the true baptism, their thirst and hunger
will be satisfied in Me. This is the meaning of eating from the bread of life, which
means satisfaction from me. For I am life, and not from liturgies. Those who had
wandered in the wilderness, I brought them manna from heaven. By this, man moves
out from the Old Testament of their lives, when their worship to Me was just liturgy,
into the New Testament. As written, "Or do you not know that as many of us as
were baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into His death? Therefore, we were
buried with Him through baptism into death, that just as Christ was raised from the
dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life."
(Romans 6:3-4) This means that baptism is the life of death to the world, it begins
when man wants to know the purpose of their life. So, I enlighten their minds. Then
they are convinced and know that they must die to all lusts of the flesh and the world
to live by Me. For this reason, they come and confess before the church that they will
die for Me to complete the baptism in which I give them the deposit, which is the
power of My spirit to walk the difficult way in which they die and are buried in
resembling My death. They fight to die for a long time as written, "We are dead all
day long." Death works inside us, not for forgiveness of their sin and not as a sin
sacrifice offering to remove their sins so that they can enter heaven. Rather, with
understanding and revelation, it is to be free from their slavery and their old nature
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changes completely, that they offer themselves as burnt sacrifice until the old man
vanishes, becomes free and restores the image of free and pure Adam. Then he will
be born of water, which he becomes a member of My body.
Baptism is the life that contains death, burying and crucifixion to everything in
the world, and the result of this death is resurrection. My resurrection in man, that
way he is born again; therefore baptism is the death of the old man and the birth of a
new man. After a long difficult way, in which man is subjected to death, I will appear
in his life. I will be born in his life and he will be born again. In baptism, man makes
a covenant to die and be buried to the world in resembling to My death. This is the
meaning of what My son Paul said, "We are baptized into His death; we are buried
with Him through baptism unto death." Paul wants to say that we fought to blood and
walked like the Lord walked. He taught us "For if we have been united together in
the likeness of His death, certainly we also shall be in the likeness of His
resurrection. Knowing this, that our old self was crucified with Him that the body
of sin might be done away with, that we should no longer be slaves of sin."
(Romans 6:5-6) Paul also said, "The cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the
world has been crucified to me, and I to the world." (Galatians 6:14) He
understood the meaning of baptism, not just a rite in which he will be born again
immediately, the old self will die and become free that My spirit will rise inside him.
Then he changes and becomes holy and perfect that he will be filled of Me in one
day. This was what the foolish virgins thought when they foolishly thought that
they can buy oil, and thus buy and obtain the spiritual stature or the new nature and
image. I did not say that, but when someone asked Me “Are there few who are
saved?” I said, “Strive to enter through the narrow gate, because narrow is the gate
and difficult is the way which leads to life.” So reaching the goal is achieved by
striving in a long difficult way.
He realized that it is a life of death which continues till the complete death as
it is written, "Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling." (Philippians
2:12) If salvation is completed in a moment, you would have needed nothing else;
you would not have need to complete the difficult way, nor to grow in stature or
wisdom or grace. It is written, "Foolish one, what you sow is not made alive unless
it dies." (ICorinthians15:36) As I have shown you, death on the cross is the way to
resurrection. Therefore, I made a comparison to you between the baptism and the
cross, which is the complete death like when the fire burns the sacrifice completely
until it turns into ashes. In this phase, baptism is perfected and the difficult way, its
purification by water and being born by water are done. You have been set free from
your old nature as Paul wrote, "we have been buried with Him into death and we are
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baptized into His death." That results in resurrection from death, the body of death.
Paul wrote that this is not taken by faith as many thought whom do not want to walk
in the difficult way.
As it is written, "Beware lest anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty
deceit, according to the tradition of men, according to the basic principles of the
world, and not according to Christ. For in Him dwells all the fullness of the
Godhead bodily; and you are complete in Him, who is the head of all principality
and power. In Him you were also circumcised with the circumcision made without
hands, by putting off the body of the sins of the flesh, by the circumcision of Christ,
buried with Him in baptism, in which you also were raised with Him through faith
in the working of God, who raised Him from the dead. And you, being dead in your
trespasses and the un circumcision of your flesh, He has made alive together with
Him, having forgiven you all trespasses, having wiped out the handwriting of
requirements that was against us, which was contrary to us. And He has taken it out
of the way, having nailed it to the cross" (Colossians 2:8-14), I want to remind you
that the beginning of the destruction was caused by eating from the tree which was in
the middle of the garden. This means that your worship is no longer the same and
you don't belong to the Old Testament anymore where you were worshipping Me
according to ceremonies and rites. You were not in the Spirit yet and the way was just
commandments. But you have entered a new covenant and a new life - all that
comes by light, so whoever enters the narrow gate and die in the likeness of My death
as a slaughtered lamb. When I see the blood which is an expression of your death
to the world to live by Me and an expression of your refusal to worship yourself and
your flesh, then I will start to work in you like when the seed is buried and then the
living water starts to work in it, giving it roots at first which starts to come out from
that being (the seed) which was dead. That root is the mediator between the dead
seed and the living water, like My spirit which I give you that works between Me and
your dead nature. The root is a symbol of the work of My spirit in you. So as the root
is miraculously created in the dead seed through water which is the source of life, just
like the gift of spirit is imparted into you when you crucify yourself and your flesh
like the seed that was buried.
The living water which was descended to Earth symbolizes My incarnation to
teach you the way to life, to freedom from bondage. That is the way to salvation. I
accepted to make Myself of no reputation and descended to Earth and took the
likeness of the bronze serpent (like the water goes under the soil and dies to give life
to the seed). Anyone who descends and is buried like Me, as I taught you that the
seed descends into the soil and is buried after the living water is buried and
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descended under the soil waiting for the seed, will die in the likeness of My death,
and he arise as I rose. I will give him the Spirit that makes him feel My presence and
start a relationship with Me, as the water gives root to the dead seed. That is why I
commanded you, “Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow.” (Matthew 6:28)
By that Spirit only you can communicate with Me and this Spirit is the only way to
your communication with Me, like the root which is the only way that the dead seed
can be connected to its source of life. This is the concept of the mediator without
which two contradicted things by nature can never communicate together. Therefore,
when the nature of man changed and all the human race became in bondage, you
became enemies to Me. For you were created having the nature of a member. My
purpose in creating man was to make him a member in Me, where I am the mind and
the head that drives him, and I am the source of life by which he lives. That is why I
created man with the nature of a member who needs a head to lead and a body to
live through; this is what life will be through all eternity.
Anyone who chooses and accepts that goal and accepts to live this life as a
member in Me, like any organ in a body, in order to "live and move and have his
being in Him," has to ask Me the conditions for his membership in Me. This is the
only goal which you and every man in this world should be occupied by, to know the
purpose you were created for and to know the practical steps of the difficult way to
achieve that purpose. This is what is written, "That you present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your reasonable service," (Romans12:1)
which means to be occupied completely from all your heart, all your mind and all
your strength to reach that purpose. I didn't create man for any other purpose, so why
and shouldn’t your main purpose be to occupy your mind towards that goal?!
Where do you think you will go, if this purpose isn't occupying your mind and to
know the conditions to reach that purpose, for it is written "What will be the end of
those who do not obey the gospel of God?" (I Peter4:17) You should have known
every written word, because every word from My mouth gives life to man. It is a step
along the way, and even it is the light without which you can't see the way, as it is
written, "Your word is a lamp to my feet And a light to my path" (Psalms119:105)
and also written, "But even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are
perishing, whose minds the god of this age has blinded, who do not believe." (II
Corinthians 4:3-4).
As I told you, "Stand in the ways and see, where the good way is, and walk in
it; Then you will find rest for your souls" (Jeremiah 6:16). This is the strive till
blood and the legal fight which I commanded you to complete and it is the condition
to reach Me, that you should live every word in the Bible as written, "Only let your
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conduct be worthy of the gospel of Christ." (Philippians 1:27) You should strive and
walk as I walked as it is written, "Ought we also to walk just as He walked." No one
can set a foundation other than that set by Me, which is My life and My practical
strive which I showed you. Who doesn't strive the way I did can never reach that
goal and there is no other way to reach My image and My example except by the
fight I fought.

Haven't you read the writings and the conditions to reach the purpose, that is to
die with Me, because if you don't die with Me, you will not rise with Me. As I rose
like a man, so My sufferings and My cross had two goals. For I am a man and God.
As God, My death was for redemption and as a man I strove to pray and fast for thirty
years. I was growing and was empowered by the Spirit. These were the practical
steps for the legal fight. It is like a curriculum for a person who is having an exam.
Unless he studies and knows all subjects, he will not pass the exam. Like building a
tower, the steps should go gradually; digging the ground at first to remove the old
dust, secondly setting the foundations, then start the construction. That is why My
fight was the perfect model for the ideal steps for those who strive to reach the
purpose. Those who don't complete them all will not reach the purpose. What do you
think? What made your God, who created you, to remain thirty years fasting, praying
and growing in the spiritual stature? For if the purpose of My incarnation was only
for redemption, as some think, I would have appeared for limited days to accomplish
redemption. But this would not help because I wanted to assure that redemption is
conditional, that you should fight a certain fight. Whoever fights this fight and dies in
the likeness of My death and refuses to worship anything else is the man who
deserves My death. How can I die for a man who is still worshipping other Gods than
Me? Any man who obeys the world and their flesh is still worshipping another God.
He will not be crucified and will not die with Me, so I will not die for them. The
reason I teach you about crucifixion and death is so you refuse to worship other Gods
and refuse to obey anything else, then start to worship Me. Man will be free from any
other worship only through My grace. When this happens along with continuing the
fight, he will be free from the membership in the prince of this world. This fight I
taught you will free you from the bondage in which you have been born and this is
should be the main concern of every individual. Sin is not the main problem or
concern because sin is the result of bondage. Whoever is freed from bondage will be
free from sin as it is written, "For when we were in the flesh, the sinful passions
which were aroused by the law were at work in our members to bear fruit to death.
But now we have been delivered from the law, having died to what we were held by."
(Romans 7:5-6) Whoever dies is free from sin, all those who become true through the
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legal fight till you go back to the pure image of Adam, who didn't understand evil or
any of the carnal things. This is what I meant by being born of water.
After that, you will start the fight which Adam had, you will be born of the
Spirit, to be in Me and to be born in Me through continuous prayer. Then you will
achieve the purpose which is your membership in Me after approving the conditions.
At that time, you become My image and My example, and in that way you live the
life I created you for. You will be in continuous communication with Me like the vine
and the branch. This is the kind of life which will be in heaven forever and this is the
purpose for which I created man. Everybody has to choose because man is free to
choose the life they want, to choose the God they want to worship.
Who wants Me will start to walk through the difficult way and stop
worshipping the flesh and the self. When you die in My likeness as I taught you,
through fighting for days, months and years and wrestling with the flesh and the
devil’s wars, your old self is crucified and the body of sin becomes without effect.
Then you will no longer be in bondage. Haven't you read all this in the Bible?
Haven't you read that you should be crucified with Me, to die in My likeness and to
live My fellowship of sufferings? Not My sufferings for redemption because My part
as God is to complete that alone, but My fellowship of sufferings and the likeness of
My death as man and as teacher. I was teaching you the practical way of salvation
and this is the only way to know Me. As Paul said, "I may know Him and the power
of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to His
death." (Philippians 3:10)
I have said, "Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to
life," (Matthew 7:14), which leads you to Me. Haven't you read this condition before?
Few have found this gate and realized it. That means they saw the light, it is for them
who sought the light. By My light only your minds are enlightened in knowing the
truth and finding the gate and the way. That is why many are not walking the difficult
way now, because they didn't seek the light and did not understand. They did not
enter the gate. Reaching the goal is accomplished by striving to enter through the
narrow gate. The way the people are attached to money makes it difficult for them to
abandon it, so they can come to Me. That makes the issue of the narrow gate like the
camel going through the eye of a needle. Think about the things you are bound to
because of the severe hunger in your souls that are not filled with Me. Those things
that bind you are accumulated like heavy burdens on a loaded camel. That is why the
gate, by which the way starts, is very narrow and needs man to give up and sacrifice
many things.
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My incarnation was for two reasons. The main purpose is to teach you
salvation. There are steps of fighting to be saved. I have saved you by teaching
you the way to fight as written, "For to this you were called, because Christ also
suffered for us, leaving us an example, that you should follow His steps" (I Peter
2:21). The second purpose is redemption. But to benefit from it, you have to fulfill
the conditions by learning and completing the first purpose which is to fight as I
fought. My death on the cross is like a door in the middle of the way. This door was
closed and I came and opened it. So whoever walks through that way, the difficult
way, will only benefit from this open door, which implies that your salvation is not
conditioned by My death but by your fight. I died indeed but not everyone is saved.
Salvation is achieved only by those who are crucified, those who die with Me and are
united with Me in the likeness of My death as it is written, “For Your sake we are
killed all day long”, those who walk as I walked. Those who show and prove their
sincerity when they stop worshipping and obeying anything else are the ones who
deserve My death for them and their sins.
The perfect divine justice says that, "the wages of sin is death." Death of that
man, not another man on his behalf, because if any other man dies for him, this would
not be justice. But according to My mercy, I shall not leave you and I am also fair.
The only solution is to execute justice and mercy. The death of a righteous man, and
the sinner who unites with the righteous man to become one flesh with Him, should
know the conditions for this union. No human being can fulfill this goal, because the
righteous man has to stay dead throughout all that time to take the sin of any man in
any place and at any time. This requires a man who does not belong to time. Because
every man is subjected to time, I have come in flesh to solve that. I arranged the
secret of eating My body that My crucified body continues in existence. When
anyone dies in the likeness of My death fulfilling the conditions for union with My
dead body, he will be one in Me. While I'm dead, this man also is considered dead, so
his sin is canceled. This is accomplished during taking the communion as it is
written, "For if we have been united together in the likeness of His death, certainly
we also shall be in the likeness of His resurrection" (Romans 6:5). The death of the
righteous man will be also the death of the sinner, but the core of this case is the
condition for the union of the sinner with My dead body. This condition is achieved
when you die to your lusts and stop obeying your flesh in any desire, this is the only
request I ask of you. So when you eat My body, while you are crucified and dead
with Me in the likeness of My death, you are doing what I taught you. By this
obedience and crucifying the flesh to the desires and lusts as I did:
 First of all, you prove that you are worshipping Me.
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 Secondly, when you eat My body, you will unite with Me and become
members in My body. As I was hanged on the cross, slaughtered and
dead, you also become dead with Me. In that way, divine justice is
fulfilled.
 Thirdly, the most important thing, I will free you from bondage which
makes you sin everyday as written, "But now we have been delivered
from the law, having died to what we were held by."
The problem is not the sin which you commit, like many think, but the change
in your nature that made you an enemy to Me. That is why I said that I came not to
take sin away, but to give your life and a new nature. What happened is that you
obeyed the prince of this world and consequently became members in him. Anything
you obey becomes a head to you, so you fell under the authority of him. I created you
with the nature to be a member, so you need a head to lead you and a being to live by.
The moment you obey any man or the prince of this world, that will become like a
head which leads you and so you become a slave. This is exactly what happened with
Adam when he obeyed himself and Eve and the prince of the world He became a
slave to them and Eve became like the head that leads Adam. The evidence is that
when she gave her man the apple and he ate with her without speaking a word, he
became a slave to her, as a member with no brain walking according the commands
of that head. Adam didn't care for his death or My wrath or even hurting My feelings,
or for anything else because he became a member without a head. My son Paul said,
"For what I am doing, I do not understand." Haven't you read what is written, "You
are that one’s slaves whom you obey" (Romans 6:16), so you were born members
in the prince of the world and you became, "according to the prince of the power of
the air," and members in other people. If you are slaves to the habits of people, and
do what people do, you are not living the Bible and you are not obeying Me, the true
God. Even if you want to obey Me now, you cannot instantly be members in Me, but
only after a perfect fight in the difficult way. This is what Paul said, "For we know
that the law is spiritual, but I am carnal, sold under sin. For I delight in the law of
God." (Romans 7:14, 22)
Because Paul was still a member in the prince of the world, other people and
under the bondage of his flesh, he also said, "For what I am doing, I do not
understand. For what I will to do, that I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do. For
the good that I will to do, I do not do; but the evil I will not to do, that I practice."
(Romans 7:15, 19) How did man reach that condition? When he discovered the
reality of the situation in which he was born, he cried and said, "O wretched man that
I am! Who will deliver me from this body of death?" (Romans 7:24) All this
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happened because man became a member in other beings not Me. You became like
the children of Israel who were born in bitter bondage to Pharaoh who was like the
prince of the world. Even if they sincerely wanted to go to Canaan, they could not go
immediately. They had to fight Pharaoh first to be free from his bondage and then
learn the way of slaughtering the Passover lamb to strive to be in the likeness of My
death. I promised the children of Israel and promise you too that I will strike Pharaoh
with My strikes and set you free from bondage.
The Passover lamb relates to the death of every man in the likeness of My
death, but not as many think that the Passover lamb means My death. How can I ask
you to slaughter Me?!! When I see the blood as a sign of proof that you are sincerely
willing to be free from your membership in the prince of the world and from bondage
of the flesh and self as I taught you that comes after the death of the lamb, which is
the death of man in the likeness of My death and fighting till the blood, I will
Passover you and accomplish your salvation. That way you will be taken from where
you abide to become members in Me, so you can eat the lamb to be satisfied by Me,
like those who slaughtered the lamb and died all day started to eat the lamb were
satisfied by Me. After death, the lamb became a symbol for Me as you will actually
be one in Me, while before death, it was a symbol for your fight in the likeness of My
death.
I would like you to understand the concept of the mediator, as I was in My
earthly body the mediator between you and God because the Father and I are one in
essence. For I am God. In order to unite with Me, you need the Spirit which is the
only mediator, like the root I give you and you are buried like the seed, fought and
died in the likeness of My death. The mediator is beneficial for both sides, which
accepts the union of both sides. Now, your nature is like water and Mine is like oil.
Water and oil can't be united together (as you are in your old nature and cannot be
united with Me). Unless there is a mediator, you cannot unite with Me like flour
which can unite water and oil and can be obtained only by crushing the grain. Those
who are not crushed through fighting to crucify their flesh and controlling and
submitting it, I will not give them My Spirit, which is as the root, the only mediator
through which you can communicate with Me. To begin a relationship and a
connection with Me is conditional on your fight in order to give you the spirit,
because without the spirit you can't feel My presence. For the dead seed, in order to
start connection with the source of life, it must be buried at first to have life. You too,
while you are slaves and enemies to Me, can feel My presence in prayer and love Me
as you love any carnal person. The carnal person can only feel and love another
carnal person like them because they can see and feel each other's presence. Their
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feelings can move towards each other and their hearts filled by passion for each other.
That way they can love each other. How do you think you can love Me with any
degree, if you don't feel and sense My presence?! This cannot be accomplished
without the Spirit, which means to be in the Spirit in order to feel My presence, that
your passion moves towards Me and your heart be filled by My compassion. That is
love, or until now you don't know what love is!
This is why Paul My son said, "God whom I serve with my spirit." Also, I said
to the Samaritan woman, "God is spirit, and those who worship Him, must worship
Him in spirit and truth, for the Father is seeking such people to worship Him." This is
the only way to feel Me, know Me and love Me…by the mediator: the Holy Spirit. I
give you this like the root, without which, there is no connection between water and
the dead seed. The same for you. You can't communicate with Me, feel My presence
and love Me except by the Holy Spirit, which I give to those who worship and obey
Me, and prove to Me that they are honest in their will.
By not yielding his flesh or to the people, and not worshipping another god.
How can you deceive yourselves that while you are worshiping another god, you
think you worship me in the same time?! And as a part of one body, how can you be
a part of another body, and yet be moved by the mind of that other body?! For you
are servants to whom you obey. In order to be members in my body, to achieve your
God given purpose and guarantee to live with Me always, you have to lay the right
foundation first. You must be freed from Pharaoh's bondage! You will gain nothing
from rites, secrets and ceremonies. How can anyone build a tower without laying a
strong foundation first? First, you have to dig deep to bring the dust out and then, you
can lay the sure foundation. No one can lay another foundation except what is in My
life. There is no other way for salvation. For even to start a true relationship with Me,
to feel My presence and to love Me; there is no way except through the strife which I
have shown you. There is no fellowship between light and darkness, no one can serve
two masters, neither can anyone be at two bodies at the same time, you cannot live
and move in two separate beings at the same time, and you are deceived and deceive
yourself? This is how you are lost, because you don't know the written word…and
what I have written in the Gospel.
I have said, "My people perish from lack of knowledge," also I've said to
Nicodemus, “you have to be born again,” for the flesh is against the Spirit and in an
enmity because the first man chose to abide in the flesh, to live and move by the
flesh, in this way, became stranger to me. For it is written, "While we are at home in
the body, we are absent from the Lord. We are confident, yes, well pleased rather to
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be absent from the body, and to be present with the Lord," (2 Corinthians 5:6, 8
NKJV) "even though our outward man is perishing, yet the inward man is being
renewed day by day." (2 Corinthians 4:16 NKJV)
As I was listening to God I felt as if I'm born again because I have not ever
heard anybody speak like that to speak to me spontaneously with such knowledge,
like hidden treasure that can't be evaluated by any price, I felt as if I got the whole
richness of the world, and even became the richest of richest men. Then I said to the
Lord, “So I was not praying to You before, and not communicating with You in
truth." The Lord said, "Of course not, because if you fulfilled the conditions to be in
touch with Me, you would be filled of me. You didn't lay a sure foundation because
you didn't bury your natural body. As I told you, "Unless the natural body is buried,
the Spiritual body cannot be raised, you are like a dead seed, unless you bury (to
crucify) your flesh, and do not obey it in its lusts and desires, you will become like
the seed which is left alone and I didn't give that root of My spirit. And without this,
you can't truly communicate with Me in deep relationship with Me. Not only so, but
the seed has to be buried continuously. Unless you keep your body crucified always,
which means you stop worshipping it, you can't start worshipping Me, the moment
you obey your flesh in even minor things, you go back to worship it; in that same
moment you separate yourself from Me, and you can't worship Me.
In this state My servant, remember that Adam with one bite of the fruit, evil
was introduced into the whole world. It is written "and those who are Christ's
crucified the flesh with its passions and desires." (Galatians 5:24 NKJV)
Also, Noah after all the fight he fought, he drank a cup of wine, and was found
naked. That is why I said, "Keep your heart with all diligence." (Proverbs 4:24)
So even if you fought for a hundred years and you then obeyed your flesh, you
shall be his slave again. Samson could kill a thousand of Palestinians with a dead
donkey jaw, and this is a picture of the carnal man who undergoes death by fasting to
overcome the evil spirits. Whatever the strength of Samson, ten and hundreds of
Philistines could not tie him. But when he killed the thousand Philistines, it
symbolized the Nazarite (separated) to Me, that lives for Me with supernatural power.
But because he relented and obeyed his flesh, he lost this power. They took his eyes
out, tied him up in the prison, made him crush the grains, instead of the ox, and
became a joke in front of his enemies. They, resembling devils, said “Let Samson
play for us,” and they strip him before all people! How did the strongest man in the
human history become a naked and humiliated slave? Like Noah, after all these
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championships. I wrote this to you that you may find the way. Look at how the
people of Israel, because of their repletion and the hardness of their hearts, didn't find
the way yet, and have no background for the spiritual fight. I committed them to fast
in the wilderness by eating manna so that they may realize My intension to
them…that to be satisfied by Me, and not of earthly food, and I said to them, "Man
shall not live by bread alone." (Mathew 4:4)
They murdered and also wanted to kill Moses, just because they lusted for the
smell of meat, although they did not eat meat in Egypt. They craved melons and
garlic that they didn't satisfy by Me, so is it wrong to eat and fill their hunger? It is
not about ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ but it is against My will; to refuse to fight for the
purpose for which I created them. They didn't understand the story of life; they didn't
ask, or want to know. They didn't seek the light, so they remained in darkness and
were perished in the wilderness.
From long ago, I've been teaching you this, "Man shall not live by bread alone"
(Mathew 4:4 NKJV) this is the way that brings you back to Me. In the end, I came by
Myself to show it to you, so whoever walks like Me, and traces My steps, he will live
and rise with Me. It is not only by believing in Me and eating My body, that you shall
live. If you don't die with Me in the likeness of My death and are buried like the seed,
then all of the ‘fertilizers’ like the living water of My body and all the liturgies, will
not benefit the soil in your heart, because the soil doesn't contain a dead seed. This is
also if you want to be free from bondage to lay in me. And don't forget that if the
seed, even after a long period of growing, comes out the soil, it will die too as
happened to Samson.
You must stay crucified all the time, not only during fasting, if you want to
reach Me. That is the way all saints walked through. They were lost in the wilderness,
mountains and cracks of the earth, motivated by the profound desire to reach Me.
Time is very short, the world will vanish, the hard way is long and with many
steps. A new born child cannot think if he eats all the food, he will become a man in
the same day because the phases of growth are many. But this is for those who realize
that it is a worthy endeavor and these are the ones that have tasted my beauty.
Moussa the black (a monk lived in a monastery in Egypt), and many others
cried from all their hearts asking to know Me to reach Me, and so I gave them
discernment to know the truth. They willingly went to walk the way which I lit for
them, to enjoy being members in Me forever, you too, I want you to be in Me, as I
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said when I was in the flesh, "That they may be one just as We Are one." (John
17:22)
The angel of the church of Laodicea's was pure angel, filled of me, because he
went through the way of fighting, otherwise how can he became an angel and I
testified for him too, but when stopped in the way and thought of himself that he
became rich in spirit, increased with goods, and have need of nothing, I rebuke him
strongly saying to him, "I counsel you to buy from Me gold, refined in the fire, that
you may be rich, and white garments, that you may be clothed; so that the shame of
your nakedness may not be revealed. As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten.
Therefore be zealous and repent." (Revelation 3:17-19) Despite he was an angel, a
spiritual man indeed. Just as he thought of himself that he became something, he
stopped growing and obeying the Bible and My word, so I told him, "So then,
because if you are lukewarm, neither cold nor hot, I will vomit you out of my
mouth." (Revelation 3:16) I wrote all these that you may realize what sin is, and the
proof is that I told him, "You have to repent."
I have rebuke six angels that you may realize and understand, even angels need
repentance in My sight according to the truth! Even the angel of the church of
Thyatira, which means the continuous sacrifice and the one who is bearing many
afflictions, I said to him, "I know your works, love, service, faith and your patience;
and as for your works, the last are more than the first. Nerveless I have a few things
against you" (Revelation 2:19 NKJV). I rebuke him, because he sinned according to
the truth, by not fulfilling the commandment completely to be the light of the world.
I said to the rest of the angels, as the angel of the church of Pergamos, which
means the high thing, fortified, immersed, bound and adherent to God, I
recommended him also saying I know your works and labor, but you should repent,
despite all the fighting he did, and living where Satan's seat is, and didn't respond the
evil of the whole world, but I asked him to repent, just because he didn't fight the
good fight according to the truth, he committed sin, he should repent.
The beloved angel of the church of Ephesus I told him, "you have preserved
and have patience and have labored for my name's sake, and have not become
weary." (Revelation 2:3 NKJV) Despite of this, I blamed him according to the truth
of the Bible "Remember therefore from where you have fallen; repent and do the first
works, or else I'll come to you quickly and remove your lampstand from its place,
unless you repent." (Revelation 2:5 NKJV)
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Now you should understand what sin is, sin is to choose not to fight to reach
the purpose, I told you this to know the purpose of your life and to fight for it. Even
the saints, I've blamed them, that you may awake and compare yourself to Me and to
them, like a mirror to see yourself in it, as written "but we all, with unveiled face,
beholding as in a mirror, the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same
image from glory to glory, just as by the Spirit of the Lord." (2 Corinthians 3:18
NKJV)
I have created man to be fully content by My life in him, to achieve that goal;
you should be a member in Me. I told the souls, who became like angels, that they
have fallen and need repentance, what do you think your need? I've committed you to
be perfect, as I AM perfect, and I won't ask you to do anything unless I provide all
what you need, as it is written, "but may the God of all grace, who call us to His
eternal glory by Christ Jesus, after you've suffered a while, perfect, establish,
strengthen and settle you." (1 Peter 5:10 NKJV)
Out of the absolute wisdom, it was impossible to immediately make man a
member in Me from the beginning, in other words this means that man find himself
part of me at once. But out of the perfect wisdom, I have to make man completely
free to make his choice, and he will have advantage to become part of Me and partner
with Me, and to deserve that honor which is inexpressible, he have to fight the perfect
fight. So I have to put him first in temporary temple to be as a source of life to him,
this is the earthly body to live by. But Adam has to know that this body will
disappear for it is a temporary body for the time of his presence in that body, it was as
a testing period. And when I've breathed in that dust, part of My Spirit came out. This
Spirit existed and worked in the dust. This all is about making man able to abide in
Me as a member in My body, if he chooses to walk in that way.
Then, this dependence on his flesh for feeding and as a source of life will
decrease, and will start to join Me to be filled and satisfied of Me, and I become
the source of his life, and when he fulfill My will, I become His head and brain
that way he become a member of My being and a dwelling place for Me. Of
course this can happen if he fought to achieve that purpose. This means, to reach that
purpose it is conditional on man's fight. Consequently it is conditional on and up to
the will of the man to be filled of Me to abide in Me and become a member of My
body, otherwise he continues abiding in his flesh to live and move by it.
Man need a head to lead him and a body to live by, this is the way I created the
man to be a member. If man took his orders from his will not by becoming a member
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of My body, and becomes an independent being; he refused to let Me his head from
whom he take orders, as Adam did precisely. The moment he obeyed his own will,
his flesh, Eve and the prince of the world, he took many resources to receive his
orders from, having many gods as I wrote to you, “You served those which by nature
are not gods,” man becomes abiding in the flesh, lives, moves and be by his flesh,"
and this is the curse of the law which I told you. So the first condition to come back
to Me is that man denies his flesh and stops worshipping himself.
Now you have born under this curse and bondage and the only way to be free
from this bondage is to stop obeying and worshipping anything and to fight in the
difficult road, which I Myself walked and fought through, in order not to have any
excuse in knowing the way to the legal fight (1 Timothy 2:5 NKJV), and the way
which I con secreted for you to walk through. (Hebrew 10:20 NKJV)
As the seed continued to be buried, by its death to the world, the connection
with water will continue, and grow day by day until be filled of Me, the same for you,
if you stopped obeying your flesh, or yourself or the world or people, as the
permanently buried seed. Also if you died in the likeness of my death as it is written,
"for if we have been united together in the likeness of His death, certainly we shall
also be in the likeness of His resurrection, knowing this, that our old man was
crucified with Him, that the body of sin might be done away with that we should no
longer be slaves of sin. For He who has died has been freed from sin. Now if we died
with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with Him. Therefore do not let sin
reign in your mortal body." (Romans 6:5-8, 12 NKJV) I heaven there is no
intellectual or manual work forever, only Me, and only who became a member in Me
will stay with Me and enjoy My company forever, this is the life I created you for, to
be with Me, in me, enjoy My presence, the full satisfaction, the full joy forever.
But is anyone refuses this life, didn't fight for freedom from the body in which
he was born a slave to it, and so not becoming a member in my body, live by me as I
fought and all other saints.
This person when he come to me, he can't be in me, he can't live with me,
because he didn't become a member in me, so it doesn't work, even he is not capable
to stay with me because he didn't live on earth as in heaven as I taught you, beside he
didn't know me truly, as he didn't communicate with me, as he lake the conditions for
communications with me, by being buried and continuously crucified, consequently
didn't be filled of me, the prove is that he still live in flesh, if you didn't get food for
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some days you will die., but they whom became members in my body, here in earth,
they didn't need food all the time.
Didn't you hear about those saints whom were in continuous fasting? As
Bishop Bejemy the wondering and many other wondering things. They didn't live by
flesh and when they eat they eat once a week, or after many days they eat herbs in the
wilderness, or I send them small loaf of bread, after all this fasting.
This is because they became in spirit; members of My body. MY spirit was
feeding them, because they soaked in light. They were human beings exactly like
you, some of them were kings and princes. When they diligently soaked in the light
when they saw it and desired to reach Me, I gave them strength and they left
everything. I asked every man to be holy even I commanded all people to be holy as I
Am holy, anyone wants to be My son should be holy for the son like his father. So,
anyone isn't holy, how can they deceive themselves, and consider themselves My
children?
I was a partaker of the same nature as yours, honestly I carried the same earthy
flesh, human weakness, and I shared everything, I fasted forty days in my fight as a
human, didn't you ask yourself why I did so?! I told Him, God I thought you have
fasted on our behalf as I heard. The Lord said to me "I didn't come to fight and walk
the difficult road on your behalf, but I came to save by showing you practically how
to fight, this is what I told you. As I did, you also do, I give you an example, “For
Christ being put to death in the flesh,” “therefore, since Christ suffered for us in the
flesh, arm yourselves with the same mind.” (1 Peter 3:18, 4:1 NKJV)
So where is the Bible, the road and the light in your life?! You should live only
as the Bible says, for there is no other purpose in this life, except the fight to reach
Me, by fighting the flesh during fasting and not obeying it, then you go back on other
days to worship your body and you call these days "Days of joyful feast", much more
joy should be towards Me, for I Am the true God, and not the flesh. That means you
should make Me happy that day, because I'm the true God, and not as you seek to
make your body happy in that day, this approve that your body still your god, actually
celebrating the feast should be for God, that you seek to make your God pleased, and
be pleased with him. At Christmas time, you should be happy for My birth, but what
actually happens during these days is that you become occupied completely by
making your body pleased, by giving it all its desires and pleasure, this is the big
evident that your god is still your body, and you are not aware while you are doing it.
Haven't you read about the Levi who cut his wife into twelve pieces which a symbol
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of the man who wanted to truly come to Me, and he found light and soaked to save
himself, so he has done away his body according to God's commandments and the
light, and because the hours of the day are twelve hours. So the twelve tribes
eradicated the tribe of Benjamin, which supposed to be the right eye, that should see
the truth, instead it became a stumble for the body and I said, “If your eye causes you
to sin, pluck it out.” (Mark 9:47)
So this battle was a symbol for the conflict between man and himself, until this
organ, which was once a stumble, becomes of no effect. Whoever doesn't understand
this case absolutely has no excuse, also who didn't ask himself why I'm here in this
life? What is the purpose of my life, will not seek to fight to reach the goal, so he
shall live without purpose like many, then they will lose everything, and there is no
excuse for their ignorance because I said, "everyone who asks receives," (Matthew
7:8 NKJV) you are truly members of My body, so how come if any man asked Me,
how to bring back this separated member and I wouldn’t answer him. Every soul
remains away from Me, causing severe pain to Me. The only way for anyone born in
bondage, to be a member in Me and enjoy My presence forever, is to stop
worshipping any other god by fasting and praying. Then I will give you My grace,
which is My spirit, that acts like a root through which you can communicate with Me
and be filled of Me, as it is written, “For it is God who works in you both to will and
to do for His good pleasure.” (Philippians 2:13)
As you start burying your flesh, your outside man starts to dissolute and the
inside man renews day after day, while you are fighting the good fight and the legal
fight till blood. I will work in you even you are not aware because you choose me to
be your God and your head that moves you and deny yourself; not seeking anything
of this world, as you realize that this world is vain, then you will find the truth.
Saul hated David, because he was a symbol of Christ the king for he wanted to
be the king, Jonathan the son of soul means the gift of Jehovah, he is the symbol of
the gift I gave you, my spirit, who acts like the root, the only way to be in
communication with me. As David was communicating with Jonathan and loved him
as himself. Saul is the soul who I gave from my spirit as a gift and grace to encourage
that soul to communicate with me, but he wanted to kill David because he refused to
confess him as a king. David was a symbol of My kingdom, it was marvelous that
Jonathan loves David despite he was the son of Soul. This is that you may understand
what I Am doing with you, I can't communicate you without the spirit, like the seed
can't reach the living water without the root, but if the seed refused to be buried, it
will stay alone and dead. But if it accepted burying, meaning that it refuses the world,
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that you refuse anything from the world, and deny yourself having no other will, only
the truth which is the purpose I have created you for, then you can have such
communication, and by this, life starts in you.
If you still desire anything of this world and seek to have it, you will be like the
seed which refuse to bury and die, so it can't reach the living water, has no root. So
many refused Me to be the king, the God and the head of their lives, as was happened
during the time of Samuel, when they asked for a king to reign on them, so they
refused Me, "They have forsaken Me, the fountain of the living waters, and hewn
themselves cistern, broken cistern." (Jeremiah 2:13 NKJV) In the same way, the
people cried at the time of My crucifixion saying, "We have only one king, Cesar." It
is written, "Don't love the world or the things of the world." (1 John 2:15 NKJV)
Also I said, "Whoever of you does not forsake all that he can't be my disciple.” (Luke
14:33 NKJV) Even the young man who wanted to follow Me but he asked only to say
goodbye to his house members, I said to him, "No one put his hand to the plow and
looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God." (Luke 9:62 NKJV) I have commanded
you, "If anyone comes to Me and does not hate his father and mother, wife and
children, brothers and sisters, yes, and his own wife also, he cannot be My disciple."
(Luke 14:26 NKJV) “There is no one who has left house or parents or brothers or
wife or children, for the sake of the kingdom of God, who shall not receive many
times more in this present time, and in the age to come eternal life.” (Luke 18:29, 30
NKJV) I have drawn for you the map for the kingdom, I also put the condition for the
way. Those who don't follow it can't reach the purpose; this is the difficult way. It is
the only way that leads to me, by this way only you stop worshipping your will,
yourself and your flesh, and this is the only way by which you can worship me to be
born again by water, to be restored to the image of Adam after you have been freed.
Then you will be born of the spirit, and become member of Me; exactly having the
same nature of My body, then you become after My image and example.
For no one can serve two masters, didn't you hear these words before? It is
written, "But even if our gospel in veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing,
whose minds the god of this age has blind, who do not believe, lest the light of the
gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine on them," (2
Corinthians 4:3,4 NKJV) "Cursed is everyone who does not continue in all things
which are written in the book of the law, to do them." (Galatians 3:10 NKJV)
Who isn’t living the Bible is not worshipping Me, and who wants to worship
Me and lives the Bible must know the Bible and understand every word, because
every word comes out of My mouth gives life to man. I with if you understand the
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truth and the light which is My will, and I wish also if you could open the bible and
ask Me for the meaning of every word. So many until now didn't understand what sin
is, in fact, disobedience in minor things is sin, therefore many commit sins without
being aware, I kicked Adam out of the garden, because he didn't obey Me and I told
him not to eat the fruit, but he did. Look, how many commandments, you don't live
by them? I have said, “Pray always, ‘Let your light so shine before men.’” (Mathew
5:16 NKJV)
When you are not praying, you disobey Me, so you commit sin, also not
seeking to come near me by fighting in the difficult road is sin, as you are not
growing in the spirit is also sin, as I said every tree doesn't bring fruit shall be cut
though the tree is alive but is not bringing fruits, that is an evidence that it was not
growing in Me all that time. In that time it was not in obedience to me, so I cursed it.
I did so that you may understand what I mean. Look at yourself, how many
commandments you break? As you are not bringing fruits, you are disobedient, you
are a rebel.
Whoever not doing good, positive and constructive deeds, the judgment of
justice for this man is death, that is why I said, "Therefore, to him, whom to do well
and does not do it to him, it is sin." (James 4:17 NKJV) I meant by good deeds to
obey every edifying commandment. For example, "Whoever hates his brother is a
murderer" (1 John 3:15 NKJV) as written, and he will stay in darkness and death, as
you don't love your brother, you must die as justice require, you become a murderer,
and every murderer of soul cannot inherit kingdom of heaven.
Did you read this before? There is no excuse for anyone, who didn't read the
Bible or didn't understand or didn't live the Bible and didn't reach holiness, you are in
disobedience to Me, you are not worshipping Me if you are not praying always, you
are not obeying My commandment, if you are not always fighting till blood to be free
from bondage, you are not worshipping Me. Then, what do you think about Adam?
And what he did? He just didn't obey Me, in that moment his nature changed
completely, because he refused Me to be his head. He didn't become a part of Me, I
Am the only source of the true life, so he didn't receive life, and became like the dead
seed, consequently he lost pureness and light and the eyes of his flesh were opened as
it is written. Because he became in a complete hunger, he started by his eyes to seek
satisfaction to fill this endless gap, so he looked for another body to satisfy his
hunger, that is how evil entered the world because of his disobedience, he wasn't
satisfied by Me, so man lost life, light, strength, true satisfaction, joy, and peace.
Adam was like a child who can't understand the things of the flesh, or evil. His eyes
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were immediately opened because he abode in the flesh and as he obeyed his flesh,
he suffered a complete hunger.
As the lost son said, "I'm starving to death," and became like a part of another
body, other than me, and his own will became the head that drives him. So all his
deeds came out of his own will, he became a law unto himself, which control him, all
his deeds became sin because he worship another god, all his works act against My
will. Sin entered the world by one man's mistake, when he disobeyed me, and became
a slave to many other gods, as written, "But then ,indeed, when you didn't know God
you served those which by nature are not gods," (Galatians 4:8 NKJV) "therefore,
just as through one man sin entered the world and death through sin, and thus sin
spread to all men," (Roman 5:12 NKJV) "You are one's slaves to whom you obey."
(Romans 6:16 NKJV) If you are not crucified with Me as I said through Saint Paul, "I
have been crucified with the Christ, it is no longer I who live," (Galatians 2:20
NKJV) that way you are not living with Me, the more important you are not obeying
My word, and this is the sin, and as you are not dying with Me every day in the
likeness of My death and as you are not walking like I was walking on earth, you
shall not rise with Me. You are not living in obedience to Me and not worshipping
Me but yourself, and this is the sin.
Anytime you do not obey the commandments and you are not struggling to
apply the commandments, it is a sin. For when you are not seeking to fight in the hard
road, you are not fighting to worship Me, so you are surrendered to the god under
which you born and controlled, even if you want to fulfill My words and be pleased
with, you will find another law in your body: war against the law of mind. You will
find yourself doing the evil that you hate, as saint Paul sensed that, and was crying
because of the sin. "Oh wretched man that I'm, who will deliver me from this body of
sin." (Romans 7:24 NKJV) "For we know that the law is spiritual, but I'm carnal,"
(Romans 7:14 NKJV) you see it need a continuous struggle to prove that you want to
worship Me, and refuse to worship the other god that you born under his context,
which is the flesh from which you live, this is what the saints did, and made it their
concern all their lives, because they soaked the light through which they recognized
the sickness clearly, so realized their continuous need for therapy which is the
continuous death, but being not living for the Bible, as the saints fought, this is the
big evidence that you are not living in the light. Now look: how many person
transformed like Moussa the black, an African monk lived in monastery in Egypt,
especially those who always attend churches, why they didn't became saints, perfect
and after My image like Moussa the Black became, who was the most evil person in
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the world, and why now there are not many whom sold their possessions like the
kings who had left their palaces, even their relatives? This is the most apparent
evidence that you didn't see the truth, the truth is, and the bondage is very strong and
needs a big fight. Also the truth is that the world is like a dream or shadow that will
pass away in a while, and will leave everything.
The truth is that you will not find satisfaction in anything because I designed
man to be satisfied only by My presence in you. If a man tries to satisfy his hunger,
even if he owns the whole world, will not be satisfied, as Solomon tried and finally
discovered that everything is vanity, and as a man, he was trying to grasp the wind.
Paul the saint after he baptized, and his life changed, and I born in him, started
to do miracles by My Spirit, in My name he said all these words, because man cannot
be free suddenly, that is why all saints fought for decades, haven't you hear this?
Didn't you ask yourself why this entire struggle exists? They are not from other
world, after all these years, they said, “we didn't reach yet, we are sinners.” Because
they were comparing themselves to my example and image, which the purpose to
which I invited you, they were always felt delinquent, when they are not growing at
any point of their life they feel something wrong and when they are not praying to
me, they felt disobedient or sinners, all this happened because they were living in the
light, looking continuously to the mirror and seeing themselves, the apostle Paul said,
"But I discipline my body and bring it into subjection, least, I have preached to
others, I myself should become disqualified," (1 Corinthians 9:27 NKJV) also "For
Your sake we are killed all day long," (Romans 8:36 NKJV) he was trusting God, but
not himself.
Then I said to the Lord: I didn't know the difficulty of the way, I thought
trusting You, attending sermon, and eating from the bread (Your body) is the way to
salvation, then the Lord said to me: I've told you how narrow is the gate, and how
hard is the road leading to the life, it is not only narrow but how narrow it is?!
Therefore I committed you to walk through the narrow gate. Of course going through
the baptism rite or practicing the communion or attending the sermons are not the
narrow gate and not the difficult way. Not even a few found it. Everyone comes to
the church finds its gate always open and it is so easy to attend the sermon, also going
through the rites is so easy, the most important about the difficult road is that it can
be seen by all, remember what I told you, the door is before everybody, but a few
who find it, and this is a big evidence that the way is hard [the only condition to reach
Me], and is very different than exercising the rites, but it is the personal struggle
through fasting and praying. It is like the dead buried seed underground, it is the
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principle thing to the growth of the seed without which water, or fertilizer, or the
nature of the ground, or heat, or light, can do nothing, I Am the living water, rites are
the fertilizer that strengthen the seed, the church and monasteries like the weather
providing heat and light. With all; My power as the living water, I can't save a man
who didn't fight, as water cannot benefits the seed unless it is buried. If I Am the
source of life and the giver of life like water, the seed will not benefit any. Man who
was not crucified, buried and died with Me, and refused to obey and worship Me
because he still worships his flesh and the world, and refused to submit himself and
fight in order not to obey any other god. Do you think liturgies, which act like the
fertilizer, will benefit him? And you see the congregation practicing different
liturgies and attending churches but try to find which of them become worthy, perfect
and after My image and example. Of course there are sheep and saints that belong to
Me everywhere, but why don’t all the people became the same? Because few who
accept to enter the narrow gate.
You have eyes, but you don't see, so a few who found the door. Someone asked
me, after I have said that, "Lord are they few who are saved?" (Luke 13:23 NKJV) I
didn't say to him My cross will save you, My redemption will purify you and wait for
My death and trust Me, that you shall be saved, or practice all the rites and you shall
be saved, but I told him, "Strive to enter the narrow gate." (Luke 13:24 NKJV)
Truly, truly I say unto you many wanted to walk with Me, and asked for, but they
could not. I didn’t mean by that to make it hard for him, but I intended to explain to
him the truth clearly and perfectly, stimulate him and make him aware that the way is
difficult.
Indeed I have said who believed and baptized shall be saved, but this only the
beginning of the way leading to salvation at the end, and not the end of the way. So
who practices the rite of baptism should not think that he becomes holy and perfect,
but it is the beginning of his obedience to me and receiving the earnest, as written that
you will receive the spiritual credit, which enables you to walk the way: the spirit of
help and not the spirit of richness or satisfaction. Because the bondage in which you
were born is very strong, for the destruction was enormous, for you are originally part
of Me, I Am the unlimited. When the first man became a slave and destroyed his
temple, he destroyed part of Me, I Am eternal and unlimited. That is why the
destruction was so big, so it needs a big fight, in spite you will be saved by My grace,
and gives everything else. But fighting until blood is the turning point of your
salvation.
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It is the condition for my spirit to work in you for I move on the face of the
water and knock the door of the heart of each person which is my home and say let be
light, who open the door for me, the light will enter, and I have told you in Genesis
that the earth was without form and void and darkness was upon the face of the deep,
this is the case of everybody and this what prophet Jeremiah have seen and wrote in
chapter four, but as I say let it be light, I want every man to see the way he became.
This is the secret of the fight of the saints for decades, they are in purity and
discipline also by the new nature like "Maximos, Domadios, Ibria and Ana Simon",
and as they born again with the new nature, they realized under My light that they are
nothing and far away from My image and example, this moved them to escape even
from their relatives without counseling them as saint Paul said, "I did not
immediately confer with flesh and blood," (Galatians 1:16) because My Spirit was
leading them powerfully because they called upon me and found the purpose and
realized that the way that lead to that purpose requires to strive till blood, not because
they were sinners and need a powerful repentance to be born of water, but to be born
of the spirit and this also needs a great fight. The greatest evidence for this is what I
mentioned in the Bible about saint John the Baptist, who started to worship Me even
before he was born, not to be free from a bondage of something committed or to
repent of an evil he did, but he fought for thirty years as he was in another world
while he was a very pure vessel. His fight was not to be free from any bondage, but to
completely reach to My image and example, and he didn't relent for a day or an hour
to run the race.
What do you think about that? If the greatest man in history and the
greatest among whom born of women needed to fight for thirty years while he
didn't commit evil, how much more you or anybody else need in your opinion?
While I was listening to the Lord, I didn't know what to say, I felt how great
was the darkness, ignorance and madness in me, I felt lower than animals which
didn't mistake and sadden the heart of their God, and I felt that any animal is better
than me. Silence was over whelming for a period of time. The Lord was waiting till
his words work in me, and in the midst of this silence, I raised up my heart and the
Lord continued His speech, I don't know for how long this speech lasted.
The fight of anybody is a proof of your desire to return to your place in Me for
whom is able to appreciate my value. When Paul realized what have been realized by
all saints, he said, "For I know that in me, (that is in my flesh) nothing good dwells,
Evil is present with me.” (Romans 7:18, 21) I have said to you, “So likewise you,
when you have done all those things which you are commanded say, we are
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unprofitable servants.’” (Luke 17:10 NKJV) Not doing evil, as assumption, does not
mean you worship Me. Also as you are not always fighting to fulfill the
commandments and to reach the purpose for which you have been created, you are
not living for Me.
This is like a king, who found a naked and sick man, in the way, between life
and death, and brought him to his palace, saying to him: I want to rescue you, and
give you life to be My servant, and I'll make you heir of me but you have to apply my
instructions and commandments, and after he healed him, and fed him, he gave him
the freedom to choose if this man stayed in the palace watching the beauty of the
palace, and didn't move from his palace, and didn't go to the king. What do you
think? If he didn't commit evil or even didn't do anything, the king had to fire him,
here he didn't commit sin, that require to fire him, but there is a purpose the king
brought him for, if he didn't achieve that purpose, wisdom and justice say he have to
be fired, the same way I brought you from the pit, to fulfill one purpose that you
should be for Me, and be filled totally of Me, to fill all the space in your heart and
mind, to love Me from all your heart, all your mind and all your soul, until you
become after My image and example, and to be a light for the world, so everybody
see Me in you. I created you to be after My image as if I still on earth or appeared
another time. This is achieved by being committed to Me continually. If you are
seeking the purpose, even if you didn't commit any apparent sin, even if you don't do
anything, you are committing sin as you are not fighting for that purpose.
When I realized that this king is the Lord, I said to him : Lord, I was always
praying to You in the church since I was young, I was a deacon since I was young, I
was fasting every time, all my life, even during my sickness with heart problem. In
the midst of the winter, I used to go early in the morning to the church, Isn’t this
considered a prayer to you? And be filling of you? And fulfilling Your
commandment through worshipping You?! The Lord said to me: ask yourself, did
you feel My presence before? As a real person you know him? Did you feel my
fatherhood? Did you taste My compassion before? Or have you felt My sufferings
before? As you feel and see now? Did you notice any change or transformation in
your life? Did you feel your spirit is growing as your body growing? Did you feel
how narrow is the gate and how hard is the road? Are you crucified and died with
me? Did you feel the struggle inside you and with the evil spirits as Paul the apostle
when he said, "For the good that I'll to do, I do not do, but the evil I'll not to do that I
practice." (Romans 7:19 NKJV) You had to stand before the mirror which is the
Bible to see yourself. Can you pray always and not faint? Can you sell all your
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possessions? Can you love your enemy? If someone slap you on your check, can you
turn the other to him and bless him while he is cursing you, and continue praying for
Me?
If your enemy is hungry, do you go for him, feed him and do well for him? Are
you living on earth as in heaven? Are you not concerned about what to eat or drink
and even what to wear with complete faith that I'll feed you as the birds of the sky
believe? Devils believe and trample, do you even have the faith of the devils? Or
where are you standing from the way and from Me? I could not answer the Lord, I
discovered I was blind, as if I didn't read the Bible before, I thought I was Christian,
though I didn't live any of the words of the Lord.
The Lord proceeded and said: you only heard about Me as Job when he said, "I
have heard of you by the hearing of the ear." (Job 42:5 NKJV) Because Job didn't lay
the foundation, he didn't die as the buried seed, so he didn't know Me personally, the
root was not formed in his life, there was no a strong personal relationship which is
the rock, and the foundation on which his house should be founded, that was,
impossible to be affected by wind or storms or rivers, as I told you, "Therefore
whoever hears this sayings of mine, and does them, I'll liken him to a wise man who
build his house on the rock; and the rain descended, the floods came, and the wind
blow and beat on the house; and it didn't fall, for it was founded on the rock."
(Mathew 7:24, 25)
Aaron the high priest, I did a lot of miracles by his hands, never happened
before in history, he also didn't know me, so he give up on Me and worshipped an
idol to satisfy the congregation, just because people asked him so, and he fashioned it
by his own hands for them, and bowed before it saying "this is your god O’ Israel,"
not only that but he said, "tomorrow is a feast to the lord", I have no place in his life,
he was not a deacon like you, but more he was the shepherd of the shepherds but he
didn't build his house on the rock, There was no foundation in his life which is the
personal relation with Me which can't be established except through the root which
springs out after he buries himself and die, it means to stop worshipping any other
God, in order to start worshipping Me, and remain long time in communication with
Me while he is crucified and dead, when all conditions, which are needed to spring
out, became available in his life, that is why I told you, "Consider the lilies of the
field, how they grow." (Mathew 6:28 NKJV) "Most assuredly, I say to you, unless a
grain of wheat falls into the ground and dies, it remains alone; but if it dies, it
produces much grains" (John 12:24 NKJV)
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The buried seed indicate to the breaking of the human self and will, and it also
means he stopped obeying his flesh, as all the saints who followed Me did. Because I
am the only way and door for salvation, no man can lay other foundation than that
was laid.
There is no other way for salvation except fighting as I came and showed you.
Therefore all saints escaped from the world when they understood this matter and
discovered that the only way to reach God is permanent death, crucifixion, burning
with Me, they became as a sacrifice placed on the alter to be completely burnt by fire
till it turns into dust. So the old man died and they became My dwelling place, that is
what I taught you in the old testament, even Peter and Juda sold Me because they
didn't know Me, it is not only they saw miracles like Aaron, but also, they saw Me
and they were living and sleeping with Me, but because there was no foundation in
their lives when the rain falls and as a weak wind blew immediately their sandy
houses collapsed.
Mary the Magdalene who was very sinful, she knew Me personally in a real
strong way, because she laid down the foundation, nothing could stands in her way to
reach Me. She is the one who went to preach My disciples, when they were scared
and were under bondage subjected to fear and loving themselves more than Me.
I wish if you are awake to know the truth and catch the light and the truth of
the gospel, knowing that the only way to reach me is through the difficult way. This
is what the saints realized, the kings, the young men whom left their thrones, their
parents and also their countries, becoming aliens to the world, because they have
found the truth that this life is like a steam that will pass away and whoever strives in
this life for Me will gain satisfaction and permanent joy forever. How come, you do
not strive for a while to gain the eternal life? What is the use of the mind, if you
don't strive in this life? All saints are not from other world or another nature, they are
normal people like you. I committed you to be holy, whoever seek not to be holy
cannot see the kingdom and cannot worship Me. I Am your true father who created
you, your carnal father, didn't create you, but he married, because he could not
control his body, because he is a slave to his body, in his weakness brought the fruit
of the flesh, which is another flesh, that is you, birth by flesh. All this came as a result
of weakness, hunger and seeking to take rather than giving, so the natural father
cannot give life to another man, because he is dead that is why I told Nicodemus,
"Except a man to born again, he cannot be My son." (John 3:3 NKJV) My sons whom
were born, not of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of Me, I Am the
true Father, who gives life, I Am who brought you into existence and gave you this
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life, being born of Me is the fruit of love and the purpose is to give life, joy and
permanent satisfaction. The purpose is to live by Me, and this will be accomplished if
you lived for Me, to fight until you become a part of Me, and I will be the source of
your life. Nobody can lay another foundation except what was laid, which is My life,
who did not understand or did not reach holiness, has no excuse. The whole thing
depends on the will of man, not the circumstances or time. While I was on Earth, I
was doing miracles, raising the dead, though the Jews wanted to stone Me. In the Old
Testament, there are Elijah, Daniel and Enoch, they didn't see any of My works, but
they had known Me and were filled of Me to the fullness because they asked.
I can show Myself to the whole world now to blame and frighten it, but it will
have no effect, as the whole matter depend on the will of man.
When you accept the cross and have faith in Me; this is not salvation, but the
first step to salvation and that for whom did not born again, because for whom has
been born a Christian, there is no advantage in that faith. I have committed you to
walk through the narrow gate, which is like the hole eye of the needle, and that is the
beginning of the difficult road. I have healed every sick person came to me, this
means they were aware of their illness. So whoever do not realize that he is sick, will
not come to me to heal him, consequently he will remain sick. So at first you need
light and discernment to realize your real sickness, then you will know, that you need
Me. And do not forget that many wanted and asked, but they could not. Do not forget
that, I have told you, you are not from this world, because I wanted you to start to live
from here on earth, as they live in heaven, to start training your selves from here, that
I am the life for you, for that reason I have created you, in such away to have
satisfaction from Me, for all your being: mind, heart and body.
In heaven, there is only me forever, so whoever refused this life in heaven to
love me from all their heart, their mind and their soul, to be for Me as whole he
cannot be with Me there.
For your soul, and everybody else is a temple for Me, part of Me, I gave you a
stewardship for it.
You should have allow only Me to enter to fill the gap of your heart and your
mind, to be a member in My body, to receive satisfaction for all your being. This
happens when you die for the world and refuse to satisfy your mind and your heart by
anything of this world, as it is written, "Therefore, if you died with Christ from the
basic principles of the world, why, as though living in the world." (Colossians
2:20) “If then you were raised with Christ, seek those things which are above, where
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Christ is, sitting at the right hand of God.” (Colossians 3:1) It is also written, “Even
though our outward man is perishing, yet the inward man is being renewed day by
day.” (2 Corinthians 4:16) Unless your outward man is perished, there is no way, I
cannot dwell in you. Every man was given a free will. After all that speech, the lord
closed His eyes and started to meditate, He seemed sad once more.

Suddenly, I found a young man beside me, about 14 years old, he was very
beautiful, lights were radiating out of his face and his hand, and as a shooting star
coming out of his hand, he was looking at me firmly. He came close to me and said to
me: "I am Mesaeel from Al – Qalamoun", are you not happy because of the cross and
the disease, God want to heal your spirit!! God want to heal your spirit and purify
you, He wants you to suffer with Him that you also may be glorified with him
(Romans 3:17). HE wants your old man to be crucified for God Himself, be suffered
and afflicted in the flesh, yet He opened not his mouth and He lived being put to
death in the flesh to show us the way to life in revival of the spirit, the true miracle is
the recovery of our soul and being changed. Raising Lazarus from death is not the
biggest miracle, but changing the Egyptian Mary’s heart to be a member of Christ,
and this is the miracle you should ask for. Until now, you are not living according to
the gospel, so you are not Christian, you are not worshiping God. It is written, “You
are that one's slaves whom you obey.” (Romans 6:16) Until now you are not obeying
God because you are not also walking, just as He walked (1 John 2:6). Since Christ
was 12 years old, he started to teach us, how to walk in the difficult road, He was
growing and empowering by the spirit and He left His mother to teach us that we
must be about Our father's business, why didn’t you do like that, with all whom
called by His name?! As for me I started to walk behind the shepherd and to walk,
just as He walked, as it is written, “HE lived being put to death in the flesh.” (1 Peter
3:18, 21) [giving us an example to follow His steps] You did not follow God, you
did not walk as the He walked, you did not follow His steps, you and also many
others and this is not the grieving thing, but the grieving thing is that you think you
are Christian, in Christ's image (though you are not walking as he walked, even He
started to teach us the way when you was 12 years old, not many walked as He
walked) and you think you are his servants, even you do not obey his
commandments. As you are not praying always, and you cannot sell all you
possessions, you do not love your enemies, you do not live as they live in heaven,
even you are not trying to exercise the heavenly life from here on earth, as He taught
you in the Lord's prayer, this is His will to begin to live here as in heaven, what do
you think? What will be in heaven forever? There is no any manual or intellectual
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work there forever, only praise and prayer as it is written, “They shall see His face.”
(Revelations 22:4)
Who is not practicing this true life, how can he think and imagine that he will
be able to be with those whom going to see His face. You should have known that
our life on earth is only a period to choose, to show your will if you want to live that
purpose; to live only for Christ as written, “For to me, to live is Christ.” (Philippians
1:21) Therefore, up till now, you have not yet become in His image and likeness, and
you do not even realize that you are His enemies..!!! This is the greatest proof that
you do not you walk in the right way.
Because friendship with the world is enmity with God, and the carnal mind is
enmity with God and you love the world and care about the flesh so you became
enemies with God, and you do not realize this, though the first commandment the
Lord has given us in His first book "Do not worry about your life, what you will eat
or drink, for the pagans run after all these things .. But seek first His kingdom and His
Righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well". Because you do not
obey God and His commandments you are not worshiping Him, and moreover, it is
very sad that you do not realize that you do not worship Him, that you are not His
servants but you are still living the illusion that you are worshiping Him, and many of
you deceit yourselves thinking that you are also God's sons, you are slaves to the one
you obey..
We should have known that every man born in the flesh was born in the
bondage of the flesh and the self as long as he sins, as the Lord said "everyone who
sins is a slave to sin," (John 8:34) and there is a difficult way, he who fights through
it will be free from his slavery. This is the fight that God Himself came for, showed it
to us and He himself had struggled through it as a human, as if he sought His
deliverance. In this way, man crucifies his flesh with its passions and desires. You
must also be wasted outwardly if you want God's spirit to be free in you, and you
have to know that he who will chose this way and walk in it, will surely grow day
after day. So, ask yourself are you growing today more than you did in the previous
years?! If you are not growing every day then you are dead, and if you are not
bearing good fruit, as John the Baptist said, you will be burnt, for every tree that does
not bear fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire" .. Didn't you read these words in
the Bible? Or you have eyes that do not see and minds that do not understand?!! Till
when you will be blind?!! Because the tree that does not grow is dead. Every man
must know how many steps did he take in the difficult way, and how many steps
there remain until he reaches God and reaches His image and be like Him, to be
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wholly filled with Him, to reach the measure of the gift of Christ. And this is the
value of the cost without which no spiritual work will be completed.
So wake up to the goal for which God created you, and the way that makes you
reach your goal; fighting in the difficult way, just like the Lord fought, as it is written
"in a death like this" (Romans 6: 5) and this is the legal fight, there is no excuse for
not understanding the Bible, as it is written: "But if our gospel is hid, it is hid to them
that are lost," (2 Cor. 4: 3) I have been following the shepherd since I was twelve, for
I wanted to be after His likeness and wanted to worship him truly in order not to
regret the gift God has given me. You should know that every man is given the grace
and the luxury to be in God's image, which is quite clear in the two Dinars given by
the Samaritan to the man who was cast on the ground half dead, like every man born
enslaved, he was not alive, but there was hope for him to rise from the dead, therefore
he was not actually dead, and any man who do not walk in the richness of God will
regret very much that he sacrificed God's presence for a mirage, and instead of asking
the Lord to heal your body you should have asked to save yourself. I have left the
world since my childhood, that's why I won, and by then I was twelve years old... So
you have to consider your age!!! And how many years you lived for God?! And what
good fruits did you bear for the Lord... What's the worth of the Bible and the Gospel
if you don't live them?! You will be judged by every word written in the Bible, "for it
is written, cursed is everyone that continues not in all things which are written in the
book of the law to do them," (Gal. 3: 10) and you will also be lost as long as the
Gospel is hid to you. (2 Cor. 4: 3)
I also want you to behave like Christ did, otherwise you would not benefit
from His incarnation, so do not waste time because time is short. Ask for the
kingdom of God and his righteousness and trust that He will give you what you need
and will also give you more. That's why I did not care about anything but the
kingdom of heaven. I trusted the Lord and believed that he will provide everything
for me, for if He promised to take care of birds, how come He won't care for us?! So
why don't you trust the Lord of glory, the real source of life, who created you for
Himself in order to live for Him and to trust that the plants and creatures that God has
created will give you life. I wish you remember the words of the Lord: "How long do
you refuse to keep my commandments and my laws?" Ex 16: 28. The Lord is sad for
your lack of faith in Him, and this is what the Lord does not bear, as Christ said to
His disciples "O faithless and perverse generation, how long shall I be with you?
How long shall I bear with you?" (Mathew 17: 17) The lack of faith in God and the
lack of trust in Him means denying the divinity of God, as Martha said to the Lord 'If
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you had been here, my brother would not have died", as if she was saying to the Lord,
"You were not present yesterday"!!! And so she denied the divinity of God, which
made Jesus sad and cried. I wish that you believe in the Lord, to live for Him only, to
ask for the Kingdom of God and not to worry about the other things of this vain
world, and trust that God will give you more than what you need, without asking
Him. If he cares about the number of hair on your head how much more he will care
for your life?!!!
After all this rebuke, as if I was blind and now I can see, I felt I did not need
anything but my salvation and forgot even my illness, I felt it is not my right to ask
for healing, and that this is not even according to truth and the commandment
because I did not ask and cared for the kingdom of God, so I lifted my eyes and
looked at the Lord once more, he was still standing and I intended to tell him "I want
nothing but You."
Then suddenly the Lord lifted his right hand and a giant man appeared at once,
he was at His disposal. He had a long book and gave it to the "man who was the King
of that place" whom I felt was a King. He opened the book that, as I guessed, was the
book which contained the names of all the humanity. Suddenly, he lifted his head,
opened his eyes and looked at me. I stood still. At the beginning His eyes were closed
as if he was contemplating and thinking about things that made him depressed, but
now His eyes are half open. He looked at me and said: "It's Ok ...... (my name), we
have changed your filiation’s papers".
I wondered how this King knew my name?! I was so happy to know that this
great king knows me and calls me by my name, but I did not understand the meaning
of his words: What are the filiation’s papers he was talking about?!! He knew
immediately what was on my mind and answered me saying: What was your name?!
I told him: My name is "so and so", He said to me: This was before. I asked Him, so
what is my name now? He answered: now your name is "............... the son of God".
Then a great queen came at that moment and she was carrying a baby whose beauty
was indescribable; his eyes were of bright Turquoise. She did not go up the stairs but
remained on the same ground level. He said to me: Do you see this woman?! I
answered: Yes. I was looking at the baby who caught me with his beauty and I
became distracted and did not know where to look: was it to the King or to that baby
whom I believed was not a human baby? I became captivated by the baby as much as
by the King. Then the King said: this woman is your mother. I asked him: Who is this
beautiful baby?! He said: it's her son. I told him: So, is he my brother?! He said: No,
it's her son... But she's your mother too. I said to myself: so my filiation to this
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woman differs from the baby's filiation to her. Then the Lord pointed his hand to St.
Messaeel the Pilgrim and said I want you to look at this saint, he is the one who will
help you to reach me, as he walked the whole way, so put your hand in his hand walk
with him through the difficult way. I told him: Lord, there are many saints especially
that I saw a group of Pilgrims who reached the highest degree of holiness, such as
Saint Takla Hemanot, whom I used to see as a burning fire with six wings out it. Also
Pope Shenouda the Archimandrite and President of the Salt of the Earth, also Saint
Karas, about whom the Lord said that he is honored and blessed by all the people,
and St. Ana Simon who became the leader of the pilgrims and who was served by
giant angels. However the Lord told me: I don't want you to look at this saint. I was
very much surprised and I realized that he was fully filled, faster than all the others,
he is the best saint that God can use to rebuke any man. The Lord also told me: your
true illness is slavery and the sin you were born with, and this saint will help you to
be truly healed. Then the Lord said to me: Put your hand in his hand. I was terrified
because a fiery meteor was coming out of his hand and he was not standing on the
ground but was carried on the clouds and his appearance was solemn. I did not know
what to do, but I realized that the Lord wants me to learn from him and this is how I
will be healed from my real illness.
I looked to the Lord the King once again and saw him crying, I wondered
saying: why are your crying?! Did I make you cry? I knew that I was the reason that
made the great king cry and his tears were of a blue cyan color. I told him: Please
forgive me and I will never make you sad again. I promised you and I will do my best
to keep this promise. I asked him to let me get closer to him because I found myself
very much attracted to him in a way that I could not resist it... He then shook his head
slowly and sadly. Immediately I started to go up the stairs because I felt that I wanted
to relieve his grief that was because of me and I saw his abundant tears in a very
surprising way, I found myself attracted to him in an indescribable way like a
magnet, I could not resist it so I went near him and I was shivering out of fear, but his
attraction force was stronger than my fear. I said to him: Forgive me. Please forgive
me and allow me to hug you. He shook his head again lightly without opening his
eyes. So I hugged Him and kissed Him on the cheek; his chin hair was golden and
very light and his skin was delicate as the skin of a newborn child, I was afraid to
have scratched his skin and I felt unworthy, so I moved away from Him a little but he
put His hand on my head, and I didn't understand why!! And immediately He was
turned into a spectrum and disappeared. I fell down on the ground as I was very sad
and was shocked for his disappearance. Then a giant man appeared before me, I
realized that it was Archangel Michael, he helped me to stand up and told me how I
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can be with the king. He also gave me a silver plate with three apples in it that I have
never seen before, and a bunch of grapes, and said to me: The King left this plate for
you. I tasted an apple and was surprised as it tasted like honey, and I said to myself: I
will leave it to my sister [because it was my habit, whenever I find something nice I
do not keep it for myself] .. After tasting the apple I felt very strong. Then Virgin
Mary came to me and started to explain how can I ensure being in the presence of the
king all the time and feel His presence. She told me I had to accept any Cross and
made me see the shepherd's picture in her hand, and she said to me: You are a sheep,
if you follow him without any debate, you will ensure access to the pasture. I
accepted everything from him, followed him and denied myself till the end and did
not open my mouth, therefore I'm here now in His real house and beside him and
forever I will be as I became a member and even a part of him. You too, he created
you not to become an image of me but an image of him, to be like him in everything,
and this is how it should be; when a man becomes a part of him because any part of
the body has the same nature of the whole body, it also lives by this body and does
not need anything else from outside, and the body is controlled by the head. And thus
we will be a branch of the vineyard, and the branch does not need anything outside
the vineyard.
The whole world will be shocked when he comes here and will discover that
they were given the same grace that was given to the saints but they did not benefit
from it. God is not unjust to care about one member more than another, and it is not
natural for a man to care for a member and neglect another; for God came to the earth
and lived the way he wanted us to live, so it will be a great loss for those who lost this
chance for nothing but moments, as your life on earth is nothing but a blow, and this
will determine your eternal fate.
The whole world bargain the existence with God and in God for nothing but
delusions, that's why, my son, I hope you don't imitate the people of the world, look
at Black Moses who was very far from God, but once he really wanted to follow God,
he lifted his eyes to heaven and sought the true God, and the word of God, he was
shown the way, and his eyes were opened, for God said, “let it be light" (Genesis 1).
God knocks on every door, whoever wanted to open the door for the Lord, there will
be light in his house, and these are the first words of God in the Bible; every man
born in sin is like the earth that had no form and void, with darkness on the face of
the deep, but the spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters saying "let it
be light". So, whoever wants to open the door for Him, his insight will be opened as
it happened with Moussa al Aswad and Saul, for it is written that all people will be
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taught from God and the anointing will teach you everything you need. Look at Mary
of Egypt at the end of her life, you and many others in the churches were not
transformed like them, and you are born in grace and in the light and you have
everything you need, so you had to ask yourselves: Why didn't you reach their level
of holiness and perfection?! That's because you did not put the ax to the root of the
tree, the ax is the power of God's work in the soul to take the old man off, and the tree
is the tree of the knowledge of evil that has taken root in you, so whoever will ask,
the Lord will start working in him as it is written "My people are destroyed for lack
of knowledge". I saw the place where Virgin Mary was, it was hard to describe the
beauty of the greenery or the river, which was already in front of us, it was like
Crystal as it is written in the Bible, and even the mountains from afar, I do not know
what is that exactly, but it seemed there were unparalleled mountains and colors, such
as scarlet and golden degrees. Those mountains seemed to be filled with jasper,
diamonds and agate. However, to tell the truth, I was not dazzled by the beauty of
nature although I was surprised by the beauty of the Virgin Mary and the light
emerging from her, but all this did not worth anything compared to the feelings and
emotion I felt when I was looking at the face of the Lord, it was captivating to the
mind that one cannot think of anything else. Then the angel carried me from the
gown I was wearing and got me out of this palace that seemed to have no end as it
was too long and this is what the angel told me, therefore I couldn't walk on foot.
Then he carried me away to somewhere in the world where there are poor people and
said to me: if you want to stay with the King, go inside the poor houses, take care of
them as a start to serve the Lord. Train yourself on compassion, which is the first
characteristic of God. In order not to elaborate much, because the revelation is too
long as I saw heavenly Jerusalem from afar and saw the place where the Virgin lived,
and saw John the Baptist and realized that he and the Virgin reached the top of all
human degrees. So I will summarize and explain what happened when I woke up.
When I woke up I started to open my eyes and started to realize what I was
seeing, because what I really saw was not a dream, especially when I hugged the
Lord and the sense of touch was so strong. While I was thinking about these things I
found a pillar of light in my room (this was real and I was awake not in the
revelation). Then a human hand was out of the light pillar to stay on my head and I
really felt its touch, and I heard a voice saying to me: enough...... (my name) , you
will not feel any pain from now on, and I like to tell you that you were really dead
according to the humans' measures and concepts, as your spirit was not in your body
all that time, you were not sleeping, therefore you felt everything in a natural way and
your senses of touch, smell and taste were the same, and the land you touched with
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your feet, and the fruit you tasted were true, as the soul feels everything; I put the
soul in a body and this body after Adam's fall asks and craves for the world and is
attracted to it. Because Adam refused to settle in Me like a branch in the vineyard, he
was infinitely hungry. So if you resist the world, crucify it and disobey it, you won't
feel hungry and you will start to calm down. Then the voice and the light disappeared
and I was very surprised. I was totally awake and it was the first day in my life to
breathe without pain, for since my birth I could not take a strong breath, and of
course I could not climb stairs quickly or run or go up a mountain, and even every
pain and every joy I had was slaughtering my heart, and perhaps every heart patient
can realize the amount of suffering I had. However, when I heard the voice of the
Lord which was the voice who talked to me before, I realized the one I hugged was
Jesus Christ and the woman I saw was the Virgin, I also realized that the Lord has
already healed me. I was in amazement when I woke up that the world had become a
very strange world for me, and I remained like that for days as if I am not from this
world, I could not see anything in front of me except the face of the Lord, and I could
not hear any voice except his voice, and when anyone talked to me I could not
concentrate with him, I was in this condition for days and wished to die during those
days so I can go up again to be with the Lord who captivated me with his love. I was
on kind of a person when I slept, and when I woke up I was a completely a different
one, a very strange person, not because my heart had healed, but as it is written,
"transformed by the renewing of your mind" (Romans 12: 2) meaning that my mind
had completely changed and now I started to realize and know and be mature in the
truth, and I woke up to find that what I cared for before was only vanity and grasping
for the wind, I understood why the Lord let me suffer from all that pain, because I
realized that it was the treatment of all diseases.
After this situation in which I was praying because I wanted to feel the Lord
again, I felt like a baby who was deprived of his mother. To make sure of my healing
I began running in the streets of this foreign country, especially that the hospital was
near a forest as it was at the end of the city. I climbed a mountain that was close to
me, and did that very quickly. The surprise and the miracle was that I was really
healed. I did not even get tired like any other human who was running, as if I didn't
run at all. In order to make sure also of my healing I did not eat any food on that day
although heart patients should not fast as they need energy and food. Days had passed
and I kept fasting for one week without eating or drinking, because some people
made me doubt my healing and even doubt the whole revelation I had, especially my
close friends who were making fun of me... Therefore I wanted to make sure that
something really happened to me. Though I fasted for a whole week without water, I
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felt as if I have just eaten hours ago, and was not hungry at all. I was in tremendous
joy, it was hard to describe it, and I still can hardly believe what happened to me, I
was crying out of joy, I felt unworthy of what happened with me; whether seeing the
Lord, being healed by Him, and given the ability to fast... However, the real surprise
was not this miracle, there were two other wonderful surprises: the first was that I
escaped from the hospital without telling any doctor, I thought no one will believe me
when I tell them of what happened. The second surprise is that I went with a very
close friend in that foreign country to a specialized cardiologist to examine me. The
surprise was that the disease is still there; the heart valves were in the same condition,
and the rheumatism was the same; besides my heartbeat was not regular, and because
I was fasting for a whole week my blood pressure was 50/60, and this of course was
very weak. I was surprised and doubted at first, and the doctor: You are considered
dead, how don't you feel any pain or weakness?!! But the surprise for me and for him
was that my blood analysis was outstanding, like that of man who was very well
nurtured. My hemoglobin was even high; it was 13.8 per cm3, this result was
unbelievable for a man who did not eat for a whole week, even the blood analyst said:
"As a doctor, I take care of the food I eat, but even though my hemoglobin ratio is
just 8.5". I didn't feel any fatigue from the fasting at all, and I remained very confused
for days. Then, I saw the Lord once again in a Revelation, and he told me: You are
completely healed, do not worry about anything, not the physical things or the
worldly things... do not care for your life or your body because it's Me who takes care
of you .. I the Lord have spoken... I want to show my wonders with you... but be
careful to follow me or your grace will be taken from you, my commandment was:
"Be anxious for nothing, but seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness and
all these things shall be added to you", for you have died with Christ, why then live
as if you're living in this world?!! If you were raised with Christ, seek those things
which are above, where Christ is". Then I woke up and realized that the Lord wanted
to show His mighty power, and indeed after 10 years and up till this day I do not feel
any pain, and did not take the injection of penicillin and the Aspen tablets I used to
take, and even did not care about food.
The other wonder is that when the Lord put His hand on my head he corrected
my eyesight which was weak and I was wearing eyeglasses. The first day I woke up,
the miracle day, I did not need to wear my eyeglasses, as I noticed the sharpness of
my eyesight. My skin which was dark became lighter, even the way I looked has
changed that when I got back to Egypt my relatives did not recognize me. I was even
detained at Detroit Airport on my way to the US after the miracle because my photo
did not look like me, with respect to my skull and my face which was oval and now is
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in the triangular shape, and my face features has totally changed. However, thanks to
God's wisdom and arrangements, a very close friend of mine abroad bought a video
camera few days before the miracle and recorded some videos for me before my form
has changed. The Lord permitted this to happen so that everybody can see a live
photo of the sinful man before God totally and radically changed his heart and the
way he looked. Even the doctors in America did not believe that the person in the
video was me, they said that there are heredity genes that cannot be changed
whatsoever, such as the eyes' and skin colors. However, the things that are impossible
with men are possible with God (Luke 18: 27). The Lord wanted me to grow in faith
first, then anyone else who wants to believe in Him, it's up to him, because the
purpose of this miracle is to change me.
However, during these years, whenever I did something that made the Lord
upset, my hair returned to its old nature, and I started to feel the heart pains once
again, and sometimes I had a heart attack for days to remind me of my old nature, of
course in such case I keep crying and praying for God to forgive me, especially that I
was at first afraid that God would not give me back this grace again, but then in a few
days, the pain stopped and my hair returned to its good state, and that's why the Lord
left the disease in me so I can always be careful and "keep my heart with all
diligence" as He told me in a revelation, and so that everyone today would believe
that I was a heart patient, because anyone can say that he was a heart patient and God
did a miracle for him and healed him, but the decisive proof for this miracle is that
the disease is still present and any doctor can make sure of this .. However, I do not
feel any pain at all, and my health is improving and better than any other ordinary
man, as I previously said no ordinary man can fast for one whole week and go up a
mountain running. What was also surprising is that after the first week, I started to
feel some fatigue so I had a cup of water with sugar and continued fasting for another
week with no food or water. My appetite was totally satisfied from God, especially
after the mass. Then, after the second week of fasting, I repeated the same thing; I
drank a cup of water with sugar on Saturday and started fasting again for another
third week, and here I was totally sure of God's wonderful work.
I also had a very important revelation, I saw myself once at Eden Paradise, as if
the revelation was true, I found myself in front of the tree of the knowledge of evil
and wondered how did Adam accepted to put himself to death after the Lord's
warning to him "you shall surely die", then suddenly the snake that tempted Adam
appeared, it was of 10 meters long approximately, and her head was in the size of
man's head, it was terrifying for me, it tried to tempt me first to eat a fruit from the
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tree, but when I refused, it tried to scare me by hurting me so I called on the Lord and
at once Christ appeared next to me with the cross that I saw before and it was very
bright, and said to me: with this you shall be saved, so when the snake came close to
attack me I hit it with the cross and it was burnt at once.
I thanked the Lord and started to ask Him why were we born in sin and slavery,
what didn't You Lord test every person individually like you did with Adam? How
can I be punished and carry another person's guilt while it's not my sin?!!! And I
know very well that you are fully just and wise, for it is written " therefore, just as
through one man sin entered the world, and death through sin, and thus death spread
to all men, because all sinned" (Romans 5: 12), but in fact we are born with this
penalty and we did not sin, but Adam did. I know Lord that your redemption casted
away the penalty, which means it solved the problem and eliminated the disease.
However, why was I born with a disease initially, while I wasn't the one who sinned,
and a man like St. John did not fight for years to know you as we do now? and he
didn't burry the seed and crucified himself for some time to be able to be in real
contact with you, to start feel you with the spirit that is growing within him as a root,
but even before his birth he knew you and knelt before you and felt you!!! So how
could this be fair and just, though I trust that you're fully just? If this is grace, why
didn't you give this grace to another person?!!
The Lord said to me: I knew what would every soul would do if it were in
Adam's place, for it is written "according to the foreknowledge of God the father, He
predestined us for adoption", which means that I knew what you would do if you
were in Adam's place. Therefore, John the Baptist started to worship me while he was
still in the womb, and his mind was not yet captivated by the slavery of the flesh and
the self. He didn't need to wait until his body matures to be mature in his mind; he
knew me while he was just a fetus". I would need a lot of time to explain what the
Lord was telling me; as if I had been listening for those truths for days. The Lord
explained to me why some babies are born so modest and calm like angels while
others are born just the opposite, it is because of God's foreknowledge and according
to the divine justice. He said: "I knew every soul before the foundation of the world, I
knew who it was going to worship. Moses' mother symbolized my compassion and
mercy when she hid Moses for three months, Moses symbolized the beautiful soul
that I knew it would be back to me, the river is the world and Pharaoh's daughter is
every mother in the flesh I put a soul in her hands. When Moses became of age, he
refused his mother in the flesh because he knew who were his real parents, so he
refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter. For Moses' birth and beginning of
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the story was not when Pharaoh's daughter took him, it was rather before he went into
the river, it was there the true beginning of his story, and this is the hidden secret that
was discovered by Paul when he said: "You may understand my knowledge in the
mystery of Christ (Ephesians 3: 4), for the Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep
things of God. (1 Cor. 2: 10), and your continued contact with me will make you
grow in my knowledge and in every knowledge... knowledge of the way... knowledge
of your disease and every part of your weakness... knowledge of the treatment that
makes you return to the first image of Adam."
Then the Lord started to appear to me in many revelations, to show me the way
and my weaknesses. I've seen many saints such as Saint Karas, Saint Antonios, Pope
Kirolos and Moussa Al Aswad, every one of them explained a topic from the Bible.
In one of the revelations, I saw myself standing by the door of a cave in the desert
and a very shining awesome person was getting out of it, when I bent down to pay
him homage, I knew that it was Saint Karas the pilgrim and the first words he uttered
were: "having been born again, not of corruptible seed but incorruptible, through the
word of God which lives and abides forever" and he started to explain to me that to
build a temple there should be a cornerstone first, and told me "You also, as living
stones, are being built up a spiritual house a holy priesthood to offer up spiritual
sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ". He told me that to reach God one
should have a true will before seeking God. He also told me about the Hebrews book
in the Bible, and what was in it, I felt as if I was with him at his time, and this was
very strange, but the Lord sought what really builds, as it is written "given to
edification", then how much more God sought our edification.
The Lord then showed me some people whom I did not know but He wanted
me to know, they were from Holland and America. He wanted me to get acquainted
to them especially that they belong to Him, and the Lord wanted us to comfort each
other with what the Lord had done with me, so I went to them and they were
wondering how I knew them by face and by name. Whenever I went to meet anyone,
something falls over me while sleeping and I become terrified beyond description and
know right away that it was the devil, and that something real had fallen over me and
not a revelation, and in the revelation, the devil keeps threatening me with many
things, only because those people started to know the way, therefore he wanted to
tear me into pieces.
My family lived in Michigan and I stayed in the US for two years as
commanded by the Lord then I got back to the foreign country where I had my
studies before. The Lord started to show me how evil prevailed in the world. I saw
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the Lord crying, especially for churches and some monasteries too. I saw some ruined
churches and some dark monasteries. The Lord made me acquainted with some
people who were seeing the same things I saw. I saw the Virgin once crying and
weeping while sitting on the earth; she was crying for the churches. The Lord told
me: All this because people did not walk in the difficult way and do not fight or live
the cross, they did not walk as I walked, they did not call for preaching or praying or
fasting or for crucifying the body. Then the Lord said: what is the use of my
incarnation then if you do not walk as I walked, I came to give you an example to
follow, for I am the way and whoever does not live the way I lived, and walk as I
walked, and die as I did, will not walk in the right way, and hence will never reach
the destination, because no other foundation can anyone lay than that which is laid,
which is my life, the only way of salvation, I did not need to grow in the Spirit,
neither was I compelled to pray and fast, but I showed you an example to follow my
steps... so where is that now?!!! When Adam gave his body what it wished for, a very
small thing, one bite of fruit, his nature was changed completely and his eyes were
opened to the things of the flesh, so what about the people who are living luxuriously
in the monasteries; eating the best food and enjoying luxurious facilities such as air
conditions, .. etc.!!! Where are my commandments to you?! Is this the difficult way
and the narrow gate I commanded you to fight to get through them?! Is this the
gospel I lived?!! You are slaves to the one you obey (Romans 6: 16). I commanded
you not to worry about your life, what you will eat or drink, for the pagans run after
all these things... but seek first His kingdom and His Righteousness, and all these
things will be given to you as well, so why didn't you believe what I said and obey
me?!! You are not worshipping me then, as it is written "you are slaves to the one you
obey, and "He who has my commandments and keeps them, it is he who loves me.
(John 14: 21). So, as long as you do not obey me you are not even my slaves.
Therefore, while I was in a retreat in one of the monasteries, the Lord said to
me: "the owners of this place are not all Christians, because the Christian walks as I
walked and lives as I lived, and obey my commandments, for you are slaves to the
one you obey only, those who do not obey me do not worship me, especially now, no
one loves his neighbor as he loves himself". I've seen many revelations, and the Lord
said to me: "In this monastery there are many people who are not Christians because
they do not follow me, do not obey me do not live the gospel and do not follow the
difficult way that I showed you. The lord was crying for the shepherds... and I was
not the only one who saw that, the Lord showed me some people who had also seen
Him so sad. As for myself, I saw him many times.
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Once, I saw the Lord on a cloud, he was crying and the devil, the ruler of this
world, was in front of him. The devil said to the Lord: "who do you think is greater,
me or you? Look how many people worship you and how many worship me!!! I'm a
god that is greater than you. So the Lord started crying and there were two angels;
one on his right and one on his left, they were holding him up as He was very weak.
Then, one of the angels looked at me and talked to me very firmly saying: Shame on
you... you made your God sad!! He couldn't answer His enemy, tell people to worship
the Lord or they will perish. The revelation was too long. The Lord gave me many
revelations about the devil's deeds and how they tempt people to eat the best food and
provide their bodies with all means of comfort and luxury, which makes the body
hungrier and more enslaved. Therefore the Lord said to me many times: "The first
step in the way of returning back to the first image of Adam and to God is fasting, to
"discipline your body and bring it into subjection" (1 Cor. 9: 27), to crucify the flesh
with its passions and desires (Gal. 5: 24) as I did and was an example for you,
because fasting means stop worshiping the flesh and starting to worship God: because
firstly, obeying the desires of the flesh means worshiping it "you are slaves to the one
you obey" (Rom. 6: 16), secondly, no one can serve two masters (Matthew 6: 24). So
as long as man obeys even a small desire of his body he is thus worshiping it, like
Adam when he ate from the fruit of the forbidden tree, though it was only one bite he
became at once a slave of his hungry body, which led him to the change of his nature
and his eyes were open to the body issues. This is what all the saints realized and
therefore lived in constant crucifying of their bodies, even though their outward man
is perishing, yet the inward man is being renewed day by day (2 Cor. 4: 16) as I
showed you myself when I was growing and became strong in spirit while living in
flesh for 33 years, to show you that man lives by spirit.. So for whom did I fast and
withdrew in the wilderness?!! Why was I put to death in the flesh?!! To show you an
example to follow. Therefore, those who have not yet resisted to bloodshed and died
like me will never be saved, for the nature in which you were born, which is slavery,
cannot be defeated except by prayer and fasting. If the people of Nineveh prayed for
years without fasting I wouldn't have forgiven them. They had to remember how
narrow is the gate and how difficult is the way which leads to life, that the conditions
of resurrection and life from the death you were born with, are resisting to bloodshed,
disciplining the body and perishing our outward man. (2 Cor 4: 16 / Rom. 6: 6), and
if this way is difficult, and it really is, so the man who can appreciate My value and
the value of being with me permanently, like the saints, will accept this fight in
killing his flesh all day long (Rom. 8: 36 / Ps. 44: 22). So, you need to see the value
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of being with me permanently until you are convinced to be united with me in the
likeness of My death." (Rom. 6: 5)
However, the Lord showed me that he was very sad for the denominations and
the divisions; he said to me: "Where envy and self-seeking exist, confusion and every
evil thing are there" (James 3: 16) and told me that He greatly misses the church, and
many other things. He told me what will happen in Egypt in few years to come; he
told me that there will not be any divisions within the denominations later, but
everyone will worship God according to the Bible, which means they will walk in the
way in which the Lord our Shepherd had walked, as this is the true ritual as per the
Lord's words, and here is the true denomination: to live the Bible and every word in
it, to walk just as the Lord walked, and this is the way that the Lord had dedicated to
us, the difficult way in which all saints had walked, though they wandered in deserts
and mountains, in dens and caves of the earth, such as Saint Pola, Saint Karas, Mary
the Egyptian, and many other saints. The Lord told me about celebrities in the world
who were far from the spiritual road and the true worship of God but God will change
them and they will become filled with Him to the point that they will rebuke the
Christians in the churches and monasteries for not truly worshiping God and for their
lack of faith. Among those celebrities there will be presidents, such as a very famous
President who is totally far from God; the Lord told me in long revelations that he
will be light for the world and a model for many to follow. Moreover, he will judge
most Christians for not fighting in the difficult way. It wasn't me only who saw those
persons especially the President who will attain the highest degrees of holiness, but
others saw it too. For years, the Lord showed me these revelations and my spiritual
guide was always supporting me and confirming to me that what I saw was true, in
order to implement what the Lord was asking me to do in the revelations. Everything
the Lord had told me years ago had happened exactly as I had seen it in the
revelation. Whenever the Lord tells me about anyone in any country, I go there to see
that everything the Lord told me is true, and that made me completely assured that
every word the Lord had told me is true, first because of the miracle which is still
going on, and second because everything I saw was true. The Lord also told me about
some stuff from the Bible and explained many things to me that were not written in
any Bible commentaries, even when I asked some researchers about them they knew
nothing of them and even told each other: We have never thought about these
meanings!! For instance: Why was the Lord risen on the third day? Why wasn't He
risen on the same day or in 10 days? Why did the Lord give us His words in four
gospels not just one?! Why did Joseph store 1/5 (one fifth) of the harvest and did not
store half of it? Why did the unjust steward also pay 1/5 (one fifth) of the harvest
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which was 20 measures of wheat but half of the oil debt, which was 50 measures?!
And tell me what are the two denarius (Luke 10: 35), the two fish (Mark 6: 41), the
two mites (Luke 21:2), the two Dirham (Matthew 17: 24) the two spies (Joshua 2:1)
and the two ships (Luke 5: 2). The angel said in the revelation: "A quart of wheat for
a denarius, and three quarts of barley for a denarius (Rev. 6: 6). What did the two
denarius mean? Why were the six days of the creation? why did God command Noah
to take the birds, seven each of every clean animal, a male and his female, but two
each of animals that are unclean (Gen. 7: 2), however, Noah entered into the Arc with
only two of each animal and bird (Gen. 7: 9)!!! Why the accuracy in specifying days..
After 150 days the water receded (Gen. 8: 3), why it was 150 days?! And after 73
days exactly, the top of mountains started to appear (Gen. 8: 5)!!! The Lord also told
me "you should live every word in the Bible because every word gives you life".
These are not stories to be told but the Book is sealed with seven seals (Rev. 5: 1)
especially the Book of revelation. However, in the Spirit, we can know and examine
everything (1Cor. 2: 10) because "they shall all be taught by God" (John 6: 45 / 1
John 2: 27). As He taught Mary the Egyptian He will teach every willing soul.
All those years I asked the Lord to allow me to go to a monastery and stay
there. The Lord told me: Not now. However, He showed me the place where I should
go, but in the time that God had chosen. One year ago, while I was in Egypt, the Lord
asked me to stay at home, and to remain in my room. I thought it would be like a
quiet time for few days, but months had passed then I realized that the Lord wanted
me to live in isolation. During those months, the Lord taught me many things from
the Bible far more that what I learned in all my past years, and many saints have
appeared in my room, including Virgin Mary who used to come to me quickly
whenever I had tough times.
And she appeared twice in my room for real not in a vision, also Isaiah the
prophet and Elijah, they appeared to encourage me for such burdening cross that keep
loading me increasingly. And finally Paul the apostle appeared to me before my nook
ended several months ago and said to me:
My beloved Son, the real miracle is not raising Lazarus from the death after
being stench, but it is the transformation of the heart, like what happened to Mariam
the Egyptian, whom has been far away from the right way, but now has been filled to
the top (she is the same Mariam whom appeared to me in a vision earlier with a
tremendous light to rebuke me of my dereliction towards my spiritual fight).
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And then Paul said to me: The Lord has made me write with my own
handwriting the following, "till we all arrive to the unity of the faith and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, to a stark man, to the quantity of the height of the
richness of Christ," (Ephesians 4:13 NKJV) but I grieve sad that I didn't get to that
fullness before my chance ends, but you still experience the prospect and also you
should proclaim that to whomever the Lord will assign in your path. I also want to
stimulate you for a hidden truth that the ruler of this world has made the verses of
Ephesians 4 hidden for the people that said, "… to a perfect man, to the measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ," (Ephesians 4:13 NKJV) so my beloved son,
God's affection and mercy, God's optimum goal from creating the man is for the last
to be an example and a picture from Him, and Jesus was that perfect picture that God
is demanding all His people to be on, He lived under the same pressures and
temptations so we have no excuse to understand and reach that perfect picture of
Jesus's fullness of perfection, and so He equipped us to reach that fullness of the
Christ, even the Christ himself has appeared to me holding the New Testament
opened on Ephesian 4 and told me, “I'll condemn whom will not reach the
fullness,” as My divine power has given to all people all things that pertain to life and
godliness …, that through these you may be partakers of the divine nature (2 Peter
1:3-4). I want you to become one as Me and the father are one, I want you to be
perfect as I Am perfect, That is my aim for you to live such rules, for many people
has reached that fullness like Enoch, Elijah, John the Baptist, and virgin Mary. Those
people are not from another world, but from the same world you are, suffering like
you, but they fight the legal fight till the bloodshed, died day and night, till they
become unified with Me in My death and so they reached that aim, which you can
reach as well like those saints. It shall be an enormous regret when you reach the
eternity and realize you've missed that same chance, gift and grace, which were
given to virgin Mary and John the Baptist. I’m not showing partiality to anyone,
otherwise I would not be just, wise or perfect!
So I urge you My son to fight till the blood to reach that aim you have been
created for, which is to become like Me, an example of Me in all My characteristics,
that is the perfectness I Am demanding with My help. Tell all you have heard, as the
evil is rising to the maximum, and the true worshipers are so few. Because man is
that one’s slaves whom you obey and time is very short.
The Lord has showed me the outer darkness as if I'm still in the flesh, and I've
seen some of my relatives and the monastery monk, I've also saw my uncle who was
not evil person but he didn't live for Christ, when my uncle saw me he hugged me
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strongly and cried so hard and told me "I have not ask for the truth and the aim, I
wish I've asked! But lucky you as you've searched". Although he was not suffering as
he was in the same waiting place as the foolish virgins whom have not fought the
good fight but they were not evil that is why they are not suffering, but they are in the
eternal darkness and will stay there forever. And then my uncle said, we have an
indescribable regret for not fighting before, we have compromised the eternity and
the Lord's glorious presence with some fake things, more like mirage and wind!
And “I've not been given as I've not asked” (Luke 11:9 NKJV), so please My son
fight with all your power.
Then the Lord has brought a man to look at his son while the last inside a sea
of mud, as that eternal darkness have many levels cause God's just is absolute for all
people. Even the level where my uncle was the easiest: clean and empty, but what is
the benefit?! I've also seen my grandfather from my mother's side whom was
Christian by the witnesses of the people around, he was not sanctified as the known
saints whom are known with their Christian fights and having the Christ is the center
of the life. Then I've where the Hermit Fathers present like Saint Ana Simon, who
was been served by giant angels. Also, I've seen Saint Tekla Himanot who looked
like a firebrand, so while I was astonished, he introduced himself to me asking "why
do you wonder?! Do not ask or try to be like me, because you've been created to be
like God and be after His picture, not to be my picture, so concentrate your efforts
in your own fight". I've also seen Father Abdelmassih Almanahri with little angels
flying around him, then the Lord has directed me to Saint Mesaeel the Hermit, whom
was carried by clouds, and the Lord was flattering Saint Ellaria and told me: "there is
none like her, and non like her love, cause she sacrificed the most, even more than
anyone on the earth". I have not seen Saint Ellaria but Just the Lord told me that
about her, and that she is very blessed.
The Lord told me: "Focus on living the gospel, not on the ritual and seen
objects which have been even worshipped by many people, but those never reach the
perfectness. Although the rituals are a strong mean that help the Christian
beginners to be stronger, but the rituals are not the aim itself if the rituals are not
leading the man to the perfectness so it is useless. The rituals are like good fertilizers
but it is useless without a buried seed in the ground!!! The method is not important,
but the fight itself to reach the purpose, many people have lived all their lives in
churches with the rituals without reaching the holiness or perfectness, on contrary the
saints whom lived in deserts and mountains like John the Baptist and the Old
Testament prophets. For the rituals are only the mean helping people in the way but
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they are not the way itself, that is why many people can't reach the, “holiness, without
which no one will see the Lord,” (Hebrews 12:14) perfectness is a divine demand
(Matthew 5:48).
There is a very important thing needs to be mentioned again, "For circumcision
is indeed profitable if you keep the law" (Romans 2:25 NKJV), as there is no
circumcision in the New Testament, but it refers to the ritual practices which are
useless, like the strong fertilizers combined with water but without a buried seed in
the ground, and so the baptism and sharing the holy communion is not useful for
whom is not living by the gospel, for the baptism is a spiritual credit need to be used
in the spiritual fight to reach that optimum goal of being on His picture. Moussa the
black is a great example of burring the seed (his flesh) in the ground (by spiritual
death) so the water (baptism) was able to work in him by the grace, we need an
awakening; so we always look to that mirror and fight like those holy people of God;
so we can walk towards our goal, "But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a
mirror the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to
glory, just as by the Spirit of the Lord." (2 Corinthians 3:18 NKJV)
So the circumcision is useful if you obeyed the law, and the Baptism and the
Holy Communion are useful if you lived by the gospel. But if you chose not to live
by the Gospel you will be judged even more because you've knew the truth and you
had spiritual credit but you have not used it. And so when a man chooses to be
baptized, he is choosing the narrow hard road, he is choosing the death and grave, he
is choosing a new way of being a Christian, "Therefore, if an uncircumcised man
keeps the righteous requirements of the law, will not his uncircumcision be counted
as circumcision?" (Romans 2:26 NKJV)
The martyrs whom their blood was shed and believed Me, and did not practice
the rite of baptism, I said about them, "If a uncircumcised man keeps the righteous
requirements of the law, will not his uncircumcision be counted as circumcision," as
if he is baptized, because he lived the baptism and the communion indeed. He died
with Me and is satisfied by Me, not just practicing the rite of communion, but living
it, those will judge who practiced all the rites but did not live the Gospel, because
they did not fight through the difficult road and die with Me all the way, as it is
written, “And will not the physically uncircumcised, if he fulfills the law, judge you
who, even with your written code and circumcision, are a transgressor of the law?”
(Romans 2:27)
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Then, the circumcision is useful only for who obey the law, and so the
Christian whom is sharing the holy communion and being baptized but not living for
the gospel is like a man whom has been given a wonderful land to make a wonderful
garden, so he started with putting a powerful given fertilizer, then pour a pure given
water but he refuses to bury the seeds in the ground, is a foolish Christian, and will
lose everything, exactly like the rich young man, whom didn't commit any sin, but he
didn't give the needed care for the way of the truth and so Jesus Said, "What are you
doing, silly?!" Many are Christians, but they do not obey Me and do not walk as I
walked. So they are not real Christians, as it is written, "For he is not a Jew who is
one outwardly, nor is circumcision that which is outward in the flesh, but he is Jew
who is one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, not in the
letter, whose praise is not from men but from God." (Rom 2:28-29)
"What advantage then has the Jew, or what is the profit of circumcision?"
(Romans 3:1) , that is to say what is the advantage has the Christian who born in
grace and have been given high spiritual account and has signed a written confession
that he will die with Me and will be crucified with Me, and will walk as I walked, but
he was not honest and refused to fulfil that confession, so he will be like the Jew who
is one outwardly, and circumcises only outward in the flesh, Abraham believed Me
and it was accounted to him righteousness and I told you in the Bible, “How then was
accounted? While he was circumcised, or uncircumcised? Not while circumcised, but
while uncircumcised. And he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the
righteousness of the faith which he had while still uncircumcised, that he might be
the father of all these who believe, though they are uncircumcised, that righteousness
might be imputed to them also." (Rom 4:9-11)
Of course I'm not talking about the conditions of the circumcision in the
covenant of grace, but I am speaking generally about the liturgies, that you may
understand, that Abraham lived in righteousness before he practiced any liturgy, but I
told him to do circumcision which is the sign of circumcision to be a seal of the
righteousness of the faith and the seal is the end of the subject and the speech,
because after the seal, there are no words. Just as a document signed by someone to
ensure that he agrees to fulfill it. In the same way, who wants to become Christian,
must come to the church and declare that he wants to die with Christ, so he
announces, before God and the church, his faith, his insistence and his strong desire
to walk all the way through the difficult road, then I come by My Spirit in water and
oil to support him, and I will work in him by the power of My spirit which I will give
to him as long as he wants to fulfill that purpose. So the core of the case is the will of
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man and his strong desire, insistence and seeking to reach and accept anything, and
this is the death of the seed, then I start by giving the fertilizer which is the spirit I
gave him by the living water which is My body and My blood. Abraham believed
God, and it was accounted to him for righteousness, and he did not practice any
liturgy. Many Christians called on My name were murdered without practicing any
liturgy. Just like the uncircumcised man who keeps the righteous requirements of the
law, his uncircumcision will be counted as circumcision (Romans 2:26). And
Abraham because he became the father of circumcision to not only those who are of
the circumcision, but who also walks in the steps of the faith which our father
Abraham had while still uncircumcised. (Romans 4:12) “Neither circumcision nor
uncircumcision avails anything, but a new creation.” (Galatians 6:15)
As I told you, look at Saul how his eyes were opened and knew the sickness in
which he was born and realized how to be healed, and what is the way to fulfill this
purpose when he said, "But God forbid that I should boast except in the cross of our
Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world has been crucified to me, and I to the world.
“For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision avails anything,
but a new creation.” (Galatians 6:15) "And as many as walk according to this rule,
peace and mercy be upon them, and upon the Israel of God," (Galatians 6:16) so "Be
sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks about like a roaring lion,
seeking whom he may devour. Resist him, steadfast in the faith." (1 Peter 5:8-9)
Finally My son who are the compassion of My heart, what I said to all, I say to you
and to all of you once more, "Look up and lift up your heads because your
redemption draws near look at the fig tree and all treas. When they are already
budding, you see and know for yourselves that summer is now near. So you also,
when you see these things happening. Know that the kingdom of God is near. Heaven
and earth will pass away, but My words will by no means pass away. But take heed
to yourselves, lest your hearts be weighed down with carousing, drunkenness,
and cares of this life, and that day come on you unexpectedly. For it will come as a
snare on all those who dwell on the face of the whole earth. Watch therefore, and
pray always that you may counted worthy, to escape all these things, that will come
to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man." (Luke 21:28-31, 33-36)
Another extremely important thing, and many avoid it, that any liturgy or any
arrangement in any church of any dominion, is an instrument that helps you to reach
the purpose. That means, in order to fulfill the purpose, to be My members, the only
way is to bury the seed, and be in a dead state always, by disobeying the flesh, the
self and the world by complete obligation, with obligation to pray always, that is the
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only way to reach Me, but liturgies are not the way, they are like fertilizers, which aid
and strengthen you along the way, so it is helping whom fight the legal fight, which is
the only way to fulfill the purpose. Without the death of the seed, all the fertilizers of
the world cannot help, not even the living water which gives life like the body and the
blood, which cannot profit whom wasn’t crucified and died with Me. So the method
that helps you, does not matter, but the more important is to walk through the difficult
way. The most important thing is to reach the purpose, whether by practicing
liturgies or without any other way, or to enter your room and close the door and be
separated as I did, as I gave you a practical example and as many saints did, whom
were lost in the wilderness, desolate places and cracks, they were being destitute and
afflicted, and they did not practice any liturgy or arrangement while they were
fighting in the way, but finally they have reached the purpose powerfully.
There is only one way to reach the purpose, by burying the seed and watering it
continually, through fighting in the likeness of My death, and to stop obeying
anything and praying. The method you use in the difficult way, that bring you to Me
is not important, but what's more important is to walk through the way because it is
the only mean to reach the purpose, the most important is to reach the purpose of
the end.
Every man have to ask Me to guide him to the suitable method that help him in
the way, don’t waste time and life for the time is very short and the shape of this
world will disappear, every man have to ask and cry always to see himself and where
he is standing in the way and be assured from his being in Me, did he start the way or
didn’t yet? This happens where he ask honestly to put the mirror in front of him to
see his image as it is written, "But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a
mirror the glory of the lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to
glory." (2 Corinthians 3:18)
Do not get mad each one with his brother, or each dominion or group with
another, thinking that they are in the right faith and doctrine, as I told you, "For
where envy and self-seeking exist, confusion and every evil thing are there,” (James
3:16) "what advantage then has the Jew, or what is the profit of circumcision,"
(Romans 3:1) "neither circumcision nor uncircumcision avails anything." (Galatians
6:15)
As it is written, "Therefore, leaving the discussion of the elementary principles
of Christ, let us go on to perfection, not laying again the foundation of repentance
from dead works and of faith toward God, of the doctrine of baptisms, of laying on
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of hands, of resurrection of the dead and of eternal Judgment. And this we will do if
God permits." (Hebrews 6:1-3)
"And we desire that each one of you show the same diligence to the full
assurance of hope until the end. That you do not become sluggish, but imitate those
who through faith and patience merits the promises," (Hebrews 6:11-12) also it is
written concerning Me, "who, in the days of His flesh, when he had offered up
prayers and supplications, with vehement cries and tears to Him who was able to save
Him from death and was heard because of His glory fear, though He was a son yet He
learned obedience by the things which He suffered. And having been perfected, He
became the author of eternal salvation to all who obey Him." (Hebrews 5:7-9)
After My baptism in front of John the Baptist, I went to apply what I have
confessed before the church and believers, so I went to fight in the actual difficult
way to practically teach you the death and burying, so I remained 40 days in the
wilderness crucifying My body completely, honestly, I was in the same earthly flesh
human nature, which you have.
What was written, is the chief evidence, that the way needs and depends on
fighting, but baptisms and laying on of hands, these only are a beginning, like the
fertilizer which strengthen the ground at the beginning of sowing the seed. But
without the difficult way, nobody will arrive. It is also written, "Therefore, since a
promise remains of entering His rest, let us fear lest any of you seem to have come
short of it," (Hebrews 4:1) "let us therefore be diligent to enter that rest, lest anyone
fall according to the same example of disobedience." (Hebrews 4:11)
"For we do not have a High Priest who cannot sympathize with our
weaknesses, but was in all points tempted as we are, yet without sin. “Let us
therefore come boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy and find
grace to help in time of need.” (Hebrews 4:15-16)
After the will, comes fighting which is seeking God, as I told you in the
beginning of chapter 12 of Hebrews, when I said: therefore we also, since we are
surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin
which so easily ensures us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set
before us, looking into Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith, who for the Joy that
was set before Him endured the cross, despising the shame, and has sat down at the
right hand of the throne of god. For consider Him who endured such hostility from
sinners against Himself lest you become weary and discouraged if your souls."
(Hebrews 12:1-3). About that fighting which mentioned in verse 4, it is the fighting,
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in response to the working grace, which the bible spoke about it, “you have not yet
resistant to bloodshed, striving against sin. And you have forgotten the extortion
which speaks to you as to sons:
“My son, do not despise the chastening of the lord, Nor be discouraged when you are
rebuked by Him: for home the lord love He chastens, and scourge every son whom
He receives. If you endure chastening, God deals with you as with sons; but if you
are without chastening of which all have become partakers then you are illegitimate
and not sons,” [you are not legal sons but foundling] which means it is not important
who practice liturgy and who does not even the latter walk in the way and reach the
purpose, it is not important how he fought in the difficult way or if there any
particular manner, but it is more important to reach the purpose. For a man practicing
a certain procedure or method, how he thinks that he is walking in the right way and
the truth?! Who is in the truth, he will reach the true purpose, not because he is
practicing a certain method. The truth is not the method, but reaching the truth is the
purpose. So a person is born Catholic or Orthodox, he cannot say I live in the truth
because he is practicing a special liturgy!!! Firstly: what is the advantage of this man?
Did he embrace that doctrine? Or I arranged for him to be born in it?
Secondly: the truth means to reach the truth, not applying a certain method and
you imagine that this is the truth or the true way. Worshiping the self makes man
thinks that everything he does is the best. The truth is to fight in the likeness of My
death to reach the truth at the end. And not imagining that everything belongs to him
is the truth and the best, and anything else is wrong, or any man does not practice the
same liturgy and same arrangements, he is not in the truth.. Where are your minds?
The important matter is to reach the truth.
How can a man imagine that he lives the right and true faith while he didn’t
become after My image and example till now?! Where are your minds? How could a
man rage with selfish ambition on others because he is born in a certain dominion?
Did he embrace this dominion and doctrine? I have told you in the Bible, “Let not
him who eats despise him who does not eat, and let not him who does not eat judge
him who eats; for God has received him.” (Romans 14:3) The key is to become a new
creation and the fruit of the spirit is the sign for this life. Any man instead of raging,
arguing and trying to prove that he is of good deeds and that he is in the right faith,
let him stand in front of the mirror to see if he is obeying Me or not. Did he become
after My example and of My likeness, when I was on earth? Is My light in him and
became shining to the whole world? Does he love his enemies, bless who curse him
and do good to those who hate him? Can he sell all his possessions? Does he have
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not where he can lay his head? Can he pray for his enemies? Does he pray always?
Does he hate every human love from all his heart whether his father, his mother, his
wife or his children and love me from all his heart, from all his mind and from all his
soul?! Can you fast for 40 days honestly, as I did while I was in the same nature as
you? It is written, "Therefore bear fruits worthy of repentance, and do not think to say
to your selves. We have Abraham as our father. For I say to you that God is able to
raise up children to Abraham from these stones, therefore every tree which does not
bear good fruits is cut down and thrown into the fire. I wish if you walk in light and
seek to be in light, lest darkness overtake you be in My image, follow My steps, for
I'm the only way and door for salvation and nobody can lay another foundation
except what was laid which is My life, it means there is no any method or way to
reach the purpose except the fight which I have fought. Do not forget that I have
made Myself of no reputation, to the end, I am the creator God, I accepted to be sin
for your sake. Because I love you, and accepted to take the shape of the serpent, look
what you offered not for Me, but for your salvation; what death, what burying, what
sacrifice you offered to be stained after My image?
Not to struggle together, even to boast on each other. Thinking that you are
walking in the truth. The truth is to be stained after My image, and this is the true
baptism. Everybody is completely free to do what they want. He who have ears to
hear, let him hear!
The people of Israel had crossed the sea, indeed, it was the greatest symbol and
indication for baptism in the bible, even the first strong symbol to experience the
liturgy of baptism.
They have walked on a land which did not see the sun except just before the
time of crossing this happened after they had been circumcised and after they have
ate from the lamb of the Passover which is a symbol of the liturgy of communion.
But did the people of Israel actually become free? Is it because they went out of
the authority of Pharaoh and crossed the Red Sea, they became out of slavery? Of
course, the answer is as clear as the sun, it does not need any comment. The people of
Israel remained in slavery, after all these symbols they had completed – circumcision
and crossing the sea. They were about 6 million person (600,000 men = 600,000
families) but only two entered the promise land!! Even Aron the shepherd of the
shepherds through whom God had made the greatest and the most amazing miracles
in the human history, in spite of that, he made a calf by his hands and led the whole
people to worship it, though he was circumcised and have eaten from the lamb of the
Passover which was an indication to the communion and to liturgy of communion.
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Even Moses about whom it is written, since then there has not arisen in Israel a
prophet like Moses and was talking to God face to face, whom God also used to
liberate the people, but he also did not enter the promise land, despite he was not a
slave and was a free man, but holiness and drawing near to God (the promise land)
has many degrees. The people stayed in bitter slavery, though the people were far
from Pharaoh by many miles, months and years. However they were slaves for their
bellies and selves, the slavery increased more and appeared strongly when they
became away from the gods they were worshipping which are the food, the money
and the rest, Crossing the sea, did not change their nature and bring them to
holiness for the Father, and did not bring anyone to know the love of the father
personally, even they became extremely aggressive and repellant, their slavery and
lusts increased more and more, all of these because circumcision is neither the
freedom itself nor the staining by the picture of holiness. Crossing the sea also
symbolized the practice of the Baptism ritual, though the people had gotten away
from Pharaoh's slavery and had left the land of slavery and were far away and years
away (40 years), that was how it seemed to be but in reality they were still slaves.
Although the apostle Paul was baptized (practiced the Baptism ritual) and was
filled with God's Spirit, and had enlightened the whole world, he said that there was
another law in his members that was still fighting the law of his mind and captivated
him to the evil law that was present in his members O wretched man that I am!
who will deliver me from the flesh of death?! How come the greatest evangelist say
such words after obtaining the secret of Baptism and growing in the knowledge of
God for such a long time?!! That flesh was the reason for his death and it was the evil
present in him as it was still subject to slavery and it was the law that was fighting
his mind, meaning that slavery was still present and controlling him too, and he was
under its power, context, and ruling, for it controlled him and captivated him until
that moment, and moreover it made him act in a way he didn't want to and not to act
the way he wanted, so how was that?!! after growing in his relationship with the
father.
That was because the Baptism; being imbued with the image of God the
Father is, in fact, the end of the difficult road which means that man becomes an
image of God after fighting, it was a man's image transforming into God's image and
this is the meaning of Baptism; that any man after being born as a slave of his flesh
and his self, and after living in them, he can become a member in God the father,
becoming an image of Him and like Him in everything, but that happens after he gets
rid of his slavery and after defeating the flesh of sin, and that was for those who died
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like Him... Apostle Paul said: "for to will is present in me.... with the mind I myself
serve the law of God" .. meaning "I want and long to serve God only and won't serve
my flesh, yet "with the flesh I serve the law of sin"!! meaning that he was still a
slave because Baptism was the end of the road not the beginning. Because if Baptism
makes man return to the image of Adam there would have been no need to fight in
the difficult road, to fight to bloodshed, to fight legally, and there would have been no
need for me after being baptized - and the father acknowledged that I am His beloved
son who delights Him, and after the Holy Spirit descended in the form of a dove on
me - to fight for 40 days with fasting and praying ... so what was all that suffering for
(as a human) .. but I wanted to assure you that being imbued with my image comes at
the end of the fight according to consecutive steps, not by practicing the ritual, which
is man's decision to die with me for the world .. If he doesn't actually die he will be a
transgressor and his circumcision will become uncircumcision. Without the death
of the seed there will be no use for water, the seed should be buried as it is like a man
who refused to crucify his flesh and his self and still obey them, which means he still
serve them, so he hadn't yet started the road of truly serving God the father, for no
one can serve and worship two masters at the same time, hence we realize that
burying the seed and being buried with me is the beginning of the true baptism, the
beginning of being imbued with my real image, and not practicing a ritual that
symbolized the image of the father that should have been in you if you have fought
by dying like Me...
I was encouraging the people of Israel and motivating them with a visible and
tangible thing that was clear to them; dividing the water of the sea, which was the
first and greatest miracle that showed my super eternal power, to assure them that I
really want them to pass from the land of slavery to the land of comfort and that
was a symbol to assure them that I want them to be spiritually free, and I let them be
circumcised and that was another symbol for the Baptism ritual and it is man's
declaration and acceptance of God to appear before God and not to hide like Adam
did. That's how I arranged for the Baptism ritual, to assure you that I will be with you
and that I actually want you to be free, and with a tangible and clear think I assure
you that I will descend in my Spirit and stay with you, as the Holy Spirit descended
like a dove over me, but if man do not start fighting as I showed you myself when I
stayed for 40 days in the wilderness, you will not be able to follow me and you will
not be able to defeat the flesh of sin and slavery and you will not be free, as it
happened to the people of Israel, so do not forget how narrow is the door and difficult
is the road leading to life. For the circumcision and the baptism will be of no use for
those who transgress and do not live according to the gospel, their circumcision will
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become uncircumcision, for I was not explaining the conditions of the circumcision
in the new testament but I was speaking about rituals, and I assure you it is a symbol
of something that should be lived, and if man does not live the thing symbolized, the
ritual of circumcision will be of no use. Moreover, he who did not practice the ritual,
the symbol, but lived the thing symbolized by that ritual, meaning that he lived the
life of death with me then his uncircumcision will become circumcision ... which
means he was actually baptized and imbued with my image as I told you: if the
uncircumcised keeps the law, his uncircumcision will become circumcision, and this
man (who did not practice the ritual at all) will judge those who practiced the ritual
and did not live the life symbolized. It is written "And will not the physically
uncircumcised, if he fulfills the law, judge you, even with your written code and
circumcision, are a transgressor of the law?" (Rom. 2: 27)
So do not forget that all I did to the people of Israel was of no use because the
ritual (the symbol) did not and will not change man, because the whole issue depends
first on the will of man, then on his fight to show credibility of his will.
How can the father grant change .. purification .. and freedom without the full
fighting I told you about?!! the fighting I myself had went through?!! I took for you
the step that no human being could take, the actual death for all sins, and to take away
the eternal punishment, and this was what was meant in the Bible when it was written
"For by grace you have been saved through faith, not of works, lest anyone should
boast", but this is only for those who die like my death, not for those who practiced
the ritual of communion thinking that they became free and that their sins were lift
too..!!
I wonder what more do you need, I lifted your burdens, your grief, your pains,
and the eternal punishment, I died for every sin .. so the least I can ask you for is to
stop serving anything else and this is how you can show the credibility of your will;
that you honestly want to serve me.
I did not tell you that practicing the ritual is the road to life nor did I tell you
that believing in my death on the cross is the road to life!! for believing without doing
is like a dead man (James 2: 20 & 26), because man can believe and this is the
beginning of the road, but he was not crucified and did not die with me, which means
he did not live the gospel or did not follow the law, so his circumcision will also be
considered uncircumcision (Rom. 2: 26). I told you that narrow is the door and
difficult is the way leading to life and that only few find it, for crucifixion and death
only are the beginning of the real service and worship that will lead to life... So how
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then you think that anyone who practice the Baptism ritual or the communion will
enter the Kingdom of God, without burying the seed and stopping to worship the
flesh and the self, which means they still serve another God ..?!! So wake up my
children and walk the way I walked, for I am the only door for rescue and the only
way for deliverance, and there is no other road or basis except the life I lived (1Cor.
3: 11), or for whom then I was fasting and praying?! I only did that to teach you the
road to go to be free from the slavery you were born into.
So walk in the light that says "Circumcision is nothing and uncircumcision is
also nothing" (1Cor. 7: 19) but what matters is the new creation that bears the fruits
of the Spirit, so everyone of you have to look at himself in the mirror (2Cor. 3: 18)
to see the fruits he bears and the growth he achieved. Everyone should ask himself,
before it's too late: Am I now in His image? Do I follow His commandments? can I
pray all the time and live on earth as in Heaven, can I sell everything I own and leave
my house, my father, my mother, my way and hate even myself?!! Isn't this what is
written in the Bible that you believe in, and that will judge you on the last day of
judgment?!! It is the mirror without which you will not be able to know yourselves
because it is the light that leads to real life, for everyone who walked in it, and
without which you will stay in darkness and he who walks in the darkness does not
know where to go (1John 2: 11), so walk in the light to be children of the light,
because it is written about me: "In Him was life, and the life was the light of men.
And the light shines in the darkness".
for the ultimate purpose is to be filled with Me to become an image of Me and
to become members in Me, and thus you will reach the goal for which God had
created you for, which is to fully enjoy Me and be filled with me, this will be
achieved by being in continuous contact with me and this is prayer; the link that
will be between you and me, and this is the means that is not accomplished or
achieved except by stopping to obey anything else...the purpose of all the rituals was
to help you achieve this means, to build a true relationship between me and you, to
be fully filled with me, for praying is the only way that helps you reach your goal,
and it should also be achieved through certain conditions such as the link between the
seed and the source of its life which should be achieved through some conditions
such as its burial so that the water of life starts to reach it and work in it. Even the
rituals, such as masses and baptism, are not the main means, but they are rather a
helping aid that ensures achieving the real means; which is helping you to have a
real link with me. what is most important is that you should meet the link conditions
and be in real relationship with me, for I am the one who arranged for everything to
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help you contact me, and if man can contact me by himself, without practicing any
rituals, such as those who were lost in the wildernesses and the deserts, he then met
the conditions and achieved the means as I told you "When you pray, go into your
room, and when you have shut your door, pray to your father who is in the secret
place" as I used to withdraw into the wilderness and pray. I didn't pray with my
disciples but rather compelled them to go and leave me alone, to teach you the real
road that ensures your arrival at the father's and your being fully filled with Him, then
I told you that "where two or three are gathered in My name, I am there in the midst
of them" (Matthew 18: 20)
"This ritual and system is only to help the means and not the basis, for the basis
is your personal relationship with me with your fighting in prayer with me only in
secret, and any other arrangement will help this basis which without it (any personal
relationship is like the root that emerges after burying the seed) no fertilizer or even
the water of life, which is the flesh and the blood, will be of any use.
So do not take sides with the helping means, as long as an arrangement is
practiced by someone in a certain way, he was born finding himself practicing it .. so
if he continues to do so the means will replace the purpose and what the Pharisee
did will be repeated; they worshiped the Sabbath and asked to stone me because their
strong worship of the letter became insane and would not achieve any goals, so I told
them that the Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath (Mark 2:
27). I have arranged for a system on the Sabbath; that no one works on it - not only
because someone keeps this system and obeys it he is worshipping me and is in
contact with me - but I arranged for this ritual so that man remembers me amidst his
busyness and finds the time in which he can achieve the means that will reach the
goal; which is contacting me. As I made the Sabbath for man to help him (and did
not make man for the Sabbath), I also arranged every system and ritual to help man
achieve the means and ensure its achievement, not to see that you practice and
worship a ritual and thing that this way you are obeying me and worshiping me..
When you are obedient only for the sake of obedience in implementing the ritual this
is not considered obedience, which means it is not the true worship, and if any man
does not work on the Sabbath this doesn't mean he is worshiping me..!! there is a
commandment for obedience, when you obey it you are actually practicing and
achieving the means that leads you to the goal, such as "pray all the time" or "love the
Lord your God from all your heart", these commandments are direct ones, whoever
obeys them and implements them literally will be really obedient to me .. I did not
mean by not working on the Sabbath that you do not work at all literally but I want
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you to realize that there is a reason for it, it is not a commandment but an order to
make you realize that there is a purpose beyond it when you implement it; which is to
stop being busy, to start thinking and praying, and so this commandment is to make
you obey me, it warns you about something I couldn't advice you with except after
implementing this first; not to do anything specific on the Sabbath. However, any
arrangement or ritual such as not to do anything on the Sabbath, or as the
commandment I gave Adam which was not to eat from the fruit of the tree. This
commandment is not a means in itself, but a helping aid for the means to guarantee
the achievement of the means, Adam refused to worship me or to be with me... I had
to give him a commandment not because if he followed it he would be worshipping
me and in relationship with me, but rather to let him realize that he didn't worship me,
and that I wanted him to start obeying me and to realize that I'm the God who should
be obeyed and worshipped, and so I would have helped him and put him on the
beginning of the real road, which is the means that will help him reach me, this also
applies to the Sabbath or any other ritual such as the mass which aims only at
guaranteeing that you will stay for hours before me to ensure your contact with
me, and I will help you to be accustomed to the real relationship with me, and thus
the means is achieved, which is the real prayer.
I hope you understand that any arrangement is only a helping aid to
guarantee the achievement of the real means; the prayer that leads you to the goal,
also Baptism and masses, the circumcision, the Passover lamb, for all these rituals
and arrangements are means for me to use to assure man that I am with him and will
not leave him until he is encouraged to pray and fight to meet the prayer conditions;
death for the world, stop serving anything. By being filled with me in the continuous
prayer only, which is the real link between you and me, you will reach your goal. I
hope you remember the light that you should follow and that says: "therefore, leaving
the discussion of the elementary principles of Christ, let us go on to perfection, not
laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works and of faith toward God,
of the doctrine of Baptisms, of laying on of hands, of resurrection of the dead, and of
eternal judgment. And this we will do if God permits. (Hebrews 6: 1-3) for
circumcision is useful only in case we live the Gospel and keep the law.
I wish you act like me, my dear children, and may you walk as I walked and
ask me to become a member in me with honesty and persistence and I will open your
minds to the truth and to the right road and will shed my light on you as I said in my
first book "Let there be light" (Gen. 1) and I'm standing and knocking on every
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man's heart .. he who opens to me he will let the light in his life and his mind, and
everyone will learn from me.
As in every ritual I allow certain tangible visible things to remind man and
assure him that I'm with him and work through him, that I will carry him on eagles'
wings as I did with the people of Israel; when I divided the sea for them, also in
Baptism I divide the heavens and get down with my Spirit as it happened with me
and the Spirit descended on me as a dove, to assure you all that I'm with you and that
I'll always carry you on eagles' wings, but this work of mine will not set you free of
your slavery in a moment, or do you think that you became in my image and my
likeness?!! The people of Israel were not set free from their slavery after their
circumcision, their crossing the sea and their eating from the Passover lamb, as the
ritual was like a symbol from my part, it was a practical proof that I will be with you
and will not leave you, and that I will work in you with My Spirit as I promised
through Paul when he said "may the God of all grace, who called us to His eternal
glory by Christ Jesus, after you have suffered a while, perfect, establish, strengthen
and settle you". (1 Pet. 5: 10) For the real baptism as a life means being imbued with
my image, but the baptism ritual does not discern whether the one who practiced it is
free, or in my image and likeness, or a saint filled with all the fullness of God, this
will happen with those who fought throughout the whole difficult road, and the proof
is clear in you and in everyone who practiced Baptism and Communion. So ask
yourself: Have you really become in my image?! The ritual is the beginning of the
road that will help them to reach their goal and not the end of the road, and it is my
promise for you that I will grant you my Spirit and that He will continue to work
with you and in you, only if every man fights, dies like my death, all the time, all day
long, and before he becomes a living sacrifice .. for circumcision is useful to those
who work according to the law, and those who do not live the gospel their
circumcision will become uncircumcision (Rom. 2: 25). Any uncircumcised man
who keeps the gospel and live it, his uncircumcision will become circumcision such
as the martyrs who did not practice any ritual but their baptism was counted as they
were really baptized as a life, for they died with me "for his not a Jew who is one
outwardly" (Rom. 2: 28) and any man who practices any ritual, such as keeping the
Sabbath, is not my slave because the circumcision of the heart by the Spirit not by
the book is the real circumcision (Rom. 2: 29) for he becomes imbued with my
image, for "what advantage then has the Jew, or what is the profit of circumcision"
(Rom 3:1) in all these many aspects?!! What advantage for him who practice a
certain arranged ritual just like the Jews in the past; when they kept the Sabbath and
did not work on it, and they didn't understand what I commanded them to practice
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this arrangement, and that it was a symbol. "Circumcision is nothing and
uncircumcision is nothing" (1 Cor. 7: 19) ... in other words, anyone who will not
practice any ritual but what is important is the new creation, to walk as I walked and
to die as I died .. This is how the understanding is achieved... He who has ears to
hear, let him hear.

The account of a divine miracle recently published on our website has received
feedback expressing questions and doubts. For accuracy and honesty, these questions
have been addressed by the person who experienced the event. Here is his answer:
“For the Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep things of God. For what man
knows the things of a man except the spirit of the man which is in him? Even so
no one knows the things of God except the Spirit of God.”
(I Corinthians 2:10-11)

Dear Reader,
The Lord says, “He who speaks from himself seeks his own glory; but He who seeks
the glory of the One who sent Him is true, and no unrighteousness is in Him.” (John
7:18). The Lord asked me to tell the things which He did for me. He said to me, “This
is for My sheep and My people whom will recognize My voice, for I have many of
them in affliction and pain, and they wait to hear My voice to console them.” But for
me, when I finish telling my story, I consider my mission is accomplished and I don't
want anything else from this world. I even did not mention where I live now whether
in my own country or abroad. For the Spirit searches everything, and nobody knows
the things of God except the spirit of God whom dwells in man. So, who have the
spirit of God, who knows and searches the truth and knows the things of God? And
he who needs the word of God, he will delight in the word and the truth, because the
Lord told us, “He who is of God hears God’s words.” (John 8:47) and “Everyone who
is of the truth hears My voice.” (John 18:37).
Truth is truth whether you believe it or not. God wants His Truth and Word to
reach His people. God knows beforehand to whom His truth will reach and who
will accept it with joy. I believe He has asked me many times to write down and
share what He did in me.
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I have been sustained on my journey by God’s word to me, as well as by the
help of my spiritual mentor. As a spiritual father, my mentor confirmed that I should
record the word of the God to me. I am thankful to my spiritual mentor who has
helped me on this hard road through this dark world. With that help and the comfort
of the Lord, I would not have survived (or had been destroyed).
Because of our weakness in this physical world, God sometimes allows the
presence of saints in this world to be a tangible support to us. There are many who
have sent me letters telling me that I'm a liar, while others said, “You want to be
known to all.” Others said, "It is the devil who is appearing to you and who deceives
you." Their responses as understandable as I know that indeed the devil as many
tricks. There are also those that worship their ego—desiring to be famous or to satisfy
themselves.
I want to ask a question: “What is the devil’s main goal?” The devil desires to
draw the world away from the truth, eternity and knowledge of God. God, on the
other hand, wants everyone to know Him. Sometimes, he chooses to use one of His
sons, to whom He reveals Himself, to tell others about God that they may know Him.
As for me, I did not ask to be well-known. I did not even mention my real name or
initials and I prefer that no one knows about me personally. God wants to console
people by His words through me. Those people are His sheep who recognizes His
voice and waits for Him.
So, what I will gain from this disclosure while I am nobody before the world?
Consider that I did not ask to be known or that anyone should know my name.
Nobody saw or knew me. I even refused being in this world, and moreover cried
bitterly every day to return to the desert monastery where I stayed for a year. The
experience was a paradise for me, even Eden itself, because God told me about the
way to salvation, when He said to me, “Whoever loses his life for My sake will save
it. For what profit is it to a man if he gains the whole world, and is himself destroyed
or lost?” (Luke 9:24-25) “Assuredly, I say to you, there is no one who has left house
or brothers or sisters or father or mother or wife or children or lands, for My sake and
the gospel’s, who shall not receive a hundredfold now in this time—houses and
brothers and sisters and mothers and children and lands, with persecutions—and in
the age to come, eternal life.” (Mark10:29-30) Then the Lord reminded me of the
person who wanted to walk with Him but he asked first to farewell his family. And
the Lord said to Him, “No one, having put his hand to the plow, and looking back, is
fit for the kingdom of God.” (Luke 9:62) “Vanity of vanities, all is vanity.”
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(Ecclesiastes 1:2) “And indeed all was vanity and grasping for the wind. There was
no profit under the sun.” (Ecclesiastes 2:11)
Because God put a great assurance in my mind about the truth of His coming
at any hour, my mind became continually aware of this truth, as He commanded us,
“Therefore you also be ready, for the Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not
expect.” (Luke 12:40) God always reminds me to warn everyone I meet about this
truth. He said, “But take heed to yourselves, lest your hearts be weighed down with
carousing, drunkenness, and cares of this life, and that Day come on you
unexpectedly.” (Luke 21:34) “Do not labor for the food which perishes, but for the
food which endures to everlasting life” (John 6:27). The Lord told me that the prince
of this world seeks, with all his strength, to make people forget about it especially in
His first sermon on the mount. “Do not worry about your life, what you will eat or
what you will drink; nor about your body, what you will put on. Is not life more than
food and the body more than clothing? “Therefore do not worry, saying, ‘What shall
we eat?’ or ‘What shall we drink?’ or ‘What shall we wear?’ For after all these
things the Gentiles seek. But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness,
and all these things shall be added to you.” (Matthew 6, Luke 12)
God didn't allow me to continue my devotion in the desert of that monastery
which was like a dream to me. So He put me on the altar as a burning sacrifice, not
only a sin sacrifice [which indicates the death of sin], which must be done by
continual repentance to be born of water. That root of sin, that causes man to sin
continually, which is his self, has to die. As Paul says, evil is present with me
(Romans 7:21). The Lord worked in me that everything which belonged to the world
should die, in the same way that the burned sacrifice, when the priest put it on the
altar, and was burned until it became dust. The Lord told me that I should live
according to the Bible, not just knowing old ceremonies, because the Bible is a life
that should be lived by every man; that's why I commanded, “Only let your conduct
be worthy of the gospel of Christ.” (Philippians 1:27) Man must walk in this way
because living practically according to the word of God is the way to God. Now, I
don't need anyone or money or anything of this world, because I realized that
everything in this world is vain, and I choose to be in God forever and not to live for
vain things. [The Lord put in my hands a lot of money and many estates which the
Lord and my spiritual mentor asked me to keep for ministry--many people, whom
God has brought in my way, come and live with me.] Please, my beloved ones, think
about these things, what is the purpose of this work? So, you can easily know that
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I’m telling the truth and also by asking the guidance of God, He will give the desire
of your heart.
I have no personal agenda except helping everyone to know God, and this is
what He asked me to do, for God searches the heart and this appears clearer in not
mentioning my name or where I live. When I finish telling what God has done
with me, my role will be finished. Through the word of God and His work, the faith
of many people may grow and their joy may increase. The devil wants to attract
people towards him or towards his followers in order to keep the world away from
seeking God and eternity. But any wise man will realize that there is no profit from
writing this story, while the world does not know who I am, but I write to comfort
anyone carrying their cross and to strengthen their faith, as the Lord asked Saul and
many others in old times or recently Nahed Metwali (Febi Abdel Massieh) who was
Muslim and came to Christ, God asked her to tell others what He did in her life, not
to become famous but to comfort all people and strengthen their faith. The difference
between me and her is that I'm not known to anybody.
Whoever reads my testimony should focus on the purpose. I'm still nobody so
why should any man thinks that the devil is deceiving me or that I want anything? In
what way am I to take anything from anybody? Many have said to me, "This is a
work of the devil because the devil can appear as an angel of light.” I don't blame
them. For me, the devil cannot appear to me because I know God very well and by
truth. Does the devil want me to know God well and leave the world? Does he want
me to lose interest in things which are seen, even my body? There is a difference
between delusion and the truth. There is tangible evidence that still remain from
God's work: my hair was curly and became soft, I used to wear glasses but now I
don't, and I don't feel heart pain anymore even if I stay without food for a month
despite the continued presence of the disease. How did this happen?! There is a
difference between illusion, delusion and the truth.
The most important thing of all of this is that I don't care about the reactions of
the world or what the people say, because my main concern is to know God well, and
this is the purpose God has succeeded achieving in my life through knowing Him and
bringing me close to Him. Whether the world believes it or not, what will change
this reality? Actually I don't feel my presence in this world and life, for me now, is
Christ. Whatever happens, I don't care. When God sends me to someone and he does
not believe, I don't try to convince because this is not my role; I stop seeing them
because I don't want anything and I leave them to God.
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My beloved ones, my desire is that you concentrate on all these things. When
Paul said, “I labored more abundantly than them all,” (I Corinthians 15:10), and
“Imitate me,” (I Corinthians 11:1), he did not intend to be proud of himself but God
asked him to speak thus, even if he was seen to be proud. By focusing on the
purpose, you will find that Paul didn't desire anything for himself and was not
attracting attention towards himself; instead, he was attracting the whole world to
Christ. I wish we remember Gods' words, “He who speaks from himself seeks his
own glory; but He who seeks the glory of the One who sent Him is true, and no
unrighteousness is in Him.” (John 7:18). Of course this is not the devil's desire and
also there is a great difference between the circumstances of Saint Paul and mine; I'm
still nobody to the world and no one sees or knows me.
There is a difference between delusion and the truth. God really healed me to
raise my faith in order to be a witness for Him in a world that lacks spiritual truth
especially in the West. Regarding visions, these days God visits many people in
visions because the spiritual level of many is very weak, so the Lord has to visit
people by Himself, as He promised, “And it shall come to pass in the last days, says
God, That I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh; Your sons and your daughters
shall prophesy, Your young men shall see visions, Your old men shall dream dreams.
And on My menservants and on My maidservants I will pour out My Spirit in those
days; And they shall prophesy. I will show wonders in heaven above And signs in the
earth beneath.” (Acts 2:17-19) I think you have read the story of Nahed Metwali, to
whom, while she was Muslim, God started to show visions. The devil cannot change
the nature and the shape of anyone. If what happened was from the devil, what is his
aim? Does the devil want man to know Christ and love Him very much as God did
with me?! This is impossible. I came close to God and I truly knew Him. This, of
course, cannot be the aim of the devil because I left the world and I don't feel its
presence anymore. I'm sure about one thing; that is, when I speak about myself, even
as a nobody, I feel uncomfortable and feel like God puts me in front of a gun. What
comforts me is that people don't know me in person and, most importantly, that I
have no personal desire to take anything from the world. The devil and the famous
people in the world desire to satisfy themselves and refuse to let God be known to the
world, so my beloved ones, think carefully about this idea: one who seeks to make
Christ be known to all and help people come close to God cannot be motivated
by the devil?
The Bible says, “For the Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep things of
God.” (I Corinthians 2:10) This means you can ask God by yourself to understand the
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things that belong to him and to believe all His word because it is written, “The God
of Israel grant your petition which you have asked of Him.” (ISamuel1:17) God
promised that whoever asks, shall receive and He promised, “I will not leave you
orphans.” (John14:18) Because God is real, even if we don't see Him or feel His
presence sometimes, we know in our minds very well that He is hearing us. You can
ask Him personally to show you whether any man is honest or not and you can ask
Him to show you His thinking in order to recognize which things are from Him and
which are not. That way you can recognize the presence of God in their lives and
you will truly know them. God gives man the desire of his heart.
In some countries, people asked me to give them a videotape containing
pictures of my face in the past. When they saw it, they couldn't believe that these
pictures belong to me--my skin was dark, I was wearing medical glasses and my hair
was curly--but now everything is changed. The Lord asked me several times to send
this tape along with my graduation certificates and my passport containing different
visas to some people, to prove that I’m not a liar. This wasn’t my desire, because I
asked God to allow me to be alone with Him only and leave the whole world not
seeing anybody, but I didn't want to hinder God's work or to be a stumbling
stone to anyone and let His will be done not mine.
I wish now that you seek God to know Him and know His ways, for He is
inside you and He dwells in you; He is omnipresent.
Listen to me now, all I want you to do is to focus on God alone and make Him
your only comfort. It doesn't matter who is the true one and who is the liar, the
important thing is to know Him personally before the end of the world because “time
is very short.” (I Corinthians 7:29) If the whole world is full of liars and evil, it won’t
be your responsibility or guilt but theirs and they will lose.
Whoever comes close to God and is born again will win everything, but
whoever is not filled of God will lose everything. It is written, “Be anxious for
nothing but in everything by prayer,” bringing every thought into captivity to the
obedience of Christ,” “pray without ceasing,” “He who called you is holy, you also
be holy in all your conduct,” “you shall be perfect, just as your Father in heaven is
perfect.” God will ask about your salvation and your fight in the difficult road which
is the only way to Him.
It is important for every man to know God personally before it is too late as our
holy fathers did when they escaped from the world; they did not waste their time
thinking about vain things but turned to God and He saved them. When someone gets
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a miracle from God or a revelation of God in a church, we ask God to examine this in
His light because He promised that anyone asks, shall receive. That is in case if
anyone is concerned.
For me, as I finish telling what God have done with me, my role will be
finished. I'm still nobody to the world and that's what I want. I want everyone to
focus on God and be filled of Him to fullness and to love God from all their
hearts, from all their minds and from all their souls because God is near at
doors.
“Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit who is from God,
that we might know the things that have been freely given to us by God. These things
we also speak, not in words which man’s wisdom teaches but which the Holy
Spirit teaches, comparing spiritual things with spiritual. But he who is spiritual
judges all things.” (I Corinthians 2:12-13,15)

Dear Beloved Reader,
With the Lord's help, and after a lot of insistence, we managed to convince the one
with whom this miracle happened to publish it with all its details for the benefit of
everybody, to change and to be comforted by God's work in his life, and to
understand the purpose for which God brought us to this world; that we should no
longer be carried about with every wind of doctrine by the trickery of men, but rather
know the truth and be free of every chain. Let's all pray that God grant us
discernment to realize the truth and understand and know the purpose for which we
were brought to this world.
God be with you…
You can send us on our email:

Way2TrueLife@gmail.com

For other details and videos, please visit:
http://JesusForWorld.com
http://newmiracles.org/Way2TrueLife
Youtube:
https://youtube.com/Way2TrueLife
https://www.youtube.com/LordIsMyGoodShepherd
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